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FOREWORD 

Following IIurricane 3etsy, the Disaster bsearch Center undertook an 
intensive study of some of the organizational responses in the New Orleans 
area. From the data gathered in field work, a working paper was prepared 
several years later. This was never publicly circulated beyond DRC because 
it was iaterided to be but the first of two or three other extensive case 
studies which were to be part of a comparative analysis of camunity orga- 
nizational response to major disaster. For a variety of reasons the other 
case studies were never written. However, the New Orleans case study, even 
at the present time, still is one of the more detailed ones existing in 
disaster literature. It is, therefore, now being published in nore public 
folm, so disaster researchers and historians will have easier access to the 
material. The present version is almost identical to the original working 
paper except for some minor editing and limited bibliographical updating. 
such, time reference to the organizations and actions described in the mono- 
graph refer to the year 1965 when the hurricane hit Louisiana. Structure 
and functim of such groups as local Red Cross chapters aad civil defense 
have changed somewhat in the ensuicg decade. 

As 

E. L. Qucirantc1I.i 
Direct or 
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The author acknmrledges tSe ascist,?nce of David Adams, J m c s  Rcsri, B-zbara 
Tootle, and Stephen Vargo in the preparation of this paper. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This monograph presents a descriptive case study of organizational 
response to the threat and impact of Hurricane Betsy which struck Net? 
Orleans, Louisiana September 9 and 10, 1965. The study focuses on five 
organizations: Civil Defense, Salvation Amy, Red Cross, Public Works 
(which includes electric, gas, and transit division), and the Southern 
Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company. 
the particular organization's adaptation to increased demands brought 
about by the disaster agent. 

Each chapter will concentrate on 

In focusing on organizational adaptations to a disaster, we will be 
concerned with the unique situation of a "double disaster." A double 
disaster is the occurrence of one disaster agent (hurricane) followed 
shortly by another disaster agent (flood). While Organizations expected 
and prepared for a hurricane, they were also confronted with a flood 
which required reassessment in allocating existing and emergency re- 
sources. Extensive flooding, resulting from a tidal surge, forced 
water from the Mississippi River to overflow the existing levee struc- 
ture. The eastern section of the city experienced the bulk of the flood. 

Three time periods will be used in discussing the double disaster: 
pre-impact, impact, end post-impact. The pre-impact stage is the period 
preceding the hurricane-f lood in which a hurricane warning alerts orga- 
nizations to prepare for the ensuing disaster. 
terized by organizations mobilizing their material resources and person- 
nel according to a disaster plan formulated from previous hurricane 
experience. 
nization since so= organizations began preparations before others; how- 
ever. for the purposes of this monograph, 8:OO p.m. September 9 will 
designate the end of the pre-impact stage and the beginning of the impact 
period. 
9:00 a.m. September 10, 
of organizational response ranging from total inactivity to active in- 
volvement (e.g., providing transportation for evacuees). 
period that the hurricane swept its way across southern Louisiana, simul- 
teneously creating a tidal surge which lead to extensive flooding. Al- 
though the hurricaae did cause heavy damage, the immediate problem6 
faced by organizations in the post-impact stage centered around the 
flooding. The post-impact stage began around 9:OO a.m. September 10 and 
ended at a different tine foi each organization; however, for most orga- 
nizations some degree of normalcy was reached by September 26, 1975. It 
is on this post-impact period that each chapter will focus, describing 
the adaptations each organization had to naite in confronting the double 
disaster. 

This stage is charac- 

The pre-impact stage is somevrhat different for each orga- 

The impact period continues from 8:OO p,m. September 9 until 
This stage is characterizied by various degrees 

It was in this 



Hurricane Experience: A Disaster Subculture 

Hurricanes are not new to the New Orleans area. Previous hurricane 
threats and side effects have enabled organizations to mdce specific 
adaptations in confronting these storms. Hurricane Hilda in 1964 pro- 
vided a very real experience which encouraged organizations to develop 
detailed energency plaas. It was the plans formed from previous hurri- 
cane experiences that Were put into operation with the threat of Hurri- 
cane Betsy; and it was this set of emergency procedures that had to 
undergo adjustments to Che unexpected flooding. 

In order to conprehend the initial set of organizational responses 
to the hurricane threat, it is helpful to understand the concept of a 
"disaster subculture." 
has undergone repeated--almost annual--hurricar,e threats. 
ducted in communities that experience predictable disruptions (i.e., 
annual floods or hurricanes) have shown that organizations learn to 
adopt activities so that appropriate action can be taken to conbat the 
dis aster . 

New Orleans , along with other Gulf Coast cities, 
Studies con- 

The concept of subculture refers to those identifiable variations 
in the more general and pervasive cultural themes and patterns 

-? characteristic of a given society. Subcultures exist when certain 
groups of people come to share rather distinctive cultural charac- 
teristics which set them off, or differentiate then, from other 
groups ... Thus, a disaster subculture may be defined as those sub- 
cultural patterns operative in a given area which are geared 
towards the solution of problems, both social and nonsocial, 
arising from the awareness of s o m  form of almost periodic 
disaster threat. (Anderson, 1965: 3) 

- 

The period from Juae 1 to the end of November is designated as the 
Shortly after June 1, all city goverrment emergency- hurricane setison. 

oriented departments with the military, nedical, and allied agencies 
meet to review emergency plans and to inform each other of organizational 
changes. 
These annual meetings illustrate the repetitive responses typical of a 
disaster subculture. 

This is known as the mayor's Disaster Survival Committee. 

Maxy of the adaptationa that organizations made to the threat and 

However, with each new dioaster ex- 
impact of Hurricane Betsy had been learned responses developed from 
previous hurricane experiences. 
perience, additional knowledge is gathered to more effectively plan 
and cope with these disruptions. Throughout the mnograph, references 
will be nade to previous plans and adaptations that organizations have 
found to be useful from past disaster experience. 
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Data Collection 

In studying organized behavior in disasters, the Disaster Research 
Center (DRC) has developed a fourfold typology classifying organizations 
according to their structure and tasks. 
establirhed, expanding, extending, and emergent organizations. Established 
organizations maintain their existing structure and generally continue 
their nmnslly assigned taskn during an emergency period (e.g., telephone 
company, public utilities, police and fire departments). Change in struc- 
ture while maintaining the same pre-disaster tasks is the bssic charac- 
teristic of an expanding organization. 
heavily upon volunteer aid (e.g., Civil Defense, Red Cross, and Salvation 
Army). 
structure but change their task involvement. 
be a contractor who loans out equipment for clecring debris. 
organization is a totally new organization that develops a structure and 
appropriate tasks. 
emerge to direct the total community recovery effort. This type of e m -  
mittee would be classified as an emergent organization. In this mono- 
graph we will be concerned with established and expanding organizations. 

The four organizational types are 

Often these organizations rely 

Extending organizations are those that keep the same pre-emergency 
An example of this type would 

An ernergen: 

In many disaster situations coordinating committees 

Data collected from 147 personal interviews by DRC staff, official 

Interviews were conducted by DRC field teams 
reports, and a complete set of New Orleans newspapers provided the basis 
for descriptive material. 
with all key decision-making officials and representatives from lower 
echelon positions in each organization. Departments that experienced 
the greatest amount of stress were also interviewed and where organiza- 
tional size permitted, all personnel were questioned (e.g., Civil Defense 
with a staff of sixteen). 
was placed on probing for information concerning authority patterns, 
decision making tasks, and communication. Data was collected on pre- 
disaster structure and procedures to offer a basis for comparing the 
organization's adaptations to the hurricane and flood. 
concerning the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company was 
gathered with strong emphasis placed on interorganizational comunica- 
tions via the public relations departnent. 
primarily with public relations officers and supplemented with data 
ob:tained from company reports, newspapers, and booklets ; together, 
this data provided the basis for analysis. 

In conducting each interview special emphasis 

Information 

Interviews were conducted 

The purpose of this monograph is to present a detailed descriptive 
account: of the operation of five specific organizations in a stress 
situation. 
become faiiliar with many of the common problems stress situations 
present to a community and how a community is able to mobilize its 
resources to meet the increase in demands that folloT.7 in the wake of 
a disaster. 
appear to be an unorganized choatic situation, what in ecfect occurs 
is that an emergent emergency social system develops with a whole net- 
work of interdependencies. This network can more effectively meet the 
increased demands produced by a hisaster. 

It is hoped that through this presentation the reader will 

It will be continually emphasized that where there may 
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The following chapter will describe the physical impact of Betsy 
from its first inception far out in the Atlantic Ocean until it dispersed 
into the Ohio Valley. A brief chronology of events will be presented 
in order that the reader may obtain a quick overview of disaster-related 
activities. 
and adaptations of the following expanding organizations: Civil Defense, 
Salvation Army, and Red Cross. 
Orleans Public Service, Inc. with special attention paid to the electric, 
gas, and transit departments. 
Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company with emphasis on inter- 
organizational communications. 
major themes running through the monograph. 

Chapters two, three and four will deal with the responses 

The next chapter will focus on the New 

Chapter six contains a discussion of the 

The last chapter will bring together 
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CHAPTER 11 

DESCRIPTIVE ACCOUIIT OF HURRICANE BETSY IN NFM ORLEANS 

In order for the reader to have a basic overview and context in 
which to 
criptive account is presented. September 9 and 10, 1965, and the days 
immediately following will long remain in the memories of the citizens 
of New Orleans as the period when Hurricane Betsy occurred--one of the 
gravest and most devastating storms ever to strike the Louisiana coast. 
Never in Louisiana's history had more people been affected nor had 
there been such widespread destruction as during those t1'70 hellish days 
when Betsy ranted and raged her way across the state of Louisiana. 
Gusts of wind, clocked between 112 and 150 m.p.h., shattered stores, 
twisted billboards, uprooted trees, and tore off raofing. 

place the events of Hurricane Betsy, a general overall des- 

Unsatisfied, Betsy left in her wake a tidal surge that inundated 
all lowlying areas throughout the state. The existing levee struc- 
tures provided little or no protection from this rnmmoth tidal surge. 
Much of Louisiana lies below sea level, with countless bays and bayous 
along its 366 nile coastline. These served as natural funnels fOK the 
incoming water. 

Unlike most states, Louisiana's political unit is the "parish" 
rather than the more traditional "county" boundary. 
parish, which is the city of NGFJ Orleans, is located 107 miles from 
the mouth of the Piississippi River. From all available information 
concerning hurricane paths, the city is situated in one of the highest 
hurricane frequency areas in the United States. 
258) 
major hurricanes and forty-two minor storms with total damages running 
into the billions. Since 1957, there had been four hurricanes in- 
cluding Betsy, that severely affected the New Orleans area. Hurricane 
Audrey struck on June 27, 1957, causing $120,000.00 damages in Louisiana 
alone. The next storm occurring in this area was Carla -- September 8, 
1961. Residents in the lowlying areas were evacuated, limiting damages 
and deaths that could have resulted from the storm. 
October 1964, provided New Orleans with a learning experience that was 
to prove very valuable when Betsy arrived in September of 1965. In an 
unprecedented cooperative effort, emergency organizations responded to 
the inpact of Hurricane Hilda. Red Cross, Civil Defense, the police 
and fire departments, Salvation Army, levee board, the mayor's office, 
and countless other Organizations worked together to reestablish normal 
operations in New Orleans. 

The Net7 Orleans 

(Dum and Miller, 1964: 
Since the turn of the century, Louisiana has undergone eleven 

Hurricane Hilda, 



In the following discussion of Betsy, it will be helpful to divide 
our remarks into three time sequences: the period before the storm (pro- 
impact), the actual storm and flood (impact). and the period of general 
rehabilitation (post - impact) . 
Hurricane Betsy: Pre-Impact 

classified as a "progressive-diffused" type of disaster. (Carr 1932: 
207-?18) A hurricane, like other disasters included in this category, 
is a slow moving event preceded by a period of warning and followed by 
widespread destruction. 
Betsy was exactly this type of disaster. 

A hurricane, s w h  as the one that occurred in September 1965 can be 

In the words of a Civil Defense worker Hmricam 

It's a slow. mournful 
know days ahead of time is going to strike. It comes. and just 
as sure as taxes, it comes slowly and it weighs on the individual 
it weighs on us here who follow this thing hour by hour- for days 
at a time and by the time this old bag ever c o m a  strolling in YOU 
say, "sure glad to see you. Let's get this over with." 

This "mournful, agonizing approach" began on August 26, 1975 

agonizing approach of a monster that YOU 

when B 
tropical depression was located approximately 675 miles east-northeast Qf 
the island of Trinidad. 
aircraft located the squalls that spawned this hurricane moving in a 
west-northwesterly direction. By August 29 tropical storm Betsy had 
become Hurricane Betsy with winds up to 80 m.p.h. and centered 200 miles 
north-northeast of Sen Juan, Puerto Rico. 
Off the coast of Puerto Rico 
ber 1 and moved westward with winds increasing from 80 to 150 m.p.h. 
September 3 
east off the Bahamas and slowing down to a standstill on September 4. 
September 5 
time 
diameter. Betsy swept acfos8 the northern t i p  of Nassau, 
its violent winds and accompanying high tides inflicting a severe beating 
on the small ieland. By midnight of the s m e  day, winds of hurricane force 
were lashing Miami. Damage along the lower east: coast of Florida was eetP- 
mated at $139,330,000. On the eighth of September after stalling off the 
tip of Florida 
Mexico. 

On the morning of August 27 a reconnaissance 

After stalling for two days 
Betsy regained hurricane intensity on Septem- 

Betsy continued to move in a northwesterly direction, akirting 
On 

Betsy began an unusual movement southward at 8 m.p.h. By this 

On 

Betsy measured 450 miles from north to south with an eye 40 miles in 
On September 7 

Betsy moved through the Florida Keys and into the Gulf of 

The movement of Betsy into the Gulf activated a hurricane watch at the 
New Orleans Civil Defense Emergency Operations Center located on Lake Pont- 
chertrain. It is generally tiraderotom3 by the Gulf Coast states that when- 
ever a storm enters the Gulf of Mexico 
severe weather conditions. The weather bureau furnished information every 
two to six hours while the storm waa in the Atlantic Ocean and the aouthern 
Gulf of Mexico; hourly report8 were given as the storm approached the 
Louisiana coast. 

they ere in the direct path of 
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Prepcration for the storm had begun in the nayor's office early 
on September 8. 
and other agencies concerned with public protection during emergencies. 
Discussion centered around the functions that each department or 
agency would perform during the emergency. Each organization mobilized 
its personnel and made preparations for the ensuing storm. 
Orleas morning paper published the following warning: 

A meeting was held of the various department heads 

The Nev7 

Betsy is large and dangerous and all precautionary measures should 
be completed as soon as possible. . . .Lowlying coastal areas in 
the area of hurricane display, especially the Louisiana coast: 
should be evacuated as early as possible today before escape 
routes are cut off by rising waters. 
entire Northern Gulf Coast: should seek safe shelter. . . .All 
interests along the Northern Gulf Coast: should listen to radio 
and television for frequent advice from the Weather Bureau. 
Eeed the warnings for your own protection. 
Iten; September 9, 1965: p. 1, col. 8) 

Snall craft along the 

(New Orleans States 

Indeed, thousands did take the viarning to evacuate inland. Off-shore 
oil rig workers and fishermen swarmed the higlmays heading north to 
higher ground and av7ay from the precarious lot7land. 

In New Orleans, shopkeepers closed early, boarding up their 
windows and making sure that a11 loose objects t~ere secure. 
assembled and divided up household preparatory duties. 
be taped or boarded up; antennas securely fastened, flashlights and 
candles gathered, food and water cet aside, and families in the 1017- 
lying area near the lokc had to decide whether they were going to seek 
shelter elsewhere. On the morning of the ninth, the New Orleans States - Item published an editorial expressing the feelings that the citizens 
of Net3 Orleans had toward hurricanes, 

I 

Families 
Windows had to 

About hurricanes New Orleans does not joke, an attitude born 
of centuries of respect for the at7esoue povier of these water- 
spmmed evil spirits of the weather world, . . .The elements 
of surprise aad disregard of warnings are the principal. allies 
of hurricanes in bringing great damage and heavy loss of life. 
I.Jith the perfection of the advance warning service the surprise 
factors largely have been minimized. 
varnings preceeding the killer storms also is not the problen 
it once was. 
found in Audrey. Pian io learning more yearly about the intri- 
cate nature of hurricanes and may soon be able to deform them. 
Until then, Betsy and her illgotten sisters command respect for 
an unbridled force. (New Orleans States Item; September 9, 1965: 
p. 10, col. 1) 

Disregard of the ample 

Coastal Louisiana will not soon forget the e x q l e  

Hurricane Betsy: Irapact 

By 10:G2 p.r.i., September 9, the winds in New Orleans had exceeded 
100 m.p.h. At midnight, the ccnter or' the storm passed 35 miles 



southwest of Net7 Orleans. 
160 m.p.h. causing tides 16 feet above nomal. Bestsy would go down in 
Louisiana's records as the most destructive storm to date: 
an area of some 4,800 squake miles, killing 81 persons within the state, 
forcfng about 250,000 persons to evacuate, and disrupting transporta- 
tion, communication, and utilities service throughout the eastern 
coastal ares of Louisiana for weeks. 

Wind gusts were reported to be more than 

inundating 

Throughout the period of impact, activity was almost at a stand- 
still. 
Center, which is the central emergency coordinating center, lost most 
of their comriunication with outside agencies and lost all communication 
with the weather bureau. Earlier in the evening, however, before the 
storm struck, 8 mass evacuation had been undertaken. The transit 
division of the public service department assigned buses to special 
routes to aid in the evacuation. Additional vehicles were obtained 
from the department of public buildings. Schools, churches, and other 

-atom impacted, there was very little that could be done except to sit 
tight and wait it out. 
morning of September 11, Betsy became an extra-tropical storm as it 
moved over eastern Arkznsas and continued into the Ohio River valley. 

Those stationed in the Civil Defense Emergency Operations 

- public buildings were opened to families seeking shelter. But once the 

During the night of September 10 and the 

Hurricane Betsy : Post- hpact 

Reports af flooding in a number of sections in the eastern part of 
the city began corning in after the storm. 
was felt from past experience that the area adjacent to Lake Pont- 
chartrain would be the area affected by the flooding, 
in the New Orleans area west of the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal 
(Industrial Canal) and south of Gentilly Boulevard resulted from a 
tidal surge which overtopped the Industrial Canal west levee in the 
vicinity of the intersection of the canal and the Mississippi River. 
This unexpected flooding caught many families by surprise. 
sons were awakened in the early morning hours by the water surrounding 
them. 
nearest public building, usually an elementrry school. 
families were trapped with no other alternative than to seek shelter 
on the roof of their hones. 

This was not expected. It 

However, flooding 

Many per- 

Those families who felt they could walk to safety sought the 
Many other 

The immediate problem facing the city was the evacuation of 
those stranded by the flood. 
small. boats to volunteer their crafts for rescue activity was re- 
leased throush the mass nedia Friday morning, September 10. Volun- 
teers in their small crafts along with a m y  personnel in amphibious 
ducks, conducted an intensive search-and-rescue operation in the in- 
undated area. 
vate crafts. 
not told where to take the evacuees once they had been rescued. 
people would request to be talcen to a relative's house only to discover 
that it, too, was flooded. Isolated incidents of profiteering (charging 
for rescue service) were reported, but by and l a g e  the rescue activity 
ran smoothly and effectively. 

An announcement requesting owners of 

However, some problems aro~e with the use of these pri- 
Overall coordination was lacking and boat operators were 

Often 
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Shelters had to be set up and stocked in order to provide the 
evacuees with food and medical supplies. Temporary shelters were I 

set up in schools, churches, and large public buildings. 
96,000 people sought safety in these shelters; haever, the enormous 
scope of the disaster required a more permanent shelter set-up. 
the U. S. Naval Station was mobilized to handle evacuees. On the 
morning of September 11, Army personnel and field equipment began 
-lene, in Ne17 Orleans by military aircraft and by the morning of the 
twelfth, Algiers Naval Station was prepared to receive refugees from 
the forty shelters scattered throughout New Orleans. 

More than 

Thus 

In addition to these rescue and evacuation operations, immediate 
post-impact: attention was focused on the restoration of minimum COmuni- 
ty services. The sever and water board, levee board, and the A m Y  
Corps of Engineers had the nonumental task of handling the flood situa- 
tion. 
structed their drainage and naintenance crews to report to their 
respective stations and to await further notice. 
conditions and power interruption, three of the sewer and water board's 
pmping stations on the east side became inoperative. 
Friday it was decided that if it were possible and the situation war- 
ranted, the flood gates in the siphon that carries water: into the 
Florida canal under the Industrial Canal would be closed. By closing 
the flood gates, it was believed that the waters would be prevented 
f r m  inundatiq the west side. However, water did spread over wide 
areas on both the east and west sides of the Industrial Canal. 
1l:OO a.m. that morning, the flood gates on the east side of the Indus- 
trial Canal were closed, thus allowing control of the west side situa- 
tion. 

Before the hurricane struck, the sever and water board had in- 

Because of the flood 

At 4:OO a.m. 

By 

The A m y  Corps of Engineers inmediately aided the sever and water 
The uobilization of board in its flood control and drainage attempts. 

six dredges, one pump barge, and eight pumps allowed for the removal 
of w c h  of the city's flood waters, lessening the strain on key pumping 
stations in the more severely flooded mistern areas. By September 26, 
the emergency phase of the sewer and water board's restoration process 
was over. 

Each organization and departnent within the city took immediate 
restorative actions. 
crews in the department of streets started clearing over 12,000 miles 
of street; gas and electric departments first: took care of immediate 
dangerous conditions (i. e. , fallen vires and broken gas lines) , and 
then focused on restoring normal service. Every organization had as 
its main goal the restoration of normal operating processes. On the 
evening of September 10, the President of the United States paid a 
visit to New Orleans and offered the assistance of the federal govern- 

Public health personnel began fnnoculations; 

,ment to the newly declared national emergency area. 

The chief officer of the Office of Emergency Planning was placed 

Summary items from the president's telegram to the bJew Orlenas 
In charge of coordinating federal assistance to the greater New Orleans 
area. 
mayor indicate the type of federal assistance offeted: 
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1. 
Mississippi River was handled by the Army Corps of Engineers. Aside 
from responsibility for navigation and flood control facilities, the 
Corps of Zngineers performed nuch of the disaster work for the Office 
of Emergency Planning either with military personnel, or by contracting 
with private firns. 

A missing barge with 600 tons of chlorine lost somewhere in the 

2. Six hundred Fourth Army personnel were brought into the area. 
included an engineer company equipped with heavy machinery and water 
purification equipment. 

They 

A. Equipment and supplies in the area for immediate use were as 
fo~~ov7s: rations for 22,500; 147 units of trucks, trailers, 
water and gas tankers; 20 fixed ~7ing and helicopters; a bull 
dozer bucket loader; and niscellineous mobile equipment. 

B. The National Guard had 4,000 nen OR duty and brought in an 
additional 104 trucks; 12 amphibious vehicles; 32 radio sets; 
12,100 sheets; 28,444 blankets; 3,100 cots; 2,103 litters; 
3,050 mattresses; 5 refrigerator vans; 13 ten and thirty 
lcila7att generators; 14 five-ton tractors; 2 five-ton wreckers; 
and 8 semi- trailers. 

3. 
highway and bridge damage with the Louisiana State Highway officials. 
Reconstruction vork began as quickly as possible ‘1.7ith the bureau 
shouldering the biggest share of the cost for repair of federal high- 
ways. 

The Bureau of Public Roads sent 35 engineers to assist in surveying 

4. The Job Corps ~.tas instructed to help in the clean-up. 

5. The Coast: Guard sent 10 helicopters, 8 fixed tring aircraft, and 30 
boats to use in rescue work. 

6. 
8 locations in refugee centers. 

The Small Jusiness Administration opened disaster loan offices at 

7. 
the clock for release of stockpile foods and also to furnish transporta- 
tion if requested. 

The Agriculture Department Commodity Department stayed open around 

6. 
which could be turned over to refugees. 

Housing ar?d Hone Finance Agency compiled a list of housing units 

9. 
through the General Service Administration. 

Three hundred and fifty nobile vans vere purchased and distrubuted 

10. Air Force Reserve units delivered 43 telephone repair vehicles 
and their crews from northern states to tackle the job of telephone 
restoration. 
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11. The Food and Drug Administration trorlted closely with city and 
state officials inspecting damaged food and drug supplies for con- 
tamination. 

12. The Department of Health, Sducation and Uelfare provided inspec- 
tion services to the Office of Emergency planning on sewage systems, 
waterworks, insect-infected areas, and other matters relating to public 
health. 

13. 
identifying the bodies of hurricane victims. 

The FBI sent in teais of specialists to aid local officials in 

14. 
in grants to Hurricane Betsy victims. 

On October 21, the senate passed a bill providing $35,000,000.00 

The combined efforts of the city, state, and federal governments, 
and the cooperation of private organizations within one week's tine 
brought about a vast restoration of cornunity services and functions. 
Immediately after the stom, 70 percent of the 186,000 customers of 
the New Orleans Public Service Inc. were without electricity. 
Seprenber 1S, 90 percent of these customers had power. Cy the same 
time, the telephone company reported that 75 percent of all Neq7 Orleans 
customers terc receiving telephone service. Bus service throughout 
the city had returned to normal operations. Except for a fa7 stores 
in the flooded areas, the majority of businesses in the commercial 
sector had opened their doors. 

By 

The folloving chronological listing v7i11 present an overview of 
the organizational activities from the hurricane's inception to the 
phasing out of emergency recovery €unctions. 

Chronology 

2:OO p.m, 

11:OO a.n. 

August 27 

U. S. Venther Bureau received information from a 
reccpnaissnnce aircraft indicating that there was a 
noderatc tropical dcpressian forming. 
was watched for further possible development. 

This depression 

August '31 

A hurricane watch began at civil defense headquarters. 
The plotting of Betsy began with the Miami Weather Bureau's 
advisory KO. 16. The hurricane's position at that time 
vas about 270 nilcs north of San Juan, Puerto Rico, and 
over 900 miles east-southeast of Miami. Daily plotting 
continued until September 6. 

Septcnber G 

IJeathcr plotting at the CD headquarters vas started 
on a 24 h o w  basis. 
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September 7 

1:35 p.m. Louisiana National Guard began detaS-Xed planning and 
preparation should Betsy become a threat. 

September 8 

1O:OO a.m. The Algiers Naval Air Station received a report from 
the U. S. Naval Hurricane Forecast Facility, Mimi, Florida 
stating that destructive hurricane t7inds were possible with- 
in 72 hours. 

The i?ea Orleans Aviation Board decided that all air- 
crafts should be flown out of New Orleans. 
should be secured in the hangars. 

into the Gulf of Nexico and t7as moving x~esttiard. 

Light aircraft 

1:oo p.n. The U. S. Ueather Bureau reported that Betsy had novcd 

5:OO p.m. A special precautionary watch mas established at the 
civil defense emergency operation center. 
plotting continued khrough the night: at 7:00, 1O:OO a d  

The watch and 

12:oo pan. - 
' I  

8:OO p.m. A hurricane watch v7as advised for the area from the 
nouth of the Mississippi River v~esto7ard to liatagoyda Bay 
on the cciltral coast to Texas- The 17eather Bureau at 
this time recommended evacuation of all off-shore oil 
rigs. 

September 9 

2:OO a.m. U. S. !leather Bureau reported that Betsy was moving 
west, northwest fmsards the central area of the Gulf of 
Mexico. 

7:OO a.m. U. S. Beather Bureau issued hurricane tiarnings for 
the area extending from the nouth of the IsIississlppi 
River to Galveston, Texas. 

The Louisiana National Guard ceased all routine 
activities and initiated an emergency operation plan 
t7ith all personnel and resources committed to preparing 
for hurricane duty. 

9:15 a.m. The U. S. Naval Station at: Algiers went on alert 
taking full precautionary neasures. 
m a  preparedness and disaster control planning went into 
immediate effect. Eiedical, supply, and security t e r n  
along with equipment handlers all prepared for emergency 
duty. 

A condition of maxi- 
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9:40 a.m. All National Guard units were alerted for possible 
emergency duty 

Mbr ning There was a general meeting of the department heads 
The and other concerned agencies in the mayor's office. 

discussion centered around the functions that each depart- 
ment or agency would perform during the emergency. 

The division of public buildings began taking pre- 
cautionary measures. 
standby for immediate call. The public building administra- 
tor FJBS stationed at the civil defense emergency operation 
center in order to relay messages to the buildings director. 

All personnel were ordered to be on 

Notification that the hurricane tias to strike in the 
immediate vicinity led the traffic engineering division to 
instruct the sign and signal shop to gas all vehicles and 
to empty trucks of normal equipment so that they could be 
stocked with emergency supplies. 

The Army Corps of Engineers put its hurricane plan 
into effect by securing all goverment plants and facilities; 
manning on a 24 hour basis an emergency operations center; 
and deploying engineer assistant teams into the key metro- 
politan areas along the Louisiana coast. A liaison repre- 
sentative t7as stationed at civil defense headquarters, New 
Orleans. 

The U. S. Department of Commerce instructed the 
agents of government-otmed ships in the vicinity of New 
Orleans to take immediate action to secure them for severe 
we ather conditions. 

The housing authority's key Linnagcment, administrative, 
and maintenance personnel were alerted and emergency 
measures were instituted. 

The municipal auditorium superintendent was ordered 
to prepare the building in case it should be needed to 
house evacuees. 

The department of streets dispatched all available 
maintenance division drivers to assist in the evacuation 
of people from the threatened area. 

The vehicles of the coroner's office were placed in 
service for rescue work and evacuation. 

1:oo p.n. The power and light cumpany released a notice through 
all radio and TV stations stating the precautions all 
customers should take. 
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2:OO p.m. 

4:OO p.m. 

4:05 p.m. 

5:OO p.m. 

5:30 p.m. 

6:OO p.m. 

6:30 p.m. 

The electric distrubution department officially 
started their emergency hurricane procedure. 

All sewer and water board departments were instructed 
to attend a meeting in the board's conference room in 
order to review what had been done and what still needed 
to be done to meet the demands of the emergency. 

The governor granted the adjutant general permission 
to call up the National Guard troops as needed. 

The civil defense emergency operations center (EGC) 
vas placed into full operation. 

A general meeting vas held at EOC for all department 
heads and allied agencies in order to make a final check 
of the preparedness of all those concerned with the emer- 
gency operations. The meeting was short since plans had 
been made more explicit at earlier meetings. 

U. S. Weather Bureau reported that Betsy was moving 
directly towards New Orleans. 

?&e management, administrative, and maintenance 
personnel of the housing authority were assigned to emer- 
gency duty on an around-the-clock basis. 

The sewer and water board instructed their drainage 
maintenance crews and trucks to report to their stations 
and to remain at these Locations until further notice. 
At the main office constant contact was maintained with 
all creta7s in case a conceitration of manpower would be 
required. 

The electric power department of the public service 
office ordered extra operators to provide a double operating 
crew at three generating stations. 

The public service's transit department dispatched 
buses to transport those wishing to evacuate to safer 
areas. 

6:30 pan.- 
1:15 a.m. 

The transit department kept several buses making 
shuttle runs for evacuation purposes. 

6:45 p.m. The power at the EOC started to go off resulting in 

- ever, the radio communication setup was not incerrupted. 

prolonged moments of darkness and failure in the air 
conditioning system and other electrical equipment. How- 

7:OO p.m. The transit department had to curtail some of its 
service on many transit routes due to the high winds and 
flying debris. 
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8:OO p.m. 

9:25 p.m. 

9:30 p.m. 

1O:OO p.m. 

1O:lO P.". 

10:30 p.m. 

Evening 

Upon request of the mayor the doors of the municipal 
auditorium were opened to those who sought shelter. 
building soon filled up although adequate food and person- 
nel were not available. 

The 

U. S Department of Commerce sent a message to civil 
defense making known the fact that they had a warehouse 
in Algiers fillcd with equipment and supplies that would 
be made available to assist the community in its efforts 
during and follmdng Betsy. 

?%e last flight departed from New Orleans International 
Airport. The field was officially closed. 

The transit department discontinued all transit 
service over regular routes. 

Commercial electric power was lost; however, key 
areas (i.e.. the EOC) shifted to emergency power furnished 
by the auxiliary generators. 

The gas department lost its normal source of power 
and switched to the emergency power supply. 

The public belt railroad commission furnished sand- 
Due to bags to fill gaps in the Industrial Canal levee. 

the lower elevation of this particular levee. the rail- 
road commission sought to insure their access to cross 
by building up the levee to the standard height. 

The EOC lost communications with the weather bureau 
and at 10:25 p.m. they lost the use of their telephones. 
The final weather report received at this time stated 
that "150 n.p.h. winds bearing down on New Orleans and 
the Mississippi Gulf Coast. I' 

The coroner's office acted as a telephone relay 
station for the city health director who was at the EOC. 
An open telephone line was maintained with the doctor 
since those stationed in the EOC could only receive 
calls but could not call out. 
EOC and health director were never isolated. 

FTith this open line the 

Shortly before the sewer and water board lost communi- 
cations with their pump stations. they had been advised 
that one of the stations was receiving an enormous amount 
of water and that it was suspected that the levee had 
given way on the Industrial Canal. 

The department of public buildings ordered their trucks 
east of the Industrial Canal in order to help evacuate resi- 
dents. 

Families starred seeking shelter in various schools 
public buildings churches and official Red Cross shelters. 
Sever:' '**indred sought shelter at the New Orleans Interna- 
tionr jort. 



Firemen rescued people trapped in their homes by 
high water. Using boats and large trucks they continued 
to work throughout most or' the night. 

The department of welfare periodically appraised the 
CD director of the lack of taxi c a b  and the need for 
National Guard vehicles for evacuation. The welfare de- 
partment relayed calls from individuals requesting evacua- 
tion to the appropriate agencies. 

September 10 

12:OO a.m. At this time the eye of Hurricane Betsy passed over 
New Orleans with winds clocked at 125 m.p.h. 
from 12:OC a.m. to 4:OO a.m. nearly all departments and 
agencies vrere inactive. 

For a period 

5:OO a.m. The electric distribution department of the Public 
Service, Inc. returned to the field and began repairing 
circuits which led to the city hospitals and sewage and 
water board. 

Weather reports resuned indicating heavy rains and 
high winds for northeast Louisiana and northern and central 
Piississippi. 

The EOC began to receive reports from police uaits of 
flooding in a number of sections in the eastern part of the 
city. - 

<' 6:OO a.m. Engineers fron the sewage and water board took an 
mphibious vehicle to survey the situation throughout 
the city. 

7:OO a.m. Employees of the maintenance divison of the depart- 
ment of streets began clearing 1,200 miles of streets to 
facilitate the movement of traffic. 

7:15 a.m. Since all power and air conditioning had failed, the 
CD director and mayor decided to close up the EGG and move 
to the office in city hall. 

11:OO a.m. U. S. Yeather Bureau reported that all warnings should 
be loirered. 

The nain flood gates on the cost side of the Industrial 
Canal mere closed. 
flood gituation should be controlled. 

With the gates closed the aestside 

Morning The electric parer department started restoration of 
their 13. & kilowatt feeders. 
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The gas department assigned all available servicemen 
to emergency duty. 
areas served by the gas department. 

Surveillance was maintained over all 

The coroner's office began setting up a morgue and 
requisitioning the necessary supplies to handle the multiple 
deaths. 

The public building administration sent out repair 
crews to patch roofs and perform other general repairs on 
city-owned property. 

Driven by winds estimated to be 125 m.p.h., water 
surged with unprecedented magnitude through every con- 
ceivable vater avenue in the area. 

"he Army Corps of Engineers assisted with the early 
evacuation of people in the area east of the Industrial 
Canal. 

4:OO p.m. New Grleans International Airport received its first 
flight since it closed down. 

6:35 p.m. The transit department restored partial service to 
nine major arterial routes and on three secondary routes. 

Evening The President of the United States visited New Orleans 
to survey the damage done by 3etsy. 
four Presidential aides who remained in New Orleans to 
assist officials and offer the resources of the Office of 
Emergency Planning. 

He was accompanied by 

It ~7as decided that an Army contingent be brought into 
Ne8 Orleans to establish a central base for housing all 
refugees. 

Assessment of damages, emergency repairs, and clean- 
up operation continued throughout the day and evening. 
The U. S. Naval Station and U. S. Coast Guard helicopter 
initiated heavy rescue operations of civilians in the 
Ne57 Orleans area. 

The railroad commission began clearing debris and re- 
paired washouts in the reer of the Galaey Street tJharf. 

Nore than 96,000 people sought refuge in 287 Zed 
Cross shelters opened in schools, military installations, 
churches, and other public buildings throughout the in- 
pacted area. 

Public service cretss began to patrol the transit 
routes to clear away street obstructions. 
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The building inspector of the department of safety 
and permits made a visual inspection throughout the down- 
totm business district and Vieux Carre area. 

The Nev7 Orleans Health Department organized temporary 
dispensaries in the shelter areas. 
of the health department took care of the refugees who had 
gathered in city hall. 

The permanent personnel 

September 11 

9:30 a.m. A meeting was held for all playground supervisors of 
the New Orleans Recreation Department. 
structed to go to their assigned facility aad take a11 pre- 
cautionary measures against dangerous conditions and 
hazards. 
the city parks. 

They were in- 

A general cleanup program vas started for all 

Homing Outside help reached its peak. Air Force airlifts 
flew in A m y  field kitchens, personnel to man them, and a 
mountain of needed supplies. 

Most organizations and departments spent the day 
malting appraisals of the damage done and made notes re- 
ferring to any hazardous conditions that needed immediate 
attention. 

Several trucks of the department of public buildings 

The construction crews continued their emergency 
were loaned to the sanitation department to help haul 
debris. 
patching. 

U. S. Waval helicopter rescue operations continued 
at a steady pace. Supplies of clothing, food, drugs, cots, 
emergency equipmenty Army field equipment 
began arriving at the Algiers naval station by military 
aircraft. 

and personnel 

This continued steadily till September 19. 

The sewer and water board reported that it was no 
longer necessary to boil water for drinking purposes since 
adequate chlorine residual was present in the water dis- 
tribution system. 

The New Orleans Health Department spent their time 
screening and caring for refugees in the various shelters. 
A community vaccination progrslm was begun with stations 
set up to administer tetanus shots. 

September 12 

Morning The U. S. Naval Station vas requested to prepare to 
receive refugees from unauthorized shelters throughout 
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Afternoon 

9:00 a.m. 

Morning 

12:OO p.m. 

New Orleans. 
up facilities for the medical treatment, feeding, clothing 
and sheltering of arriving refugees. 

Immediate preparations were made to set 

Some 1,400 refugees were accommodated at the naval 
station. Assistance in this effort came from the American 
Red Cross, Catholic institutions and other welfare agencies. 

The department of streets continued clearing the 
streets throughout the city, eliminating hazards that 
hampered the movement of traffic. This work continued 
till September 19, when all the streets of New Orleans 
were cleared. 

September 13 

Electrical inspectors were sent to their regular 
assigned areas and were asked to remove all fallen wires 
and to tape up those wires that could not be removed. 

The U. S. Department of Commerce repeated their 
offer to the Office of Emergency Planning that their 
New Orleans warehouse was available €or assisting in 
the restoration process, 

The railroad commission reopened most of the intra- 
city lines and were now able to interchange cars. 

The municipal auditorium began preparations to 
receive approximately 1,200 members of the National Guard, 
150th battalion from Shreveport, Louisiana. 
were quartered in the auditorium for 6 days. 

These men 

The city civil service office participated in the 
planning for and the recruiting of emergency help needed 
to clean up the aftermath of Betsy. 

The department of property management divided the city 
into areas that would allow building inspectors to make 
a visual inspection of every house in New Orleans. 

The gas department crews were augmented by meter 
reader personnel that were temporarily assigned to the 
emergency work. 

Four of the city's five health centers opened for 
normal operations. They continued the additional disaster 
work of giving immunization and first aid for injury. 
The health department ordered 12,000 pounds of insecticide 
to be applied to mosquito-infested areas. 
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September 14 

The transit department restored regular service to 
the last two lines of the system. 
normal with the exception of route adjustments on a few 
lllnes due to the flooded streets and other obstructions. 

Transit service was 

The water west of the Industrial Canal was finally 
thoroughly drained. Full attention was given to removing 
and controlling flood waters in areas east of the canal. 

Shelter population stabilized at nearly 20,000 and 
began a gradual decline. 

A prominent nuclear physicist flew into New Orleans 
and made the statement that the city and civil defense 
had not been fully alert to all the conditions and as a 
result of their lack of preparedness caused many deaths 
in lowlying areas. This statement caused severe reper- 
cussions. 

September 16 

The railroad was able to begin normal operations over 
nost of its lines. However, there were still some tracks 
that required structural repairs. 

September 17 

The board of commissioners of the Port of New Orleans 
issued a statement that the facilities oE the port were 
back in normal operation. 

September 16 

The electric power department had restored all feeders 
and transformers and resumed normal operations in all sub- 
stations. 

In conjunction with the American Eed Cross, state 
public health officials, and Plaquenines Parish officials, 
the U. S. Naval station furnished medical facilities 
personnel and equipment at the main gate house in order 
to help inoculate approximately 3,500 returning refugees 
to lower Plaquemines Parish. 

September 20 

All custouers of the Power and Light Co. (with the 
exception of approximately 500) were receiving electric 
service. 
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The gas department completed checking and recondition- 
ing meter installations. 
customers ready for it. 
a11 electrical appliances checked by a repairman, 

Gas service was restored to 
Customers were advised to have 

The maintenance division of the department of streets 
began to receive assignments to remove household debris 
and to conduct a general cleanup operation. 

September 24 

Railroads had completed all repairs and were in full 
operation. 

September 26 

The emergency phase of restoration had largely been 
completed by the sewage and water board. Efforts now were 
being directed toward restoring the reliability and safety 
that existed prior to the hurricane. 

October 1 

Red Cross damage survey showed 1,233 homes destroyed; 
26,969 with major damage; and 134,C17 sustaining minor 
damage. 
fate, as did 2,000 small businesses and 1,200 commercial 
and pleasure boats; 23,813 families had applied for aid at 
Red Cross field registration points throughout the disaster 
are a. 

Nore than 1,700 farm buildings suffered the same 
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cwm 111 
CIVIL DEFP,3SE 

Civil defense is unique anong emergency operations. While police 
and fire departments are continually in the public eye handling day-to- 
day isolated emergencies, civil defense is sonewhat less visible to the 
wider community. 
public, setting up and stocking fallout shelters, and performing general 
administrative duties. The public is not concerned with such norma3 
CD activities until the cornunity perceives a general threat; then 
public aTrareness is focused on civil defense. 
in the background, CD steps forward to become the chief coordinating 
center of local government. 

Its everyday concerns are planning, educating the 

From its obscure place 

The Louisiana State Legislature defines the emergency tasks of 
civil defense as: 

the preparation for and the carrying out; of all emergency functions 
other than the f’unctions for which the military forces are pri- 
marily responsible, to minimize and repair inJury and daznage 
resulting from disaster caused by enemy attacks, sabotage or 
other hostile action, or by fire, flood, earthquake or other 
natural causes. (Louisiana State Statutes , ITo. 614: 468) 

This formalized definition covers a wide and sometines problematic 
area. By definition, at least in 1965, the main concern of CD is man- 
made disasters (i.e., nuclear attack or the threat of such attack). 
To this threat CI) devotes its resources seeking to achieve a maximum 
readiness state for the protection of life and property. Elaborate 
plans are developed to secure the best possible safeguards for the 
public and to inforn them of the precautions necessary to minimize the 
effects of such a man-made disaster. 

Organizational Structure 

The structure of civil defense reflects this dual function--pre- 
To receive an paration for and coordination of emergency operations. 

overview of New Orleans CD, each position will be briefly described. 

Civil Defense Director. 
is the responsibility of the CD director. 
administrative duties the director performs the vital f’unction 
of linking CD to the entire community. 

Close supervision of all CD activities 
With these general 

A large proportion of 
\ 
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CD public relations is conducted by the Cirector who attends 
civil meetings and speaks to various clubs, business groups, and 
school assemblies. !?he director also provides the link between CD, 
city governaent, and state and national CD associations. Policy 
decisions and changes are officially announced by the director 
who will then seek to involve the total complex of cornunity 
institutions in e viable CD progran. 

Deputy Director. 
whose main task is to see that all executive orders and policies 
are carried out by the organization. The bulk of the daily ad- 
ministrative matters are coordinated by the deputy with the aid 
and advice of the administrative staff. On numerous occasions 
the deputy is askedto s?e& before civic organizations. He is 
continually involved in training progrsss. 

Closely associated wit!tthe director is the deputy 

Planning Officer. 
responsibility of the planning officer. Attention is focused on 
preparing for nuclear fallout. 
supplement the national fallout program. 
works closely with the shelter analyst in securing adequate 
fallout shelters. 
emergency plans complementing the broader city plans can seek 
advice and assistance from the planning officer. 

aevising and creating new emergency plans is the 

These plans are developed to 
The planning officer 

The community organizations who wish to set up 

Public Relations. 
unfilled at the time of Betsy; however, the task of informing the 
public through lectures and community neetings is largely the task 
of the director, deputy, planning officer and training officer. 

The public relations director's position was 

Training Officer. 
community is providing training classes for the public. 
tion is given in the proper construction of fallout shelters and 
in general safety procedures to be followed. Sone responsibili- 
ties of the training officer are delegated to the shelter analyst. 

Part of CD's responsibility to the larger 
Instruc- 

Shelter Analyst. 
shelter analyst is responsible for securing suitable fallout 
shelters and seeing that these shelters are stocked and ready 
for any potential emergency. 
job is arranging with ovncrs and managers of large commercial 
buildings to donate space for public shelters. 
carries out responsibilities delegated to hin by the training 
officer . 

Working closely with the planning officer, the 

The bulk of the shelter analyst's 

In addition, he 

Budget and Finance Officer. All administrative details are handled 
by the budget and finance officer (i.e., processing reports, 

-7 allocating funds writing checks and ordering supplies). The chief 
task of this officer is the preparation of an annual buciget which 
is presented to the federal government. Under the administrative 
direction of the budget and finance officer are telephone operators 
and stenographers. 
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The lhergency Operations Center (EOC) located on the shorelines 
of Lake Pontchartrain is the facility which most clearly reflects 
emergency CD preparedness. Located in this structure is the necessary 
energency equipzlent ( i . e. , radios , open line telephones, -switchboards, 
weather teletype machines, large naps, auxiliary generators, and other 
specialized equipment). 
following emergency agencies: 

Space in this building is allocated to the 

City Police Department 
City Fire Department 
Sewerage and Water Bcard 
Volunteer Ham Operators 
City Health Departnent 
American Red Cross 
Civil Defense Volunteers 
Corps of Engineers 

Louisiana Power and Ligfit Co. 
Southern Bell Telelphone and 

Port of Bew Orleans 
U.S. Coast Guard 
New Orleans Public Service, Inc. 
Civil Air Patrol 
Salvation Army 
City Welfare Department 

Telegraph 

From this center coordination of the entire disaster operation is to 
be provided. EOC personnel include: 

EOC Coordinator. Keeping the operations center on twenty-four hour 
preparedness is the responsibility of the coordinator. Working 
closely with the director, the coordinator sees that all equip- 
ment (radios, transmitters, etc, ) is in operating order and that 
the director is informed of any equipment inadequacies. 

Draftsman. In the absence of the coordinator, the draftsman is in 
charge of the center. 
at an adequate level and to provide special maps at the request or" 
any city agencies. 
additional individual--the draftsman performs this service. 

His duties are to keep the supply of maps 

Xany jobs at the center require the aid of an 

Radio Technician. 
the radio equipment is the task of the radio technician. 
ment is tested once a week to see that all radios are transmitting 
c1earl.j. A log is kept on the test results. In slack periods, he 
aids in the general maintenance of EOC facilities. 

Keeping a continual check on the condition of 
Equip- 

Radio Maintenance Illan. 
the radio nnintenance man takes care of 2111 radio repairs and assists 
in the general operations of the center. 

Working closely with the radio technician, 

Siren Maintenance. 
located through lkw Orleans requires the total attention of the 
siren uaintenance man. 

Installation and maintenance of all 102 sirens 

Custodial Worker and Stztiozlary Engineer. 
maintenance of physical facilities at the center is delegated to 
these two individuals. 
and air conditioning units, is the responsibility of the engineer; 
the custodial worker takes care of the general maintenance (i.e., 
sxeeping, washing walls, floors, etc.). 

Responsibility for the 

Iiaiiitaining the various generators, heathg 
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fie-mergency Tasks 

Civil defense has five mazer non-emergency tasks: planning for 
disaster operations, securing and stocking fallout shelters, pro- 
viding public information, yerforrhg adainistrative duties, and 
maintaining twenty-four hour preparebess of EOC. 
government allocated $307,000 for an urban analysis of New Orleans. 
Infornation was gathered concerning the location of einergency 
facilities and ecpipaent and an extensive survey was conducted 
regarding the availability of public and pivate buildings for use 
as nuclear fallout shelters. 
the suitability of large public and private buildings for shelters 
has been continued by local architects and engineers contracted by 
CD. 
are contacted and "diplonatically" asked to volunteer their facilities. 
The qproac3 taken is an apseail to their sense of civic duty. 

In 1958, the federal 

The process of gathering information on 

From these survey recommendations, owners and building nanagers 

PerhaFs CD's nost iqortant single task is the deve1oTmen.t; of 
adequate nuclear disaster plans that will also cover recurrent hurricane 
threats. 
with the planning officer. 

; found in the national disaster plan, each state must create plans 
relevant to their own problens. Louisiana, like many of the Gulf 
Coast states, is exposed to an annual hurricane season. 
tional plans have to be developed for both nuclear disaster and 
hurricanes. Prior to the impact of Iiurricane Cetsy, a temporary 
set of plans had been drawn up consisting of a five-divisiondl break- 
down with the director as chief coordinator responsible only to the 
mayor. The five divisions vere: (1) welfare, (2) technical, (3) 
protective, (4) administrative, and (5) medical. Each division 
had a comander responsible for the glans and operations of his division, 
Rowever, when actually faced vith the hurricane situation presented by 
Betsy, these plans had to be modified to fit the particular personali- 
ties and p-oblems encountered. 

The chief responsibility for formulating these plans rests 
Adhering to the general principles 

r: Thus, opera- 

The shelter analyst has the task of approaching owners and managers 
of suitable buildings to arrange for adequate space for storing ener- 
gency supglies (i.e., food, water, cots, blankets and emergency medical 
supplies). 
cated by the "second thoughts" of those who donate space. 
of volunteering space is strictly an act of good will because no 
financial remuneration folloirs. 
realized by oimers and managers, they often request thst these supplies 
be renoved and stored elsevhere. 
whole idea of public service an2 civic duty. 

Tize problem of securing this space is frequently compli- 
The act 

When the cost of valuable space is 

This requires the reselling of the 

General pu3lic interest in CD tends to fluctuate withthe actual 
threat perceived. After the 1962 Cuban crisis, enrollnent increased 
multifold in CD public information courses. Part of CD's role in the 
wider community is to povice training programs instructing the public 
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first in dbaster prqarLtion Po? .t’ficmselves m d  their fwiliea 
and seccjndly, in assistcxc fcjr zilez3ers of their cornunity vhh3 m e  
ixaFable of hel2icg themselves. 
attended acd ere of ilttle imn9diate interest to the public. 
vhen a threat such as the Cuban crisis occurs, individuals actively 
se& infomation concerning shelter construction, cm,?rgcr,cy cup21ies, 
aQd the efyects aid prevectio:: c,f radioactii-e tall-out . Tilesc training 
courses a-e supplemented ky CD perscnnel vho slc2ik to basinens groups, 
civic clcbs, and schocl asscxblies. The m i n  task of tke training 
ofYicer is to ses that ccxxes are set u? and t.b%t req1;est.t.s for spe&ers 
are hocored. h e  to persmal I.iaitat.ions, other executdve oflicers 
(dirsctor, deputy, plannir_g offlcer, and shelter analyst) %Xi in ful- 
filling those specking seqaests. 

Gonerdly, thcsc classes z x  poorly 
IIovievm, 

me cperctioaal arm of C9 consists of the Emcg=_~ncy @eratiom Center. 
:“ne bmker structure contains energency equipent, sqqlies and living 
arrangemcts slrf fide-:% to mirkain its occnpa.nts qTJite co~~for-t~~bly 
for fowkeen d?,;rs and, if food, air end other facilities are conserved, 
it trollld be possible to stzy in the certer for ti\ren”J-eLght days. 
Sormally tkre tzsks of thee cmployect at the center are focused Oil 
tventy-fox hozr m ~ l ~ ~ e s a n c e - ~ r e p a r e ~ e ~ ~ .  6 w h  tssks ir-clv.dc: 
(1) nap nztrirs -- maps are used. to 2lot 811 emrgency sctivity, with 
specia.ll?sd zaps presented 1 ~ 2  cwtours to fecflitzte ccntrolling 
flood situations; (2) siren narctenancc to ir,smc ~ ? n  effective warning 
systa; (3) rairr;o maintenence to gmrmtee a-1 ef:??ctive conmixications 
systen vital to any coordinatf-ng effort; an6 (k) 
tenmce of the emergency czntcr * s shysical structure. 

t~ie overall main- 

Nev Orleens civil defense hss had experience with ho%h the threat 
of a rnciizt-nede disaster (Cuban crisis of 1962) a-3 the iqact of a 
natural dlsaster (Hur-iccx HFlde 196li). 
is toweds prepxing for i.-uclr.cor stli--jival an8 CD found dcrlrg Eurri- 
c x ~ e  Kilds thet its role in tines 01’ Datura1 disa.st;er is s0xrevha-L less 
clearly defhed than its role in national err.ergencies. The civil 
defeme orgmization participates in the disaster subc!il.-i;we thzt 
exists in CImr Orlems. 

‘ comaittee m m a l  meting of emergency-rdated crgant zations 3’: the 
,?tart of the hurricane see.son. ‘Ile EOC is on hicxitpfmx hour pre- 
-pare&mss. Like other eaergency oL*gaiizzt.ions fn the diesster sub- 
ciLtu-re, C3 respor,c?ac? to alert status SaTt.ein>cr 3 as h t s y  nxed into 
the GUT. Civil defense officfals met xith the  AI-^ Corps cf Engi- 
neers to discuss preparatory measures aad potentic1 daz..age areas. 
Informil understandings mong CD peraonuel &EO reflect the characteristics 
of F, Cisastzr scbciilture. 
extra tfaz to mintsin 0peraticr.s duT’133 the ezlergelcy. 

Its basic orieotation, however, 

CD takes part in the mayor‘s d.j-saeter swv’l-fal 

Each staff fiernber TTOCIA put in t.he necessary 
As one 
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employee stated, "It was understood that during any tines of emer- 
gency we would be expected to put in as maAy bows as we possibly 
can." 
which olust be dealt with quickly and effectively, the organization's 
yearly exGosure to the threat of tropical stoms and hurricanes has 
continually added to its facility in adapting to many specialized 
disaster dernaQds. 

Although a disaster presents CD with a m i ?  set of demands 

Rnergency Adapt at ions 

Two time periods are extremely demanding for civil defense. The 
first is before the hurriczne strikes vhen it is imperative that 
individual citizens and emergency organizations prepare for the ensuing 
izpact and physicaZ destruction. CD is responsible for the overall 
coordination of this preparedness activity. The second period of 
stress comes once the storm nas noved over the city leavicg in its 
wake the destruction of life and property. 
of stress, CD's main task during the post-storm period is the coordi- 
nation of recovery activity. The following discussion will focus on 
the adaptive techniques em>loyed by CD in confronting the increased 
pressures and demands rising fron the threat and impact of Hurricane 
Betsy. The discussicn trill be divided into two parts corresponding 
to these periods of stress. 

Similar to the first period 

?re- Inpac t Act ivit ies 

As stated earlier, %tT Orleans was rapidly devsloping what could 
be called a "disaster subculture'?; cornunity organizations had 
learned through repeated threats and impacts how to adapt their be- 
havior to efficiently mobilize resources to meet the disaster demands. 
Early planning took the form of meetings and conferences of emergency- 
oriented agencies and departments during which discussion centered 
around the effective mobilization of the EOC. A close weather watch 
throughout the s m e r  months enables CD to follow storms from their 
first inception far out in the Atlantic. 

On August 26, 1965, civil defense received a report from a weather 
satellite of an unsettle2 condition far out in the southeast Atlantic 
close to the African coastline. 
release any positive coordinates until August 29th. 
on, the CD planning officer naintained a tracking charge on a drafting 
board located in the city hall office. 
it was decided that the plotting of the storm movements should be 
conhcted at the EOC. Reports at the center were received over a 
weather teletype machine (TWX) which vas linked to the weather station 
in Iliad, Florida. These reports were then plotted on a large weather 
map which alloved CD personnel to follow the storm's prograss at a 
quick glance. 

However, the weather bureau did not 
From this point 

At 5:OO p.n. September 8th, 

hother important pre-impact activity was the pu5lic information 
service that CD performed. Individuals would ask CD where the nearest 
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shelters were loczted and vhat precautions should be tpken to secure 
homes, offices and stores:, frightened individxals would call just to 
be reassured. 
of Septenber 9th was an extremely difficult one faced by the mayor and 
the CD director. 
(the organization which would be in charge of all flood conditions 
resulting from the stom), and upon evaluation of the predictions of 
the weather bureau as to the future course of Betsy, it vas decided 
to issue evacuation orders for the western portion of the city from the 
shore of Ldie Pontcnartrain as far south as Gentilly Boulevard. 
Public buses, cabs and trucks transported evacuees to various designated 
shelters. 

The decision to issue evacuating orclers on the afternoon 

After deliberation with the Amy Corps of Engineers 

At 4:OO p.m., September gth, the mayor and CD director decided 

A skeleton staff consisting of the planning officer and 
that the EOC should be staffed and fully prepared for the coning 
emergency. 
stenogrqhers remained at tfie city hell CD office in order to handle 
public requests for information. The director, deputy director, 
finance officer and shelter analyst allnoved to the EOC and took on 
their emergency responsibilities. At this time, the whole organiza- 
tional character of CD changed. 
hidden daf7-y activities, CD became the official cornunity coordinating 
agent. 

Step?ing out of the shadows of its 

Prior to staffing the emergency center, all eleczrical and mechanical 
equipment had been checked to be certain that everything would be 
operational. 
reports arrived from tne weather bureau every two hours. But perhaps 
the most important activity at the center during the ?re-storn period 
was the staffing of the center by the representatives of verious 
emergency-oriented governmental departnents, allied agencies and 
volunteer groups. 
agencies, gathered at the EOC. 
fauilies engeed in numerous disaster-related tasks. 
personnel staffed the kitchen and used the emergency rations to pre- 
pare a hot meal for about 100 persons. 
dining anc Aormitory facilities that will adeqxately house emergency 
personnel for 14 days or Longer on a rations basis. However, due to 
a number of unexpected occurrences (i. e., comunicctions and power 
failures), the EOC was in o?eratior, for only 16 3ours. 

The plotting of the storm continued at the center; 

A total of 203 individuals, representing 16 different 

Wives of emergency 
These energency personnel and their 

Tne center is equipped with 

CD's main task for the duration of the ernergexy vas the coordi- 
nation of the totzl energency effort. l%is basically consisted of 
relaying infomation, nzterial and personnel from their sources to 
wherever they were needed. 
was the importance of an effective conmunications sytea -- one vhich 
would insure smooth infornation flow. A relay systol wzs instituted 
by CD: all incomiizg infomation vas evaluated by CD and then trans- 
mitted to the a2propriate agency, 
center's switchboard vere passed on to an auxiliary operator who typed 
the message in triplicate end handed one copy to c. runner. The runner 

Underlying the whole coordilirtion activity 

Incoming calls received at the 
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took it to a classifier who designated the appropriate department it 
was dispatched to the field unit responsible for the situation. 
The tine lapse between the receipt of the message at the celzter's 
Switchboaid ani! Its dispatch to the field was only a matter of a few 
minutes. "he overall control of the message center was under t'ne 
jurisdiction of the budget and finrnce officer. 

Once an individual agency received a me6sac;eg either from the 
runner or from their own radio system, they in turn were to send a 
Copy of this message to the Ci) draftsman who plotted the activities of 
each agency 
decisions to assess the entire situa%ion and allocate resources in an 
efficient manner. 
because some agencies neglected to reTort nessages to the draftsman. _, 

Instead, the drartsnan had to collect the information himself, th-ps- 

on a large control map. This map enabled those makine 

However, this systen failed to be effective 

# (iecreasing the efficiency of the napping activity. , 
,,." 

A telephone link was established between the city..hall CD office 
and the EOC. 
infomation pertaining to the location and capability of shelters; 
during the pre-inpact period, the director frequently called the planning 
officer to obtain the latest information on certain of these shelters. 
The planning officer also had access to official city hall records 
which were important to EOC operations. 
impact of the storm, however, this comnunication link between CD per- 
sonnel at city hall and at the EOC was lost, together with most of the 
center's other communications. 

!%e planning officer's station in the city hall had 

Shortly before the full 

Impact 

Early in the evening, power at the EOC had been failing inter- 
mittently, resulting in periodic darkness and loss of air conditioning 
and other electrical systems. 
director decided that emergency diesel power should bo used to avoid 
danaging electrical and communications cquipent. Kowever, it was 
found that the emergency system itself would have to be shut dotm periodi- 
cally. A complete break in the system could only be forestalled by 
directing maximum ventillation onto an overheated circuit breaker. 
the periodic shutdowns this ventilation required were effective only 
until the following morning when the system stopped altogether. 

At 7:02 p.m., the mayor and the CD 

But 

The serious effects of Betsy's wind began to be felt at 1O:OO 
p.m. September 9th. At that time, the center received its last 
weather report. Due to an outside nalfunction of a teletype circuit 
between the EOC and the weather bureau, further weather information was 
lost at 10:25 p.n. and the h2nl radio antenna was lost at 10:bO p.m. 
This problem was somewhat alleviated by a line temporarily open 
between the director of the city health department stationed at the 
center and the coroner's office. Rescue calls received at the center 
were relayed to the coroner's office from which, in turn, they were 
relayed to the police department. 
tinued until the next morning vhen the entire EOC staff moved back to 
city hall. 

This method of communication con- 
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/’ T) e additional loss of the ham radio antenna totally isolated the 
center critically limiting its ability to comunicate with the out- 
side. Except for the relaying of nessages through persons calling in 
and tha: coroner;s office, the EOC was frustrated in its attempt to do 
any meaningful coordination. 
cations networl:, the circuit break idled t2:e generators, cutting off 
the lights, air conditioning and all other electrical equipment. 
an uncomfortable night of inactivity, the operations were moved to the 
city hall offices and the bulk of the recovery operation was directed 
from the mzyor’s office. 

Soupled with these losses in the communi- 

After 

Post-ITn,pact Activities 

The nove back to city hall brought about an effective coordination 
of energency sctivities. 
however, including the provision of food and shelter for 20,000 to 
65,000 refugees, the unexpected and intensive flooding, and the coordi- 
nation of convergent organizational responses. 
problem, civil defense acted as a relay station, receiving information, 
naterial and human resources and transnitting them to the appropriate 
energency organization. 

A nunber of major problems had to be faced, 

In responding to these 

Information vas crucial to the total recovery effort. Agencies and 
individual citizens called CD asking for information concerning a varietjr 
of questions: 
is the food and water situation at Washington Elementary School? 
roads are still open across the Industrial Canal? 
shelter to our house? 
very specific to the very general -- were continually put to CD 
personnel. 
reservoir for emergency information and had to provide staff that could 
handle these recpests. 
of over sixteen agencies and departments irere stationed with CD in 
city hall and proved to be the source of much of this emergency infoma- 
tion. 

How many refugees are in a particular shelter? What 
What 

Where is the nearest 
Iiundreds of questions like these -- from the 

In order to handle these questions, CB had to become a 

The liaison officers and coordinating staff 

The activities of all disaster agencies were plotted on a large 

The map served as a vital aid for 
city na? so that at a quick glance decisions could be made as to where 
to allocate additional resources. 
smarizing emergency infomation. 

Haterial and human resource allocation required the bulk of CD 
coordinating efforts. liequests for aid would reach CD . 
personnel who ifoulrj. in turn contact the aFpropriate agemy and relay 
the message. One CD officer related the following example: 

T’e quickest novement of any item I can recall in the whole 
set of demands was that the medical department needed some 1,000 
vials of soxe antitoxin for vaccinations. 
at 12~30 g.n. our tine, which was 1:30 Detroit time. 
department wanted to ret this vaccine to the city as quickly 

We had the request 
The medical 
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as they could. 
means of deltvering other than, of course, air freight. 
So, I was cognizant of the fact that there vas a 2:OO p.m. 
flight out cf Detroit because I had been in and around Detroit 
with flying and 1 h e w  that a certain airline ha6 flown it. 
So I called the airlines to verify their 2:OO 2.m. flight 
and it vas c mfirmed. I ssrid, "\?ell, I need to have 1,000 
vials of a c ?rtain type of vaccine flown from Detroit airport. 
Can you hold your 2:OO flight if I can make the delivery?. 
They said, '' ?e will check it out." Flemtime, I went to air 
freight and 1 talked to the supply house, and I asked them 
how far they were from the airport in Detroit. They said, 
'%Jell, usual ty with the normal run we could make it in about 
45 ninutes, iej-~e an hour." I said, "Well I'll do this. I'll 
call you bacc.:' In the neantimc, I got back to the airlines 
and they sai 1 that, of course, the 2:OO p.n. flight vas on 
time, but tb ?y wocld wait word if I wanted them to hold the 
flight. So i called The air freight back on the other end and 
I said, 'lCon;act the police department in Detroit and have then 
send a squaii car to your installation and tell -theIz that the 
nayor of the city of iicw Orleans wants those 1,000 vials taken 
by the polic 2 to the airyort ." I gave him the flight nunber 
and the air1 he. They 
did this. 
our the. 1: was here within two hours and in the hands of the 
doctors. 
less. 

They had the order, but they had no 

I said, "We want that on the plane." 
?.le flig,ht took off at 2:15 p.m., which was 1:15 

Th?se arc the types of problems that I had, more or 

,7 
This tias one of many incidents that required the assistance of civil 
defense. 
governmental and volunteer agencies. This liaison took the form of 
arranging with appropriate agencies and volunteer grocps for food, 
shelter, trater , equipment and other needed items and services. 

The =ore typical demands were for liaison between different 

One of the greatest problems that CD had to face vas the evacua- 
tion of thousands of refugees fro= unauthorized shelters to a more 
permanent arrangenent s;t the Algiers Naval Station. 2ue to an 
unexpected tidal surge, water overtopped the vest levee of the Inner 
Harbor Bavigation Canal, flooding an area south of Gentilly Boulevard 
and west of the canal. CD was not directly involved in decisions 
concerning the flooded area (i .e. , lifting culverts, blocking off 
areas, and startin& and stopping pups); however, it did assist in 
arranging for refugee transportation. 
nmber of well-stocked and staffed shelters; however, the un- 
anticipated numbers forced fron their homes led nany refugees to 
break into public schools to escape the rising water. Once they 
were in these schools and other public buildings, an acute need for 
food and water arose. This problem vas brought to the attention of 
the coordinating officials when the PresidenS of the kited States 
visited the Washington Elementary School in the ninth ward. 
asking refugees what they needed, the reply vas that they lacked 
water. All vater at the time had to be boiled for fear of contani- 

The American Red Cross had a 

On 
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nation. 
to help the situation. This was done with thirteen seventeen-and- 
one-half gallon c m s  brought from CD fallout shelters. Uith crotrded 
conditions naking it hperative that these inciividuals be moved 
imediately, tile CD director assigned the bud€;& and finance officer 
to arrmge transportation for these refugees. The officials at 
Algiers I7aval Station were asked to prepare for approximately 10,000 
refugees. On September 11, an Arny unit arrived for duty at the 
naval station and by the next morning, 10,000 refugees were being 
moved by public service transportztion to the Algiers ::aval Station. 
CD aided in coordinatinz the registration and supervising IJational 
Guard protection at the installation. 

132 President's aide asked if' C;3 could bring in sone vater 

Civil aefense had a nmber of long-range recovery tasks that 
denanded attention shortly after the initial impact of Betsy. 
greatest physical task was the responsibility of the siren naintenance 
m n .  Of the 102 sirens located throushout the city, G2 were in- 
operable after the storm. 
assist the siren maintenznce naa in tracking down the wind-scattered 
parts before they were confiscated by roving junk collectors. 
bulk of the damage resulted fron wind i;lowing off siren hoods, 
damaging power connections, and destroying siren poles. Those parts 
that could be gatkrei! were then reassembled and secured to the pole 
vhile additional parts "lad to be ordered. 

The 

An additional man nad to be hired to 

The 

By Friday, Septeenber 17, the SOC staff had returned to the center 
end cfemup had been initiated. The threat of another 'ilurricane 
(Deb3ie) hastened t'ne cemer' s restoration. The circuit brcdcder that 
failed during Betsy ~7as re;Jaced, and an additional breaker was 
purc5ascd to prevent the recurrence of H, siiiiilar power failure. 
A Eore durable radio mtenns ha2 been ordered to replace the wind- 
fallen antenna, all radio transnittcrs and reccivers vere double 
checked to insure oprating ef€ectiveness, and the emergency food 
supply vas replenished. 

The administrative arx of C3 vas delegated three long-range tasks. 
During the storm, a request was comuiicated over tbe r!iass media asking 
individual boat owners to donate their tine and boats to evacuation 
activities. 
damage fron hitting hidden fire hydrants, cars and floating debris. 
On the Whole, uost citizens acce2ted their danages and did not seek 
reinbursement, however, some did request thGt CD repay their losses. 
Tne deputy director took care of the necessary paper vork and \?here 
rJossible made arrangements for reinbursement through the Office of 
lhergency Planning. 

In the process of assisting, many boats suffered severe 

- 
The second najor task CD faced! vas c,.,nitalizinG on the public's 

renm:cd interest in civil defense. 
public towerd civil defense changes abruptly vhen the coununity is 
directly threatened bur sone outside disaster azerrt . 
anc? lectures vcre schduled and vere directed toward makin& the rublic 
self-sufficic:it a d  capable of assisting others in the event of a 
Pdture diszster. 

The apathetic attitude of the 

Additional courses 
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The third long-range task was the continued reevaluation of 
emergencr plans. Emergency pcver and comunication lines were the 
two problems that crippled the use of tile EOC. Future plans vould 
have to anticipate these problems and, in addition, provide a more 
detailed division of labor. Betsy served as both a tragic and helpful 

~ learning experience. Community emergency-oriented organizations were 
0 able to effectively aeet Betsy‘s math and acquired knowledge that 

only such experieme can give. 

Organizational Adaptations 

Some organizations undergo extensive adzptation in meeting new 
emergency demands and change considerably in their structure and tasks 
as a result. An attempt to order these changes has been carried out 
at the 3issster Eiesearch Center. In terns of this scheme, civil 
defense has been classified as an “expanding” organization, which is 
described as follows: 

These (expanding organizations ) are organizations with latent 
disaster resources. They are in a state of readiness, and both 
the cornunity and their own expectations move then toward mobili- 
zation and involvement. However, these organizations generally 
have only a small, central, permanent cadre of workers during 
non-emergency periods. 
emergency responsibilities, their normal-time activities are not 
directly related to existing or current community energencies. 
It is clearly expected, however, that these organizations will 
become active in a different way during a disaster ... :&en the disaster 
occurs, the pre-energency cadre provides a name and a core of 
permanent workers for the nev structure of an expanding organi- 
zation. (Dynes, 1975: 163) 

Also, while these organizations have 

Volunteers 

“Expansion” of civil defense by the addition of volunteers is one 
of the crucial adaptations the organization made to Hurricane Betsy; 
the permanent cadre of CD Trorkers was augnented by volunteers. Loosely 
defined, volunteers are those individuals who have ir_Cicated to the 
organization that they are available in times of emergency to assist 
in whatever capacity necessary for recovery and rehabilitation. Ac- 
cording to local CD files, sone 50,000 individuals have “volunteered.” 
Tnese indivtduals are solicited to Eiugnent the extsting city structure. 
but it has been fomd during emergencies that such “official’. volunteers 
cannot always be relied upon. 
the uncertain thing of the energencies to which volunteers are asked to 
respond. 

Part of the exylanation may be found in 

In the absence of clear and present danger, civil defense as a 
voluntary organization confronts the dilema indigenous to any 
national progran for which the need is only sporadically qparent 
locally. Reliance upon volunteers for staffing such a progrm 
results in unevenness in both the level of participation and 



the quality of task perforruance, since tasks nust be justified 
to most volunteers in terms of ?;ltiEate goals, and the goals 
nust be sufficiently compelling to attract and llold volunteers. 
(Dean, et zl, 1964: iii-iv) 

On the other hand, another coiion problem in an emergency 
situation is the inverse of the above. &my volunteers who do appear 
are not qualified to aid in the disaster activities. Vhat frequently 
happens is that individuals eager to help ir. the eimrgency but 
unfamiliar with CD activities converge on CD headcparters. This great 
ififlux of volunteers often adds to the difficulties of coordinating 
energency activities. In t'ne nitme of CD, individuals duplicate 
activities other organizations are capable of doing and neglect tasks 
that are assigned to civil defense. 

1;lile nany volunteers msy have been working in the name of CD, 

Knowing that the hurricane emergency period woulc? require 
,;at the >Jew Orleans CD end EOC there was a fairly restricted cadre of 
workers. 
total devotion to their work, a number of the staff' decided to insure 
fauily safety by bringing families to the CD office or EOC. 
of these family nem3ers then became volunteers. Wives a3d older children 
began anstrering the telephones and relaying infozmatiorn. The sons 
of an executive officer ran intraoffice nessages, reducing the volme 
of telephone cornmication. 
by the wives of personnel with the aid of some outside organizations 
(i.e., Salvation P ! y  and Red Cross). "Walk-in' volunteers vere also 
enploydl. At one point, for exanple, a young man from Baton Rouge 
caught in iJew Orlems by the floods walked into the CD office arid 
introduced himself and said, "I know a little about h a  radios." One 
official responded by saying, "Well, fine. There's a set over there. 
Check in with the boys and go to work." 

iIany 

The EOC kitcnen services were provided 

Pa attempt was made to register all who volunteered their aid. 
However, this registration process came under a great deal of criticism 
as sone personcel felt thzt the tine spent was not worth the return. 
'Jke purpose of the registration vas to insure that during any future 
emergency an identifiable group of individual:: could be relied unon to 
respond. However, most disaster studies have shown that volunteers 
appear quite readily. 
nevspasers) , CD could call for volunteers a d  get the=. By calling for 
volilnteers with particular skills only, the organization could regulate 
the flow of volunteers and could direct the time, energy and personnel 
involved in registration and record-keeping to more urgent activities. 

With available mass media (i. e. , radio, TV 

In theory, all disaster volunteers are civil &Tense workers. CD 
is government in tine of ezergency; therefore, all activities related 
to the total disaster effort in the cornunity cone under the coordi- 
nation of CD. Volunteers need no official insignia. Isolated indivi- 
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duals involved in debris removal or sone other activity were, in 
fact, CD volunteers. However, family members of CD personnel 
composed the actual CD volunteer staff helping in the administrative 
and related duties. 

In addition to expansion in size by numbers of volunteer personnel, 

Each area will be 
CD adapted in four mador demand areas: decision making, authority, 
task reorientation and interorganizational relations. 
discussed separately to facilitate our understanding of these struc- 
tural and functional changes, 

Decision Making 

Bornal decision making is relatively structured. L'ach staff 
officer is responsible for a particular area or range of activities. 
Unusual problems Frhicn overlap departmental boundaries are handled 
by the director who has the final say on all policies. Staff con- 
ferences are held of'ten to solve particular problems through a group 
effort. €&my of the director's policy decisions are made in consul- 
tation with a staff member especially knowledgeable in the particular 
problem ares. 
the eirector consults vith the finance officer with regard to the 
working budget. 

For example, before purchasing new office equipnent 

In a period of great stress, a number of modifications occur in 
the decision-making process. 
comment on these changes: 

One executive officer made the following 

Decision making under disaster or emergency situations, you cut 
corners, you don't explore avenues and go down to the dead end 
and then say, "lell, we won't do it this way. 
mound and go the other way." 

We'll turn 

Thus, instead of asking for ad-rice, the director made decisions as 
rationally as possible without worrying about the latent consequences. 
It was generally understood by staff neabers that in a unique 
situation they should be flexible enough to adapt a cornon sense 
solution. The luxury of contemplative decision W i n g  is not 
practical or possible in a stressful situation. 

In carrying out specific tasks, personnel had considerable leevay. 
Big decisions were made by the mayor who then communicated these broad 
directions to particular individuals with extensive power to handle 
specific problem areas. For exanple, the mayor assigned one council- 
man the job of cleaning up the city. This councilman then coordinated 
all city resources and whatever aid vas obtained from private 
businesses in this task. Ilany of the mayor's decisions, however, were 
made in consultation with tSc CD director. 
10, a joint decision led to closing the EOC af'ter a long night of 
internittent power failure. 

On the morning of September 
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During the days immediately folloving the inpact of Betsy, the 
civil defense operated from the city hall. W!ile the mayor and 
other city officials vere in the field, the CD director remained in 
the nayor's office. 

- lated to the needs of the field recovery teams. The director then 
Vnder pressure for 

quick decisions, the director had to commit the resources at hand. 
Roughly 95 percent of the director's decisions were of this spontaneous 
nzture. Underlying all these decisions was the city's responsibility 
for the well being of the public; the benefit of the majority 
was the basic criterion for nis decisions. During normal tines, the 
director has tight control over decisions made in the civil defense 
office. The hurricane did change this decision-making structure some- 
what because as problems arose, they were assigned to available members 
of the staff; only "critical" problems were still solved by the director. 
However, what was "important' became relative. With telephones 
continually ringing demands for quick decisioas became acute. One 
staff ciember stated: 

By radio he received information fronr the mayor re- 
__ .,dispatched the necessary supplies or nanpower. 

Well, when I was on the phone, I made the decision myself, right 
there. 
person wanted to know and I would decide right there the best 
place for him to go and that's what 1 told hira. 

There vas nothing else to do. I would listen to vhat the 

During ncn-energency oTcrations, CD staff menbers frequently 
bypass the deputy director, approaching the director oersonally with 
problems that theoretically should have been handled by the deputy. 
These numerods chain-of-command violations relegated the deputy 
directory to the relatively powerless position of figurehead. 
during the energency, the deputy did perforn a more decisive decision- 
making role, attenpting to keep all but the lilost important problems 
off the director's desk. In periodically relieving the director, the 
deputy was confronted with decisions involving the deplopent of city 
resources and the assignment of tasks to CD pesonnel. On ?aper, the 
deputy was in charge of all administrative opvatiocs, but in 
actuality the abinistrative officers were autononous, responsible only 
to the director. This autonomy T.JBS reflected in the emergency decision- 
making responsibilities of the planning officer. Zemainine; in the CD 
city hall office, the plctnninz officer vas in charee of a skeleton staff 
which msiered the pblic's cpestions concerning available shelters, 
securement of property, acd other personal. survival questions. The 
planning officer nade decisions involving task alloczticn, safety pre- 
cautions for CD staff members (i.e.3 when were they to seek shelter in 
the city hall basement), and other administrative decisions not normally 
associated with the position. 

However, 

aurin& the 3eriod vhen CD staff were at the EOC, the budget and 
finance officer was in charge of the message center, making decisions 
on p-ocedures for transcribing inconing calls, assigxing PE: operators 
to their stations, and designating the appropriate departments for 
each incoming message. Later, at city hall, this officer vas asked to 
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arrange transportation to Algiers IJaval Station for refugees in un- 
authorized shelters, in addition to continuing the supervision of steno- 
graphers and telephone oyerators. However, considerably less super- 
vision was possible than bring normal tines. Each stenographer and 
operator had a new task assignment-that of ansvering telephone calls 
which required immediate decisions. 

The EOC coordinator exDerienced the least disruption in his 
decision-making ?attern. He normally received his instructions fro= 
the director, but durinE the energency, the mayor, in the director's 
absence , approached him with certain requests. Tne coordinator is 
norma1l.j involved in seeing that the center is in full operating 
cagacity and this responsibility initially carried over into the 
emergency period.; but vhen the staff moved back to city hall on the 
morning of September 10, the coordinator .answered telephones. 

Assisting the coordinator in many operational decisions at the EOC 
was the draftsman. 
the draftsman had been associated with the building and operations of 
the EOC. ;!ore than anyone else, he knew the function and intricate 
operational aspects of the center's equipment. 
operational aspects, therefore, his opinion and consultation was highly 
valued by the coordinator. 
man was second in command at the center. 

Since the first plans were conceived for the center, 

In decisions involving 

In the coordinator's absence, the drafts- 

Authority Structure 

Changes in the legitinate authority patterns of CD also followed 
Betsy's impact. 
thermo-nuclear attack) when it becomes, in effect, the prevailing 
government. Matural disasters, on the other hand, pose different 
problems which must be dealt. with appropriately. 
arise concerning the use of nuclear fallout shelters for natural 
disasters. Supplies designated for man-Eade disasters are often 
difficult to transfer legally to a natural disaster situation. 
effort was made after Betsy to integrate these disaster plans so that 
plans for nan-made disasters could be adapted to natural disaster 
situations. 

CD is mainly oriented to man-made disasters (i.e., 

A number of problem 

An 

Perhaps the greatest problem C3 faced was the legitimation of its 
authority structure. In a natural disaster, the chances are that 
the existing city government will remain relatively intact and will resist 
any assertive effort nade oil the Tart of CD. 
man-made disaster, the community would more likely legitimate CD autho- 
rity primarily because that is the organization's role as perceived by the 
greater community. 
to step out of the shadows of public unavareness into the main arena 
of governuental activity and be accepted there by the public. IT0 
doubt this would be difficult in man-made disaster, but a natural 
disaster presents additional problems in confronting existing govern- 
mental structures and obtaining public acceptance. 
sion of this topic, hawevcr, would require a monograph of its om. 

However, in event of a 

Thus, the problem faced by all CD agencies is how 

AB adequate discus- 
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The intraorganizational authority structure changed very little 
in adapting to the demands of Betsy. The activities of the director 
left little doubt in the minds of the staff as to the authority struc- 
ture. 4 majority of key personnel had military backgrounds and were 
aware of the importance of established authority. Orders were given 
and carried out without question. 
poeltion. 
was aware of who gave hiu orders and also to whom he could direct his 
requests. 

Each one knew the boundaries of his 
The chain of comand was well identified; each staff member 

Task Reorientation 

Expanding organizations face problems of adapting to numerous tasks 
that normally are not part of a scheduled routine. 
in the New Orleans civil defense. It was generally acknowledged by 
each employee that during emergency periods their presence would be 
required. 
available to take on new tasks. 
administrative priorities; the new emphasis x.7as upon coordinating, 
relaying and sup2lying resources. 

Such was the case 

In order to adapt to increasing demauds, personnel had to be 
Xmergency priorities replaced the normal 

Second in command to the mayor for energency recovery and re- 
habilitation activities was the CD director. Stepping out of his role 
as chief administrator and public relations officer, the director took 
on the task of coordinating all disaster-related activity. Thus, the 
responsibility for expanding CD's role rested mainly on the director. 
An incident concerning the involvement of CD in emergency shelter arrange- 
ments is an example of this expansion. 
existed with Red Cross, making that organization largely respoiisible for 
the operation and rnahtenance of shelters, the CD director had no 
hesitation about expanding CD responsibilities into this area. 
nmber of refugees was great due to the floodinc east of the canal; the 
director felt CD ought to assist the Red Cross in its shelter program. 
Illeeting with members of his staff, the direc+,or assigned specific 
problen areas to particular officers. Evacuation of unauthorized 
shelters was placed under the direction of the deputy director and 
refugee transportation was assigned to the budget and finance officer. 

Although previous agreements 

The 

bkkicg specific the vague directions containe6 in the civil 
defense legislation vas perhaps the nain overall task of the director. 
To accomplish this, the director assigned by pernanent staff to specific 

The following is a brief suclmary of the task adaptations 
%hat CD personnel had to make. 

~ problm areas. 

The deputy director continued his normal activities of assisting the 
director in carrying out adninistrative decisions. 
given to the immediacy of particular requests. While stationed 
at the EOC, the depty helped in message classification, desig- 
nating which department W ~ S  aFpropriate for the incoming messages. 
On returning to city hall, the deputy at tines relieved the 
director in the supervision of CD activities, organized evacuation 
activities, and saw to it thzt the various requests were cazried out. 

Priority was 
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Svitching froc his normal tasli of plannin;: and handling the 
national fallout program, the plannini: officer assumed comaand 
of the CD office in city hall while the sajority of the staff 
had taken new positions at the oyerations center. 
cormand at city hall, he answered tele?hones, distributed infor- 
mation to the Tublic, suL2slied immediate shelter information to 
the director, and relayed t3e information pertaining to availa- 
bility of energency suylies. 
siielters in private office buildings, but his request for these 
shelters vas denied by the building managers who stated that 
their own staff and fvnilies vere using the physical facilities 
Of the buildings. Caring for and feeding the refugees seeking 
shelter in city hall cans under the direction of this officer. 
Le also assisted in arranging transportation for refugees to 
Algiers Naval Station 

\bile in 

He vas asked to o?en additional 

Having no specific emergency duties, the shelter analyst assisted 
in a number of activities. 
September 8 and 9 at the EOC ras done by the shelter analyst. 
Keeping abreast with the teletype messages, Iie would talle reports 
and plot the aovement of Betsy from the Florida coast across the 
Keys and into the Gulf. 
over the telephone and delivered messages to different city 
departaents and agencies. 

The initial plotting of Betsy on 

Later, this person answered questions 

Qergency comunications (i . e. , teletype, telephones 
fell under the direction of the budget m d  finance officer. 
file of all messages received was maintained in order to have a 
complete record of all inconing calls. 
rapid mobilization of volunteers in fuixre disasters, a list of 
volunteers vas Lept. 
charge of arrmging transportation for refugees to the Algiers 
iJaval Station m d  assistiiiil; in the arranger;ent for the proper 
distribution of resources. Under the direction of this officer, 
the stenogra2her made the transition from office rrorker to social 
service worker, answering individual problems over the telephone 
As the number of telerihone calls subsided, her priorities shifted 
to urgent disaster-related correspondence. 

?he ZOC coordinator continued his normal activities, seeing to it 
that the center was in full oL3,erational order. Additional respon- 
sibilities were added when the total energency effort moved to the 
center. 
departnunts of city Government had office space, to make sure 
that food and other living arrangements were set up, to check the 
functioning of the comunication systems- and to assist the 
director in the technical as-,,ects of the center operations. 
to the city hall on the morning of Seztember 10, the coordinator 
assisted in answering the telephones. 

radios ) 
A 

In order to facilitate 

-- 

%e budget and finance officer vas also in 

It was Cke coordinatoris res2onsibility to see that all 

Xoving 
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During Betsy, the draftsman assisted various individuals in the 
EOC by making sure- that the necessary maps, papers, and other 
office supplies were available. The plotting of Betsy and related 
emergency activity vas delegated to him. 
he too ansvered telephones and relayed messages to the proper 
authorities. In one instance,, he personally delivered food, water, 
and sanitation facilities Lo a xakeshift shelter in St. Bernard 
Parish. When reassuming duties at the center, his nain tasks 
were refurbishing the supply of naps and taking inventory of the 
remaining stock. 

At the city h a 1  office 

During the early hours of the stormS numerous niscellaneous duties 
vere carried out by the siren repairman. At the center, he helped 
with cooking meals, plotting Betsy's movenent and running errands. 
During the immediate post-storm period, he had obligations trith the 
Xational Guard which required his aid in the transportation and 
guarding of refugees. 
weeks after the storm, wiik 62 of the 102 sirens inoperable. 

The restoration of sirens occupied him for 

When Betsy struck, tile radio aan was stationed at the EOC and did 
a nuber of tasks, from fixingxses to helping prepare meals 
and relaying kessages. His top priority, however, was the min- 
tenance of the engine roon. 
to city hall to help answer telephones, returning to the EOC 
Secteiaber 17 to the task of cleaning 
installin& a new radio antenna. 

Vith the circuit breaker out, he moved 

up, renairing equipment and 

Interorganizational Relationships 

Any recovery or rehabilitation effort of the magnitude required in 
1Jes.r Orleans required the total action of a complex network of depart- 
ments, agencies and organizations, both public and private, crossing 
local, state and federal political. boundaries. Civil defense was just 
one organization in this wide interlacing network, but a very important 
nember that helped integrate this complex effort to restore iiev Orleans. 
In discussing the interorganizational relationships, ire will first focus 
on the local relationships, then nove to the wider political boundaries 
of state and federal agencies. 

Local Organizations -- 
Certain community agencies like the Red Cross and Salvation Army 

The Salvation Army's are oriented toward the general. public velfare. 
main tasks trere clothing and feeding refugees and providin:! food for 
volunteer workers, and xmmbers of various er-iergency agencies. Red Cross 
was involved in similar activities. Civil defense acted as an infor- 
nation service for these welfare agencies in other cities, stating 
that they rrere sending aergency supplies and requesting CD's assistance 
in directing these su2plies to the appropriate agencies. For example, 
bakeries and dairies in neighboring states donated szndwiches and milk 
to the Salvation Army. CD acted as the middle man, receiving the 
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information and passing it along to the Salvation Amy. At one point 
during the recovery activity four ministers wallred into the CD office 
and volunteered their help. CD called the Salvation Army and asked 
if they could use this help. The replied affirmatively. This 
is only one of many examples of how CD matched volunteer offers to 
appropriate agencies. 

Civil defense relations with the Red Cross were not entirely 
harmonious. As we have indicated earlier, there did arise a question 
concerning jurisdiction over emergency shelters. This problem became 
more apparent after the President visited the disaster site; the lack 
of water in one unauthorized shelter was called to the attention 
of CD officials. 
Based on this kind of information, the CD director concluded that tke 

2:30 a.n., Saturday, September 11, the CD director went to the Red Cross 
chapter to consult with the local and regional Red Cross directors. 
The meeting lasted until 4:15 a.m. when Consensus on the evacuation Of 
some 20,000 people stationed in inadequate shelters was reached. 
cause part of Red Cross's policy is not to open shelters until they Can 
be properly staffed, official shelters were overcrowded. In addition, 
there was the difficult Broblen of the refugees in the many unofficial 
shelters. 
to the Algiers lJaval Station where emergency housing was arranged with 
the military's cooperation. Refugees in unauthorized shelters vere 
moved first, followed by those in the overcrowded existing Red Cross 
shelters. CD maintained continual contact with the Red Cross in order 
to be informed of the shelters which remained open. 

Civil defense delivered brater containers to the shelter. 

L'refugee problea was too acute for the Red Cross to handle alone. At 

Be- 

It was suggested thct these 20,000 refugees be transported 

"he Bew Orleans Board of Education and the adainistrators of 
parochial schools, colleges and universities had numerous contacts with 
civil defense. During normal periods, CD conducts training courses 
at the nursing scnools of Tulane and Louisiana State University and 
frequently presents lectures to school assemblies concerning precautions 
and procedures one should follow in the event of a natural or man-made 
disaster. Maiy schools are designated as official fallout shelters. 
However,the problem arose as to the legality of using such shelters 
in tines of natural disasters. Xany public and parochial elementary 
schools were commandeered by those seeking shelter from the rising flood 
waters and established as ad hoc shelters. CD eventually had to close 
these schools due to the inadequate supplies of food, water, sanitation 
facilities and staff. 

Protective departments (i.e., police, fire departnents) had 
continued contacts with the civil defense. Search-and-rescue terns were 
under the supervision of the fire department. Over 2,000 small boat 
owners donated their t h e  to rescue activities. CD again acted as a 
referral agency in directing volunteers to the appropriate protective 
agencies. 
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The police department assisted in directing volunteer recovery 
activity. CD trorked closely with this department in requesting infor- 
mation and aid concerning the field situation (i.e., flooding, shelter 
needs, transportation, acquisition of heavy trucks and passable streets) 
Requests reaching the CD office were relayed to police cars which, in 
turn, provided transportation for supplies and/or evaluation of the 
validity of the request. 
the Mational Guard, the majority of whose members were students, re- 
quested to be relieved of their duties at the Algiers Haval Station 
in order to return to civilian life and studies. 
police relieve the Guard in providing security at the make-shift shelter 
installation. 
military installation and that legally they had no jurisdiction over the 
installation. 
clusion was that police could provide security and arrest violators; 
however, it was up to the military to try them. 
was settled by consultation between the police chief and the mayor. 
The police did provide security for the installation. 

Towards the end of the initial recovery stage, 

CD suggested that the 

The police felt that it vas not their duty to guard a 

The legality of the situation was investigated and the con- 

The ensuing controversy 

Telephone communication WGS an acute problem at the EOC. The 
: morning of Thursday, September 9, telephone personnel conducted a 
r- thorough check of the centerrs facilities, finding therr, in full operating 
"order. At 4:OO p.m. the same day, a liaison officer was stationed at 
the center to provide any aid or any information that CD might desire 
and to also feed back to the telephone company any relevant information. 
According to CD officials, teleghone communication at the EOC was lost 
at 1O:OO pa., leaving the only contact with the outside through an open 
line to the coroner's office. CD could receive incoming calls but they 
were unable to call out. The charge was made that the telephone company 
turned off their line-load control service which gives priority to cer- 
tain critical agencies. 
agency. 
when they instituted line-load control. 
that jammed switchboards in many of their offices caused a delwed 
dial tone which meant that some individuals upon lifting their receivers 
may not have gotten a dial tone and given up, thinking the telephones 
were dead. Whether it was the line-load control or jammed switchboards 
cannot be fully determined, but it was clear that the EOC would have to 
undergo a complete comunications check to insure that this problem 
would not occur again. 

Civil defense was supposed to be a high priority 
The telephone company claimed that they did not cut off CD 

The telephone company clained 

During recovery and rehabilitation, CD had contact with virtually 
every agency in emergency vork, whether providing information, material 
and human resources, or accepting such resources. Examples of these 
contacts follow : 

The coronv's office was for a period of time the only source 
of comunication out of the control center. 

Volunteer radio operators came fromthe citizen's hand (a short- 
range transmitting frequency used by cab, utilities and other 
small companies) and RACES, an mateur ham operators' clu3. 
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Requests for information came from the division of public housing 
Rew Orleans Public Service, Inc., sewer aad water board, and 
dock and harbor board. 

llessage runners for the CD office came fron boy scouts and civil 
air patrol volunteers. 

The city planning commission reported on-the-scene observations 
and made subsequent reports and recommendations to the mayor, 
CD and the sewer and water board. 

Ihny private businesses donated their boats, barges and marine 
personnel. CD directed these resources to appropriate agencies. 

St ate Organizations 

!Jew Orleans civil defense had a number of contacts with various 
branches of state government and state aGencies. The state CD office 
had a limited role in Hew Orleans CD affairs. 
office in Jackson Barracks, the state CD set up operations in the EOC 
on the eve of the hurricane. 
back to the Jackson Barracks office. Finding Jackson Barracks under 
water, the state CD staff noved to CD headquarters in Baton Rouge, leaving 
behind a liaison officer with :Jew Orleans CD. New Orleans civil defense, 
however, found it more expedient to deal directly with the state CD 
headquarters than to go through the liaison officer. 

Moving from their local 

On Friday morning, they atteapted to move 

On many occasions, llew Orleans CD had contacts with state senators, 
representatives and the governor's office, providing these persons with 
field information. The most persistent contact with a state organi- 
zation occurred between CD and the Louisiana Iiational Guard. 
Bational Guard tasks included providing assistance in transporting 
supplies and equijpent, evacuating refugees, guarding against looting, 
and directing traffic. Acting in its general coordinating role, CD 
had continuous contact with the Bational Guard. Thus, CD played an 
instrumental role in securing the Guard's release from duty. 

Ilajor 

mational Organizations 

The scope of Betsy's wrath vas so pervasive that additional resources 
were sought from the federal goverment. 
Orleans nayor, the President of the United States outlined numerous forms 
of assistance which were available. 
presented in Chapter 2. In adninistrating this federal assistance, the 
CD director vorked closely with the director of the Office of Bergency 
Planning for region five. 

In a telegram to the Hew 

The content of this telegram was 

During the initial staEe of the emergency, CD had continual con- 
tact with the United States Weather Bureau in Miami, Florida. Weather 
reports at first cane at irregular intervals, but as the storm entered 
the Gulf of Plexico, posing a direct threat to the Louisiana coast, 
reports came in every two hours. 
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A liaison officer from the Army Coqs of Engineers was stationed 
with CD throuGhout the stom and with the ma:rorPs office during the 
recovery rehabilitation period. The liaison officer. assisted in arranging 
evacuation transportation for those living on the front of Lake Pont- 
chartrain. 
drainage operations in the flooded areas. Additional military aid was 
received from the Eighth ZTaval District, Algiers iJa-Jal Station, in 
providing shelter for evacuees. 5%e EOC coordinator was instrunental 
in arranging this refugee shelter from the naval district. Because of 
his previous position as operations officer in the Eighth Naval District, 
the EOC coordinator had several informal contacts zt the naval station 
which facilitated a successful srorking relationship. 

The Army Corps on Engineers becarne involved in directing 

--. Conclusion 

The most severe problems which confronted civil defense were centered 
around the effects of the unexpected flood from the tidal surge. 
Although previous flooding had occurred dong the Pontchartrain lake- 
front and low lying areas near t'ne canals, none as extensive as th& 
which followed Betsy had ever been experienced or even anticipated. 
During the late afternoon and early evening of September gth, evacuation 
of residents from areas which hod previously experienced flooding took 
place. However, the area surrounding the Industrial Canal was not 
scheduled for evacuation. It was this area, especially the area to 
the east, that experienced severe flooding fron water overflowing the 
existing levee structure. This manticipated flooding caused problems 
involving evacuation, shelter, transportation, and public health. These 
problems increased the demanc?s made upon CD to coordinate and partici- 
pate in confronting the unexpected event. 
to meet the derzands of the impact, it was faced with meeting the demands 
of a dual disaster. 

While CD had geared itself 

In adzpting to the hurricane-flood, CD had to operate within the 
context of an existing disaster plan vhich emphasized man-made disaster 
situations. Although efforts had been made to adjust this plan to 
"natural" disasters, cer%ain legal clauses restricted CD's response. 
The restrictior was most obvious when a decision had to be made con- 
cernbg CD's role in emergency &elterse 
Cross had full responsibility for shelters in time of natural disasters; 
in a men-made disaster (i. e. 
for shelters. Existing agreements with oimers and nanzgers of private 
buildings allowed for the use of facilities only in time of a national 
emergency (i.e. man-made disaster). In a natural disaster, these 
facilities were not available under the informal contracts; that existed. 
CD, in trying to locate shelter space during Betsy, called the oimers 
and managers with whom they had fallout agreenents only to find that all 
available space in these buildings was being used by the respective 
organization personnel and their families. 
indicative of what might be faced in a man-made disaster. 

Under a state agreement, Red 

nuclear attack 1 CD ~~ou1.d have responsibility 

This problecl could be 

Although CD had extensive physical facilities to effectively co- 
ordinate the emergency operations, these facilities were rendered useless 
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due to failures in the coxmumation and pover systems. 
failure could be accounted for by a faulty electric circuit, the 
communication problen was not clearly defined. Kowever , steps were 
subsequently taken to correct the 2roblen through the installation of 
a m r e  elaborate telephone system. The faulty electric circuit breaker 
which operated the emergency generators has been replaced and additional 
parts are on hand if this situation should ever occur again. 

TIhile the power 

Both comunication and power problems at the EOC were unantici- 
pated by CD. 
was moved back into tile offices at city hall. 
lessened the coordinating potential of civil defense. 
linitations under which they had to act, civil defense responded most 
efficiently. 
inoperative in any future emergency, specific alternate plans and 
operating faculties should be established so as to have the most effi- 
cient physical arranzement from which to coordinate emergeocy activities. 

With the E X  inoperative, the entire steff at the center 
This ad hoc set-uy 

Given the 

ffhile it is not anticipated that the YOC will become 
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This discussion will focus on the Hew Orleans Salvation Army city 
command during normal, pre-impact times and during the post-impact pe- 
riod following Hurricane Betsy. 
Army includes three units: men's rehabilitation unit, division conuaand, 
and city command, the city was most highly tnvolved in the disaster re- 
sponse and, therefore, will be the focus of this examination. The other 
two units will be discxaeed primarily in terms of their relnyiozship to 
the city command. EspeclaEly emphasized will be the city's tasks, chain 
of command and decision maf:i%g, cmaunications, interorganizational re- . 

Although the New Orleanls Salvation 

lations, and interpersonal ntructure. 1 

National Oraanizational. Structure of the Salvation A ~ Y  

The Salvation Amy's national headquarters in New York City main- 
tains direct lines of authority and communication with the international 
office in London and with the territorial offices in the United States. 
There are four territozial comznds: 
Central (Chicago), Soirthern (Atlanta), and Western (San Francisco). 
(Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico are included in the closest geogtsph- 
ical territorial command.) Each territorial comand is separated into 
divisions; for example, the southern territory includes twelve divisions 
as well as autonomous men's and wcmcn's social rehabilitation centers. 
A division serves to administer and coordinate Salvation Army operations 
with state agencies (or areas, for those few divisions controlling more 
than one state). 
edly are separate from divisions and receive orders directly from the 
territorial command -- except: in cases of emergency. This aeparation 
results from the fact thet the rehabilitation centers serve parsons who 
are sent from all parts of the territory; s~~aration is also designed 
to prevent undue control by the division in which the social rehabili- 
tation center happens to be located. 

Eastern (headqearters in New York), 

The mea's and women's rehabilitation centers report- 

Divisions incorporate the smallest continuously functioning unite 
of the Salvation Army: the city command in larger cities, and the corps 
command' in smaller cities. City commands include religious corps ten- 
ters, welfare centers, and transient lodges. The only distinction be- 
tween a city command and a corps command is the size and scope of their 
operations; for example, in a large city there is both a city commander 
and a corps leader, while in a smaller city one pereon performs both 
functions as a corps commander. 



iizational Structure cf .the Sglvation Army in New Orleans 

Bc:ause of its size znd it-, ri7I.c as a ccmunications center, New 
Orlean; has three different types of Sslvztion Army unite: 
cia1 r2hnbilitation center, a division ct:mtmK, and the New Orleans city 
c0ma.d. A. brief mention vi11 be made of the first two units followed 
by a ncrs cxpeabive disccssioa of the kkw Orleans city cornand. 

a men's 60" 

The staff of thz mea's sacial rehabilitation cci~tc~, hcated on 
the outskirts of Ne77 Orlezns, consiszs of four persaris : director, super- 
viso?:, sec.reta~~-bookkoeper , 2nd receptionist. The goal of the center 
is to prwidc shelter, fad, arid clothing for the hoizeless and jobless 
arid rehabilitation in the fc7-m of training in the collection, repair, 
and resale of used furniture a3 well as a basic religious program. 
center is independent of the rest of the New Orlesns Salvation Army or- 
ganization; it is a self-sufficient unit which takes orders from the 
territorial headquarters in Atlants during normal timns. 
of the center supervises all activities of the cenzeer. 
the men's cocisl rehabilitation center and territorial headquarters gen- 

:- erally takes the form of writtm reports, while personal contact through 

This 

The director 
Contact between 

,,pither rrieetings or te1eption.l calls is inaintained between the center and 
. divisios and CiLj- c~ximri2. 

Division Cornand 

The division conzand, the smallest Salvation A m y  unit located in 
Mex Orleans, is 03s of the twdlve divisions in the SGilthetn Territory. 
With headquarters located in Birmingham, Alabama, Lhe divisional c m -  
mand is responsible for organizing, directing, and coordinatfag the 
religious, welfare, and energency functions of the Salvation Am.y .with- 
in a specified geographical area -- the states of Alabama, Louisiana, 
aad I,fissiesippi. Divisional headquarters also insures that instruction 
and decisiens are disseminated throughout its area. 
marily through written reports or letters -- occasionally telephone 
caiis andlor personal conversation. 

This is done pri- 

The etght staff members include division commander, division sec- 
retary, division Gar1 Guard leader, financial secretary, assistant fi- 
nancial secretary and three stenographers. 
nates Salvation Army services, con.trols finances, and supervises corps 
(religious) program for the city cormnand and the corpe units. The di- 
vision comacder supervises divisional headquarters while his second in 
command, the division secretary, relieves and helps him, acts as office 
manager, supervises the youth program at the territorial level, acts as 
property manager for all properties in the division, and somewhat unoff 
ficially (as a result of personal interest) acts as photographer and 

The division comnand coordi- 
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perfoms public relatione work. 
under the division secretary settin3 up and directing the divisional 
girl's youth program, divisional camp programs, and directing at least 
one caap. Tne financial secretnry does bookkeeping and votes on divi- 
sional financial matters. 

The divisional Girl Guard leader works 

City C m a n d  

While the largest Sal-vation Army unit in New Orleans is the men's 
social rehabilitation center, the most complex is the city cormand. 
number of city command perscnnel varies from eight to fourteen and in- 
cludes bookkeeper, corps leader, assistant corps leader, social worker, 
men's lodge director, men's lGdg2 truck driver, men's lodge naintenance 
nan, men's lodge cook, women's lodge director, women's lodge maid, and 
camp caretaker. The city caraander coordinates the activities of these 
persons and is advised by a forty-five member bueinesoacn's board co:a- 
posed of lay people who help with the business, financial, and charitable 
functions of the Salvation Army, 

The 

The city commander acts as the general administretor of the city 
comand unit, supervising personnel and coordinating the city command 
with other agencies in the community. There are several staff members 
under the city commander. 
with the religious function of the Salvation Army including meetings, 
visitatiom, newsletters, and reports. The assistant corps leader keeps 
records, makes reports, and leads several young people's groups. He 
unofficially maintains vehicles and helps lodge people. The aocial 
worker interviews welfare cases, writes letters on paroles, and procures 
aid for cases she judges necessary. The director of the men'g lodge 
supervises the Lodge operation. 
lodge director has crnder him a truckdriver, a maintenance man, and a 
cook. The women's lodge director, with the help of a maid, supervises 
the operation of the lodge. The camp caretaker, who at one time was 
in charge of the men's lodge, is concerned with the upkeep and protection 
of camp facilities. 

The corps leader performs all tasks involved 

He also helps on fire calls. The 

The city commander makes or approves in some manner a11 significant 
decisions in the city command unit. 
make decisions with his approval in the areas of religion, welfare, and 
care of transients. 
vert in nature. 
mander in the chain of command are the corps leader who makes all deci- 
sions concerning the operation of the religious unit, and the assistant 
corps leader who makes decisions relating to t!ie young people's program 
and the band. The social worker decides who should receive help, the 
nature of this aid, and any other matters concerning the care of tran- 
sients. 
lodge make decisions on the maintenance of the building and physical 
facilities, assigning specific operational and upkeep tasks to subordi- 
nates. The camp caretaker makes decisions regarding the maintenance of 

Ee has delegated individuals to 

This approval is most often understood and not 0- 
Among the decision-making positions below the city com- 

The director of the men's lodge and the director of the women's 
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the camping facilities. 
decision-making functions; however, they actually make many decisions 
on who t.0 approach in securing aid 2nd setting up prcjgrans, 

The adviscry board nembers have no official 

MomzLLy, the pa'itern of cornmications in the New Orleans Salva- 
tion Ar2y city corwznd -- means, topics, and persons who give and/er 
receive cmunications -- fOllm7S a relatively sirnple order, The city 
c m a n d e r  has the most complex pattern, uaing a variety of means in his 
daily communications, The topics include the internal operations of the 
city command, relations between the! city command and the other Salvation 
A m y  units in Illew Orleann, and the relacionship between the city command, 
the aZvisory board, and the public of Ncw Orleans (via radio messages). 
The st.aff nembers in the functioning uoits within the city comand -- 
corps, welgare, and Iadge personnel -- communicat,e with each other (in 
person, by telephone, and by messenger), with the city commander, and 
with the divisiw h3zdquarters (by reports) coxsrning their immediste 
tasks. 
or wit!z the heads of ths functioning units in pezson and/or by telephone; 
the topics are usually about an imrnediate task. In suu, nost comwni- 
cations in the city command are straightforward. The meens usually 
employed icclude face to face, telephone, letters, messengers, and re- 
ports, 
comander . 

Other city command personnel communicate with the city commander 

The nost conplex cmunications pattern centers around the city 

Because of the unofficial nature of many tasks and the existence 
of some conflict areas 13 the Mew Orleans Salvation Arny, it is diffi- 
cult to distingciah between official, unofficihl, and interpersonal 
structures. 
unofficially assumed the task of maintaining vehicles In good mechani- 
cal condition, Although theoe vehicles were assigned to the city com- 
mand, this task should officially hsve been a function of one of the 

, city cmxander'o meintenance men. However, the assistant corps leader 

For example, in the city command the corps assistant had 

- unofficially performed these tasks because of personal interest. 
Also the social worker in the city comand had the official respon- 

sibility of providing aid and lodging to those in need. 
of her tazl5.a were unofficial, such as trying to obtsin paroles for rela- 
tives of clients and trying to obtain aid for a client from a source 
other than the Salvation Army when the Salvation Army could not provide 
the needed service. 
her poslti.cn or by the nonnative prescriptions of the organization. 

Ifowever, many 

Thus, Ehe had acquired many tasks not expected by 

A large number of the tasks that any Salvation Army worker may per- 
form are similarly ambiguous, 
official and unofficial tasks is not an isolated organizational phenome- 
non applicable only to the assistant corps leacler and the social worker; 
rather, the phenomenon permeates the entire organization. Salvation 
Army personnel do not define taslcs in terns of the nom,ative prescrip- 
tions of tha organization; they define tasks in t e n 8  cf the environment. 
A very c m o n  justification for pe-cforming any particulzr task.$ is: 
just saw that it was a job that had to be done." 
Interpersonal structures are difficult to distinguish. 

The difficulty in distinguishing between 

"I 
For similar reasons, 

Religious, work, 
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and recreational roles, which are indicators of these structures, mesh - together and are practically indistinguishable for most Salvation A m y  
:per s o m e  1 

Salvstion Army En.cll'gency Operations 

One year prior to Hurricane Betsy, New Orleans was hit by Hurricane 
Although Hilda did not reach the proportions of Kurricane Betsy, Hilda. 

it was serious enorigh to involve a nmber of organizations including 
Salvation Army. Salvation A m y  disaster relief was limited to three 
ce.nteens arLd fifteen to tv73nty persons during a two to three day period. 
Personnel utilized were primarily from the division headquarters and 
the Mew Orlcans city cornand; most volunteers had previous association 
with the Salvation Army. Duririg Hurricane Milda, the Salvation Army 
never experienced any sericus threat to its ability to meet requests for 
aid 

Sumary of Disaster Operations 

Prior to the impact of Hurricane Betsy. Salvation Army activities 
centered on general preparations: obtaining supplies, readying equip- 
ment, and assigning tasks. When it became evident that Hurricane Betsy 
posed a real threat to the Gulf Coast on Septenber 8, 1965, a general 
alert was given to all Salvation Army personnel in the Southern ferri- 
tory. In addition the divisional headquarters sent out a more specific 
alert by telephone and telegraph to those Salvation Army personnel ex- 
pected to be directly threatened by Betsy. On that same day, September 
8, the city comnander along with members of the general advisory board 
attended an emergency meeting called by civil defense and held at the 
mayor's office. The nature of this meeting was focused on a last minute 
inventory of emergency preparedness. 

The following day, SepteolSer 9, the Salvation Army continued its 
general preparation activities by: (1) obtaining additional supplies 
(coffee, sandwich material, etc,) and listing additional sources of 
food and clothing supplies in the event they were needed; (2) seeking 
permission from the police to use a red-flashing light: on the Salvation 
Army c2.r; and (3) announcing to the public over radio and televhsion 
that Salvation Army services would be available. That same day another 
meeting was held at the civil defense emergency operations center where 
more definite assignments were given. 
informed the civil defense director that three more canteens were en- 
route from Galveston, Houston, and Little Rock and would be available 
for enzzgencg food relief. 
defense command post acting as a liaison officer. 

At this time the city comnander 

The city commander remained at the civil 

During the height of the storm, midnight September 9 through the 
early morning hours of September 10, activity was at a standstill because 
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of the storm's iitwsity. 
the storm had passed over New Orleans, the Salvation Army began receiving 
requests for food from various city work crews vho had ventured forth to 
begin aosessnent: of the damage and restoratioi activity. Dlrring the days 
inmediately following the impact of Eetsy and the oubseqtient unexpected 
tidal suriJe, Salvation A m y  activity centered around sandwich preparation, 
canteen trip, and the scrting and distribution of clothing. 

However, shortly after the severest part of 

The week following the impact of Betsy, a Catholic convent, with the 
help of neighboring local groups, began to take over the sandwich making 
oparation. The Salvation A m y  buildings became primarily food distri- 
Sution centers. By September 12, concerned individvals and organizations 
outside the state began sending food and clothing to Eew OrLeans. Cioth- 
ing wac imnediately handed over to the Salvation L.my for sorting and 
distribution since they normally have experience with this type of as- 
tivity. A member of the advisory board donated a warehousd, which 'tr7as 
turned into a clothing distribution center. Distribution of clothing 
and food was discontinued by October 15, 1965. By this time nearly all 
of the evacuees had returned to their homes or were relocated and emer- 
gency repair and restoration crows were back to fairly nonal routine . 

work loads. 

The remaining part of this section will be directed toward looking 
at spacific aspects of the emergency response with respect to tasks, 
chain of command and intraorgaaizational conflicts. Again, each of the 
three units will be discucscd t7ith the emphasis being upon the city 
command. 

J? 

Tasks 

Tasks of individuals in the post-impact period generally followed 
those prescribed by the chain af command; tasks occasionally deviated 
from this due to the fact that Salvation Army persocnel do not consider 
themcelves as officials (performing a formal set of functions) so much 
as persons who perform tasks 'thst have to be done.'' 

The Salvation Armv 14anual for Emewency Disaster Service4 contains 
the official prescription of Salvation Army functions and personnel tasks. 
This national publication also explains financing and organizattonal pro- 
cedures, but the Arkansas and Louisiana division has its specific inter- 
pretation of the national publication. GJard, rev. 1962) The division- 
al publication includes: (1) an extensive call sheet containing ad- 
dresses and telephone numbers of police, state patrol, county sheriffs, 
an? Salvation Army personnel; (2) a section outlining "Instructions for 
Guidaace of Officers in Disrster Emergency Service ; and (3) suggested 
report forms, supplies to have on hand, and operation, of mobile equipment. 

The director of the mcn's social rehabilitation center performed 
mostly normal tasks. However, a large number of his personnel and a 
large amount of his equipment were utilized in emergency operations. 
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The facilities at the center had been extensively damaged; thus, the 
involvement of this unit in emergency tasks was necesszrily limited. 

Three important division star E members vere concerned with emer- 
g e x y  operations. The division commander supervised state level, opera- 
tions, arranged for help from Salvation A m y  personnel outside Fe1-7 Orleans, 
and worked on public relaTions. The division secretary aided the divi- 
sion commander riuring thz eariy period of emergency operations and super- 
vised and performed relief activities outside Ee17 Orleans. Unofficially, 
the division secretary assumed moot of the division ccomander's tasks 
since the cominander was recovering froa a recent heart attack. The 
division financial secretary handled all comnunicatlons from division 

I headquarters by answering the telephone, receiving telegrams and mail, 
- and relaying messages. 
I *  

The F?ew Orleans city commander t7as the zone commander for Hurricane 
Betsy disaster operations. The zone corrrmander's duties are described in 
the Manual as follcws: 

At the time of disaster, all OfSicers will be alerted and 
specific instructions tssced to those immediately conceraed. 
Officers should not leave their appointments without prior 
consultation with Zone Commander. The Administrative Area 
of which any officer is part is orgmized into zones, areas, 
or grouping of Corps under a Zone Commander who is xespon- 
sible to the Divisional C m a n d e r  for all operations in 
his zone. 

ZOI.!E COl~iNA?lDER1 S RESPOKSIBILITIES E 
The Zone Comander will be responsible to the Divisional Com- 
mander or appointed Officer for all operations in his zone. 
tJorking under the Zone Commander will be all Advisory Board 
Pfembers, Auxiliary Board I.lcmbers, Salvation Army personnel, 
and all volunteer workers. Duties of the Zone Commander 
should include the following: 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 

Notify Divisional Headquarters imediately of any disaster. 
Alert workers and volunteers (including appointed Officer 
pcrsocnel). 
Call together those necessary to prepare food and equipment. 
Proceed to the scene 02 trouble prepared to give service, 
establishing headquarters at some strategic point. 
Determine if additional equipment is needed and inform 
Divisional Headquarters. 
Locate sources of supplies nearest disaster. 
Arrange workers into shifts so continuous service can be 
given. Don't hesitate to give responsibilities to others 
but nake certain instructions ilre clear. 
To see that such Officers or other personnel as have been 
assigned respocsibilities for supplies, transportation, 
canteen supervision, clothing distribution, etc. will 
function in these various capacities. 
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9. Keep a record of donations received whether food or money. 
KO special appeal to be made without approval of the Di- 
visional Commander. 

service to be rendered: 
a. Feeding 
3. Clothing 
c. Mobile Services , 

d. Spiritual Kinistry 

10. ‘The Zone Commander will have in mind the four types of 

(Ward, rev. 1962:12-13). 

Some conflict existed betiJ%,Ya the zone commander and division per- 
sonnel. In F!ew Orleans, the city’comander performed most zone command 
tasks. Outside Kew Orleans, the division secretary performed zone com- 
mand tasks. 
while the occupants of supervisory positions shifted, the pattern of 
authority was discernible. 

The city commander had authority over seven supervisors; 

The corps leader became the night relief supervisor and carried 
out the tasks the city commaader performed during the day. These task8 
were never very extemive since the city commander was always available 
to consider important decisions and since night operations were fewer 
than day operations. Most night relief tasks were concerned with prep- 
arations for the following day. The men!s lodge cook worked as the night 
relief supervisor’s assistant by running messages, transporting supplies, 
making sandwiches, and sorting clothing when needed. 

The social worker directed and made decisions about disaster relief 
policy. Her assistant social workers were the division Girl Guard lead- 
er, the wife of the division commander, and the wife of the division 
secretary; they intervie1;ed welfare cases and decided what kind and how 
nuch aid to give a client if he were in the disaster area. 

The division Girl Guard leader also supervised dispatching the trucks 
and canteensS and placing orders for supplies for the trucks and canteens. 
Directly under the dispatcher were the drivers and assistants. 
drivers were in charge of their vehicles and the distribution of their 
supplies [sandwiches, coffee, and clothing); the assistants distributed 
supplies and performed cleanup and maintenance tasks. 

The 

Thecampcaretaker performed a number of very important tasks during 
the disaster period including communications, purchasing, and dispatch- 
ing. Communications tasks included taking and routing most incoming 
calls and occasionally performing an activity requested or arranging 
for the task to be performed through a telephone call or radio message. 
Purchasing tasks included signing all orders -- a practice authorized 
in advance by the city commander who is the only other person in the 
city command who can sign such orders -- initiating orders when neces- 
sary, and making decisions on diere to purchr.ze suppli=s, how nuch to 
purchase, and how to transport purchases, 

lustrates the flexibility of the chain of command during an emergency. 
The supervision of sandwich making and of clothing distribution il- 
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At dilferent times, the wife of the city commander, the division Girl 
Guard leader, the division financial secretary, and the wife of the 
corps leader supervised these two areas. At tines, volunteers served 
in s u  ervisory positions in these areas. In fact, a volunteer had set 
up tht sorting and distributing system. Primarily, it was volunteers 
who riZe sandwiches and sorted and distributed clothing. 
a COT vent volunteered to make all sandwiches needed. 

After a week, 

T'ne remaking supervisory positions in the city command, the di- 
rec'.ors of the nen's lodge and of the women's lodge, changed little 
during the emergency. 
but not as extensively as the other city command supervisors. 
es .ary normal tasks were still carried out by assistants. 

The two directors did perform some disaster tasks 
The nec- 

In s m a r y ,  thz emergency tasks of the Salvation Army in New Orleans 
differed considerably from their norial tasks. 
were concerned with religion, welfare, and minor emergencies; while emer- 
gency tasks involved most personnel in mzking sanc!wic!:es and distributing 
clothing. 
tribution of food and supplies to needy areas. 
were concerned almost exclusively with the distribution of supplies. 
The supplies distributed expanded to include blankets, detergent, and 
mops, as well as food and clothing, However, during all. three periods, 
the major religious services 03 the Salvation Army were continued and 
the men's and women's lodges remained in operation. All tasks, then, 
had continued throughout the emergency period, but emergency tasks had 
grown such that they became the largest part of the organization's func- 
tioning. 

The pre-disaster taaks 

During this period, trliclcs and canteens arrived for the dis- 
The post-disaster tasks 

Chain of Command 

Through the orders of its director, the men's social rehabilitation 
center provided trucks and personnel for the city command. 
during a disaster the men's social rehabilitation center staff is sub- 
ject eo the orders of the disaster zone commander, However, for the 
most part the director maintained the independence of his unit and aided 
the disaster work only when he conSFdered it necessary and when it did 
not interfere with the goals of his unit. 

Officially, 

The division commander and the division secretary worked with and 
occasionally made decisions for the city commander. In addition, the 
division commander alerted Salvation Army personnel outside New Orleans 
for help, made decisions on public relations, and decided where and what 
services would be offered outside New Orleans. The division commander's 
decisions were at the official level; the division secretary actually 
made and carried out these decisions, While interviewees stated that 
the division commander approved decisions, it appears he, was rarely con- 
sulted. 
city commander made local decisions and the divisiou secretary made de- 
cisions affecting areas outside New Orleans. 
division secretary occasionally consulted with each other. 

The division commander's actual role was as a figurehead; the 

The city commander and the 
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The size and scope of the New Orleans city command changed consid- 
erably during the emergency period. The city commander was the Salvation 
Army disaster zone commander in the New Orleane area. 
cisions including assigning personnel, deciding the extent of Salvation 
A m y  involvement, and arranging and purchasing supplies. Some key city 
officials, the mayor, the civil defense director, and the police depart- 
ment officials requested aid from the city commander. 
for the staff under the commander's leadership changed greatly. 

He made all de- 

Decisicn-making 

The men's and women's lodges conhinued operation; generally lodge 
personnel were concerned with the usual types of decisions. 
tor of the men's lodge had almost complete charge of the Uagazine Street 
facilities since most of the personnel were on Gerard Street. 
msintenance man remained ,at the men's lodge with the director. The cook 
aided the corps leader as night director. 

The direc- 

Only the 

Welfare services also experienced little change. The social worker 
did have wider decision-making powers and more opportunities to exer- 
cise them. She determined welfare guildelines (CO whoa, vhat kind, and 
how much aid to give), supervised other Salvation Army personnel and 
volunteers helping in the welfare effort, and interviewed clients to 
make decisions in individual cases. 
vision commander, the Girl Guard leader, aDd the wife of the division 
secretary -- also had decision-making powers in individual cases. 

Her helpers -- the wife of the di- 

Sandwich and &Lothing distribution had been functions of the New 
Orleans Salvation Army before the disaster, but during Hurricane Betsy 
segments of the organization concerned with these areas grew to the 
rank of departments. The wife of the city commander, aided by the di- 
vision Girl Guard leader, directed these activities. Although physi- 
cally seperated from the rest of the Salvation A m y  personnel in the 
Gerard Street warehouse, most of the 6ame Salvation A m y  personnel 
worked in both kinds of distribution. Decisions involved organization, 

,:were mainly responsible for actual clothing distribution and preparation 
of sandwiches. Eventually, the sandwich making task was taken over by 
a voluntary group, a Catholic convent. 

: quantity, types, aad methods pf performing the two jobs. Volunteers 

The dispatching of eighteen canteens becaQe a decision-making po- 
sition. The division Girl Guard leader assigned times and locations for 
canteens, decided when, and how many supplies to send to these canteens, 
as well as deciding on initial canteen stocking. Due to the unavaila- 
bility of other personnel, some decisions concerning personnel assign- 
ments and the deCAsion to transfer sandwich making to the convent group 
were made by the division Girl Guard leader. 

The corps leader made night relief decisions. While similar to 
decisions the city commander made during the day, night relief decisions 
were less numerous and less serious. 
tions to be made for the next day. 

Generally they concerned prepara- 

The camp caretaker made purchasing and coxrimmications decisions. 
Communications decisions concerned W'K~GX~ to contact and how to contact 
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After impact, decision-making on disaster relief measures escalated 
: sharply. Organizational segments concerned with dicacter decisions be- 
G c m e  departments with unique and wider decision-making powers for those 
in charge, while h w s r  echelon personnel were mainly conceraed with de- 
cisions on how to perforn a tack and experienced no significant change 
frcm their noma1 decision-making responsibilities. 

- Couauni c a ti cn s 

Prom rhe very beginnice of the emergency to the end of the disaster 

Comunications under cormal conditions were relatively simple and 
reltcf period, communications wcre a major problem for the Salvation 
Army. 
straightforward; hoxever, during the emergency communications became 
complex and problematic. 

Before the disrrster, communications were sect by letter, telegraph, 
and telephone by the city cormander and the division cm.andes to terri- 
torial headquarters in Atlanta and to Salvation Army units In neighboring 
states. These groups, as well as units in the Louisima-Arkansas divi- 
sion, were alerted to possible needs 05 the hTew Orleans Salvation Army 
for personnel and equipment. In add.itlon, meetings and telephone calls 
occurred among city officials, civil defense staff, and Salvation Army 
personnel during the early disaster period. A limited number of radio 
announcements were made notifying the public of the servlces and needs 
of the Salvation Army in the disaster. 

During the height of the hurricane most ccmmications including 
those from the civil defense command post, ceased. 
aad radio antennas had been kilcclxd down by high winds, and telephone 
lines wnich were operating were overloaded. After th2 winds had died 
domi, the Salvation A m y  began using new means of cmiunication includ- 
ing the following: many television and radio requests to the public (a 
means very rareiy used before the disaster); radios beloaging to police, 
amateur, and citizen band operrrtors; hot line telephmes to division 
headquarters atld the mayor's office; messengers to suppliers; and inter- 
com and memos within the Salvzrisn A m y  group. 
growth of coaaunicatfons , the lack of direct comnucication with cantems 
and personnel, with public officials, and with suppliers proved to be 
one of the rnost critical problems experienced by the Salvation A m y  
during the disaster relief effort. 

Piany telephone lines 

Despite this extensive 

The emergency communioations pattern of the director of the men's 
social rehabilitation center remained essentially the s m e .  Calls con- 
cerning the donatim of supplies increased, but ?his did not affect the 
overall communications pattern of this Salvation Army unit. 

The division commander and the division secretary caununicated with 
the public, with city officials, with Salvation A m y  pcrsmnel in other 



arees, with businessmen, and with city coxnand personnel and volunteers 
working with them. 
commercial broadcast networks, netmpapers, as well as telephones, tele- 
graphs, and meseengcrs were all employed in these various contacts. The 
division secretery cmunicated with many officials and individuals out- 
side New Orleans as he organized the relief effort in those areas. The 
division financial secretary acted as router for division ccrmunication 
and handled mail, telegraph, and telephone communications at division 
headquarters. 

Personal conversations, police and private radios, 

The city cornsander, in his role as zone commander, was the center 
of the most complex commuiiicationo pattern. 
general public and with the following officials: city officials, Salva- 
tion A m y  personcel, businessmen, divisional personnel, director of the 
men's social rehabilitatio2 center, city comnznd advisory board, city 
comaand personnel, and volunteers. The c m o n  m a n s  of comnnication 
were personal, telephone, telegraph, police and pi-i'vute radio and messen- 
ger. 

He communicated with the 

Two aspects of the city commander's communications pattern 2re of 
particular interest, 
the director of the men's social rehabilitation center were routed through 
the division secrecary because of the secretary's close personal rela- 
tionship sith the director. Second, the camp caretaker, in charge of 
communications and purchasing duricg the disaster, routed many of the 
communications to and from the'city cormaander. &ext to that of the city 
commander, probaSly the most cmplex communications pattern was that of 
the camp caretaker. 
with personnel involved in such things as sandwich makisg and clothing 
distribution. Outside the orga.nization he communicated with suppliers 
and transporters and routed incoming comunications. 

First, most of the city commander's requests to 

As purchaser he communicated within the organization 

The comunications of the acting night relief supervisor were simi- 
Most: of his com- 

Communications were carried out through personal 

lar but more limited than those of the city cormandcr. 
munications were with Salvation A m y  personnel working in canteens and 
with public officials. 
conversation, telephone, police and private radio, and uessenger. 

The divisi.cn Girl Guard leader acting a5 dispatohkr during the di- 
saster period communicated within the organization with sandwich making 
and cantsen personnel, and with the purchasers. Comunication by per- 
sonal cocveruation, memo, messenger, telephone, and police and private 
radio were most common. Outside the organization she communicated with 
suppliers and transporters by telephone and by messmger. Inability to 
get information on the location, needs, and personnel of the canteens 
caused many problems for the dispatcher. 

.I-.' Personnel involved in sandwich mzking, food and clothing distribu- 
tion, and social work cormunicated primarily among themselves either in 
person or by meno, intercom, and messenger. OccaslonalLy these persons 
were in contact with suppliers, transporters, and donors both in person 
and by messenger and telephone. 
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Except for canteen personnel and mesoeagers, the rest of the city 
command connnunicated with one another concerning specific tasks either 
in person or by telephone, intercom, and messenger. Comnrunication be- 
tween canteen personnel and Gerird Street concerned personnel relief, 
supplies, and location of canteens and were carried out in person, via 
memo, telephone, or radio. 
cook acted as messengers and cmunicated a variety of topics from can- 
teens to ouppliers, anploying z.11 possible means of commmications. 

The assistant corps leader and the men's lodge 

Official, Unofficial, and Interpersonal Structures 

< The difficulty in separating official, unofficial, and interperson- 
<,7al structures has been discussed previously. Under noma1 conditions 
sm-e facets of these structures were partlcularty outstanding: a large 
number of unofficial tasks, cclnflict between the city ccmmand and divi- 
sion personnel, and differences between the rehabilitation center and 
the other two Salvation Army units. 
quences during the emergency. 

Each aacet had interesting conse- 

The hie5 number of unofficlally e.scigncd tasks prcved to be an as- 
set durhg the disaster, 
and expanded tasks by htindling problens as they arose and shifting tasks 
as necessity dictated. Consequently, a number of persons worked on mul- 
tiple tasks especially in social work, sandwich making, and food and 
clothing distribution. 

Pei-aonxl were able to adapt rea6ily to new 

Conflict between the city and division personnel did develop. During 
the early stages of the relief work, the city and division personnel 
gave numerous contradictcry comands. Because of the illness of a high 
level division official, a lower ranking official acted as de facto di- 
vision head and attempted to asfiuriie authority both in tXie division and 
in the city cormand. However, because of close caneacts with city offi- 
cials, businessmen and citizens, city caunand personnel were able to 
maintain their own separate influence and authority. 

To further.aol.ve this conflict, a division of labor occurred in 
which the city command focused its efforts on Kew Orlzans where aid was 
felt to be most neded; while division personnel assumed control in areas 
outside Kew Orleans -- despite the fact that ofEicially these areas were 
under the city command. This division of authority reduced the conflict 
to some extent. However, at one point a city comard officer had to 
caution his personnel to take orders only from himself or other key city 
cornand people. 
disagreeincnts about whether a canteen or supply truck was operating in 
the city cammand area (Eew Orleans) or in the division area (outside 
New Orleaas). 

That the conflict continued is evidenced by occasional 

There were differences alss between the socirl rc.r.abilita:ion ccn- 
ter and the other two New Orleans Salvation Army groups. 
that the former rejected requests which were thought "to be unnecessary 
or to interfere with the functions of the organization." At one point 

It was said 
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this led to increased calls from donors of goods asking that their con- 
tributions for use in the relief program be picked up. One division of- 
ficial relying on a close friendship tie with a key center official also 
attenpted to make requests for the use of center perscnnel and equipment. 
However, nany such requests apparently went unanswered. This contributed 
t3 the ci:y co.rmnsnd making great use of equipment f r m  Salvation A m y  
units from outside New Orleans as well aa from private wurces. 

Intra- and Interorganizational Xelationships 
in Ernewency Operations 

Intraorganizarional Operations 

L' The relationship bc;cween the mer's social rehabilitation center 
azid the city commander and dfvisim cmscncier becene 2 oipificsnt prob- 
lem. The men's social rehabilitation unit enjoyed a grent deal of inda- 
pendence being directly responsible only to the territorial office and 
not to the city or division command, Indegendenze can prove problematic 
in emergc?.xy situations ic r:!.-ich official m+.to--.' I . ~y :.ir\es ?.TI :? s~xewhat 
altered, In the cdsc of th:. New 0rlem.c L:~-I~S r,osisl rehcbilitatian cen- 
ter fQllowing Burrlcax I;jetsy, it respc-nded indepadently and appeared 
to have given less than waxinium possible heip to the city camand. Thus, 
the city ccmmand h.sd to rely on more octni.de help than ~ o u l d  otherwise 
have bsen needed for trmsporting supplies, food, etc. 

The conflicts between the city ccmand and division headquarters 
were discussed earlier. In areas in which both city cmmand and divi- 
sion personnel are located, attempts on the part of division headquarters 
to dominate the city comand are quite possible. 
in Nev Orleans had doninated the city command until territorial head- 
quarters in Atlanta appointed a new city commander. 
which continued to exist between city command and division personnel did 
not conpletely disrupt the disaster relief program, it did cause some 
rather serious problem. 

Division headquartere 

Although the conflict 

Another important aspect of intxaorganizational operations is that 
during emergency operations, the Salvation Army calls in members from 
ocher areas. The number of outside personnel working in the Hurricane 
Betsy disaster relief effort t7as very high; although exact figures are 
not available, eighteen canteens and four trucks came from Texas, Ar- 
kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Georgia, Florida, Borth Carolina, and 
Kentucky. 
in other relief efforts. In. fact, many had more experience than any of 
the New Orleans personnel wich the exception of the city commander, the 
division commander snd the division secretary. 
ranking personnel often assumed authority without the approval of the 
h'ew Orleans officers, leading sometimes to reprimands from local officers. 
As one interviewee explained: 

Host of these persons were officers; many had been involved 

These exFerienced, high- 
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sore of the officers who came in from out of town, just: because 
they were officers, they felt they could give orders to other 
people, and we got a few conflicting commands from them, but 
we just took them with a grain of salt bccause we knew vhat 
fihe city command] had said. 

,!he city command officiao said that a lot of times you'll get 
an order from someone who has misinterpreted an order or has 
just decided that they want this done this way, and he said if 
you getsonething that doesn't sound right to you, check in 
before you do it. 

.-Apparently this procedure solved the problem. Several individuals indi- 
cated that this is a cmslon problem in Zisaster work. 

Establishing anthority over personnel 2nd between units was one of 
the main problems the S:. ?v&iion AT.iIy confrcated. ?cue A m y  px.:r;:iael 
suggested that a na"cons.1 or terri:orial disaster t.c!a~, similar 20 that 
existing in the Red Cross cculd help elinilnzte the authority problcms 
in large-scale disastc-rb ~ ' r ,  ish involve many persocnel and many different 
Salvation Army units.. 

I:, its daily activities, the Salvation Army has some rather close 
associations with public officials. 
the fiiye department and the police department because it serves coffee 
and doughnuts at large fires. Its next most frequent contacts are with 
civil defense and with the mayor's office. 
ily because of civil defense's recognition of the Salvation Army. 

Its most frequent contacts are with 

These contacts occur primar- 

During the em.rgexy Fcrlod, the Salvation A m y ' s  pattern cf inter- 
organizational re!.atl?ns WZLS greatly altered. The mayor's off5ce had 
the mosc contact with the Salvation A m y ,  followed by civil defense. 
Contacts with the police department made it possible for the Salvation 
A m y  to use police personnel and equipment for transportation (including 
gas for vehicles) end comunications. 
the House of Detention providad inmates as volunteer vorkers and the 
Board of Trade provided warehouse space for rerqxrary storage. 

Other public agencies helped also: 

The Salvation Aray relations with qtiasi-government and business 
concerns also expanded. Formally, when practical 2nd possible, most 
business relations are handled through the advisory board. This pattern 
persisted throughout the emergency period. 
the Salvation Army was able to cbtain ice, operations facilities, food, 
transportation, blankets, clothes, equipment, and voluntezrs. Salvation 
Army units also received much aid from advisory boards in other states: 
for example, a water purification system from Texas and detergent from 
Iiassachusetts. Other organizations providing help during the emergency 
period were the telephone company, which installed extra and direct tele- 
phone lines, and the Lev Orleans Public Service, Inc. which provided gas 
acd oil for vehicles. 

Through the advisory board 
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Clubs also provided aid to the Salvation Army. -ut and Girl 
Scout troops volunteered as units and a civic organizatlon fromMemphis 
eent truckloads of supplies. Chnrch, religious, and school groups were 
a130 im2ortant sources of aid. A Catholic ccn-ent in Covingcon ass-aed 
all sandwich making responsibilities. Many churches set up collection 
posts for food, clothing, and other supplies. One religious organization 
gave the Sclvation Army $21,OOr) to purchase equipment and to defray oper- 
ating expnses. Area universities sent groups of student volunteers. 

Although the Salvation Army received aid from other sources, speci- 
fic inforc.ation concerning such aid is not available. 
vice groups provided supplies and Some transparcation, primarily through 
civil defense. 
lunchmeat was met by an advisory board member \+'no solved the problem by 
charging these supplies to civil defense. 

Various arined ser- 

An early need for money to purchase milk, bread, and 

6 

Although no accurate records were kept of individual v~lunteers, 
the nun5er was exceedingly high and included such diverse types as teen- 
agers, transients, businessrim and housewives. These solur.tecrs appsr- 
ently performed well, with the exception of some transierzts and sane in- 
mates of the Eouse of Detention. The primary problem was to coordinate 
and supervise the voluntzears to insure that they worked safely and did 
not overtax thenlselves. Without the many volunteers who worked the can- 
teens, made sand-Aches, organized and distributed cloth.ing, and delivered 
messages, the Salvation Army relief effort would have been considerably 
less successful. 

In 8ummary, the Salvation Army's relations with other organizations 
were greatly expanded during the emergency period, including its rela- 

: tions with official government organizations, quasi-government and busi- 
.;ness organizations, clubs, religious groups, schools, and individual 
volunteers. 

Interoraanizational Problems 

The conflict between the Salvation Army and the Red Cross is an Im- 
portant aspect of interorganizational relations which has not yet been 
discussed. The two basic areas of donflict were (I) in operations (the 
Salvation Army had to perform many jobs assigned to the Red Cross), and 
(2) in obtaining donations (the Red Cross denied that the Salvation Army 
had valid needs). This conflict arose because of a major difference in 
the objectives of each organization in a disaster situation. The Salva- 
tion Army is mainly concerned with meeting the individuals' immediate 
needs, while Red Cross is concerned ultimately with the total Long-term 
conrmunity restoration. For this reason Red Cross asks for money dona- 
tions instead of material goods so that by giving people rroney they can 
in turn purchr?se goods from local merchants -- thus havi.ng a snowtrall 
effect in restoring the community to its full economic self-sufficiency. 
The following examples illustrate thesature of this conflict. 
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The Salvation Army was asked to help evacuate and care for those 
in the inundated area and to provide food, clothing, and bedding to 
those in Red Cross shelters. 
ficially assigned to the Red Cross. 

These are long-term operations and are of- 
One interviewee explained: 

The Salvation Army says that we will h.i:di.e emrgency c lcthing. 
And this is what the Salvation A m y  docs, it's emergency or~ly. 
We're not the long-range plan like the Red Cross. Well, fine, 
the Red Cross said that isn't necessary because in the morning 
we're going to start issuing chips, food chips. WeU., that's 
great, if you're sitting out: on the front proch and them's 
four feet of water around your house and if you come to the Red 
Cross, they'll give you a food chip. 
stores to get to that aren't: under water or destroyed. 
this does you a lot of gocd. 

But there aren't any 
NGW, 

The Salvation Army provided food and clothing for evsc:iees, even fc- 
s m e  of those who were in authorized Re2 Ci-oss shcltezs. 

The handling of donations was another area of conflict bztriecn the 
two organizations, 
the item needed, whila the Red Cross att?ernpted to secure imney to give 

%o the evacuees so that they could purchase the ites needed themselves -- even though the i t m  was not alvays available for purchase. 
ral cases, the Red Cross attempted to block or succeeded in blocklng 
supplies, trying to obtain money instead, During the first few days 
after the hurricane, the 1,700 refugees housed in the City Hall had no 
bedding. The Salvation A m y  located a source of blankets. When the 
source attempted to verify the need for bkankets with the Red Cross, 
the Red Cross denied the need existed and asked for money instead. 
a result, the Salvation Army had to pay for blankets from it-s own meager 
operating funds. 

The Salvation Army responded by attezipting to obtain - 
In seve- 

As 

A similar conflict occurred with a donation of detergent. Knowing 
that the refugees would have a great deal of cleaning to do after re- 
turning home, a Massachusetts detergent firm offered cleaning suppliee. 
The Red Cross rejected the offer and asked for money. However, a member 
of the board of the detergent firmwas also a member of the Salvation 
Army advisory board in Hassachusetts. He contacted the Kew Orleans Sal- 
vation Army and told them of the Red Cross rejection which was preventing 
the firm from shipping the supplies. 
tergent f i n  and, with the help of the mayor of Mew Orleans, convinced 
the firm that there was a real need. 
shipped to the Salvation Army for distribution. 
cited in which the Red Cross blocked shipment of supplies to the Salva- 
tion Army, but these will suffice to illustrate the conflict, 

The Salvation Army called the de- 

The supplies were consequently 
Other cases could be 

If there had been better overall disaster coordination and lead- 
ership, the conflict between the two organizations might have been re- 
duced. The lack of coordination led to overt displays of jealousy and 
conflict between the two organizations. For exmple, several officials 
auggested to the divis-ion commander that the Salvation Army distribute 
plasterboard, paint, nails, and tools in addition to the detergent, clothes 
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and food boxes. 
of the damage to their homes. 
this rather unique Salvation Army task. The governor called a meeting of 
Salvation Army and Xed Cross officials to make final arrangements for ob- 
taining the materials from federal, state, and local funds as well as 
f r m  donations. 
the official federal disaster agent and we will handle all problems of 
this sort." 
to the refugees. The jealousy was also evidenced by the attempt of one 
of the local newspapers to block certain donations and operations of the 
Salvation Army. Salvation Army officials suggested that the nevspaper's 
policy was due to the fact that a local Red Cross official was an editor. 
Thus, although the Salvation Army's interorganizational relations were 
generally very helpful, its relations with the Red Cross were character- 
ized by conflict. 

These materials would allow the refugees to repair much 
Territorial headquarters in Atlanta approved 

Red Cross officials blocked zhe project because %e are 

This ended the proposal, and these materials were never given 

The problems encountered by the Salvation A m y  in EZurricane Betsy 
can be summarized in five areas: the scope of the disaster, communica- 
tions, intraorganizational relations, physical-social problems, and con- 
flict with the Red Cross. 

1. The scope of the disaster was larger than expected and the 
largest ever encountered by the Salvation Army personnel involved. 
resulted in the rapid growth of the organization -- in personnel, in 
size, and in the number of tasks it was requested to perform. Problems 
derived from the sudden need for personnel, equipment, supplies, trans- 
portation, and new methods of performing unusual tasks. 

This 

2. 
the disaster. 
the dispersion of canteens in the disaster area, demanded more and better 
communications. A large part oE the existing communications system was 
damaged. Some temporary measures (the use of police radios, direct lines, 
ham and citizen band radios) were used. The communications problem was 
not solved until the demand for relief work decreased. 

Communications problems were directly related to the scope of 
The increased number of personnel and tasks, as well as 

3. Because of the scope of the disaster, the three Salvation Army 
units in Kew Orleans had to work together as well as with other Salvation 
Army personnel. Since authority lines had yet to be developed, some con- 
flict and operational problems occurred during the early stases of relief 
work. 

4. Many physical-social problems developed. In addition to the 
,problems caused by downed trees, water, etc., the convergence of citizens 
in disaster areas hampered operations. Only time and the development of 
methods of controlling people and physical conditions were able to solve 
these problems. 

I ,' 
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5. Regardless of the scope of the disaster, there seems to be an 
inherent jealousy betvieen the Salvation Army and the Red Cross which re- 
sults in problems. Because of its ability to mobilize volunteers and 
gather materials in the community, the Salvation Army could deal with 
immediate emergency food and clothing distribution. 
deal with Long-term manned shelters, medical aid, and financial aid, pro-* 
jects for which the Salvation Army is unprepared. 

The Red Cross could 

Intraorganizational relations became a source of authority problems. 
Interorganizational relations generally aided the disaster response of 
the Salvation Army by providing equipment, supplies, transportation, and 
personnel (with the exception of Bed Cross). 
physical problems which arose from the Salvation Army's disaster relief 
effort durtng Hurricane Betsy were satisfactor$l$ solved only by decreased 
demands and better controls. 

Many of the social and 

To conbhde, this chapter has attempted to illustrate withmt giving 
all details, the specific operations of the New Orleans Salvation A m y  
during Hurricane set-y. Differences between normal and emergency activi- 
ties were especially emphaeized. 
lar case, many of the observable changes in the organizaeion's adapta- 
tion to the disaster can be found in most Salvation Army operations in 
major community crises, 

While the illustration k7as a particu- 
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NOTES: Chapter IV 

1. Distinguishing between official, unofficial, and interpersonal rela- 
tions in the chain of command, decision making, etc., is difficult: since 
Salvation Army personnel are simultaneously involved in work, religious, 
and recreational roles. 
however, inferences without firm basis in fact will not be made. 

A distinction will be made whenever possible; 

2. 
lated areas it comprises the whole Salvation Army organization. 

"Corps" refers to the religious unit in larger cities; in less popu- 

3. The Salvation Army voluntarily supplies coffee, sandwiches, and 
doughnuts to firemen, policemen, and other workers during mergency pe- 
riods such as large fires. It is this function that expanded to become 
the early part of the Salvation Army disaster relief program after Hurri- 
cane Betsy. 

4. Adopted by the Commissioners' Conference, March 7, 1958. 

5. 
trucks is not estimatable as no complete records were kept and trucks 
came from many organizations and other Salvation Army units. 

During peak operatioils there were eighteen canteens. The number of 

6. No permission was obtained for this action. It was a decision made 
out of necessity by a board member. 
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CX4FTER v 
The Hew Orleans Red Cross 

Disaster relief activities are prescribed for the Ameri an Nation 
Red Cross and its local chapters by the Congressional Charter granted 
the organizetion in 1905. 
Cross, according to the charter, is disaster relief: 

One of the two principal tasks of the Red 

the organization is to continue and carry on a system of national 
and international relief in tine of peace and apply the same in 
mitigating the sufferings caused by pestilence, famine, fire, 
floods, and other great national calamities, and to devise and 
carry on measures for preventing the same. 
American Red Cross) 

(New Orleans Chepter, 

L 

Nor can the Red Cross evade or delegate its responsibilities in the 
event of natural disaster; as the organization enjoys certain privileges 
by its quasi-goverrmectal st t so it incurs corresponding obligations 
to the people of thst gover2e::f among which disaster relief to the 
public and social and medical. services to the military population are 
mandatory. All Red Cross chapters must by law, therefore, provide 
these two services. 

Red Cross disaster relief is divided into two phases, the immediate 
post-inpact mass care phase and the longer range rehabilitation phase. 
These two elements of the disaster program are performed at two levels 
of the organization: 
chapter; the latter, of the national organization. This separation of 
disaster tssks is made for several reasons. 
impact of disaster occurs frequently with little or no warning; hence, 
the immediate mobilization of the Red Cross must be at the locallevel. 
Even in those disasters like floods and hurricanes which often permit 
pre-impact planning and mobilization, there is likely to be insufficient 
time for the ossignxent of scattered national personnel before impact. 
Secondly, the greater cost of the rehabilitation phase--during which 
large grants are provided for families and individuals whose economic 
situation is such that they cannot recover from the effects of the 
disaster on their own--prohibits local Red Cross chapters with limited 
financial resources from undertaking this kind of disaster relief. 
national organization, on the other hand, possesses both the trained, 
professional personnel required to administer such a program and the 
financial resources necessary to provide this long-range relief. 

the former is the responsibility of the local 

First, of course, the 

The 

In addition to this division of the Red Cross into local and 
national levels, the organization is divided into staff and volunteer 

7 
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elements. 
structures--the paid professional staff and the unpaid amateur volun- 
teers. In a disaster, the volunteer structure of the organization 
plays a crucial role for it is upon the volunteers that the greatest 
responsibility for the performance of Red Cross disaster tasks falls. 

In effect, a local chapter is made up of two separate 

The following discussion, therefore, trill consider the New Orleans 
2 Red Cross as a "dual orgaxkation," both in the sense of its staff and 
(,volunteer components and in the sense of its articulation as a local 
'unit with the national level of the larger organization. 

The first section of this chapter  ill describe the normal structure 
of Ne57 Orleans Red Cross, the tasks for wliich it is responsible (in- 
cluding those relevant to disaster oFerations): and the patterns of 
authority within the local organization. The second section will turn 
to the mc&ilizatiom of this orgaization to the disaster, discussing 
both the alterations which occurred in the task assignments and authority 
relations of chapter staff znd the mobilization and convergence Gf 
national staff and volunteers on the disaster scene. The consequeixes 
of this disaster mobilization for the Red Cross itself and for its 
operational relationships with other agencies and organizations will 
be discussed in a later section of this chapter. 
operations of two Rad Cross shelters is included. Summary 8Cd con- 
cluding statements vi11 complete this discussion of the Red Cross. 

A case study of the 

The New Orleans Red Cross: Tasks and Authority 

Staff personnel of the New Orleans Red Cross chapter number 
thirty-one men and twenty-two women. 
mainteaance assignments and hence are nornally not directly involved 
in the public service activities of the Red Cross. These activities 
a'cc the task assignments of the remaining twenty-one male members of 

Ten of the men have clerical or 

Red Cross staff. 

There are six service directors in the New Orleans Red Cross 
chcpter. With the exception of the service to the military families 
division, these divisions are nornally engaged in work which the Red 
Cross nazional organizations defines as "permissive, " that is, not 
mmdatory by definition of the Congressional Chater. 
service tasks are described briefly in the follov7ing sunmary: 

All six of these 

1. Service to Military Families: In its charter, the Red Cross 
is charged with the responsibility of serving as "a medium of 
comunication between the people of the United Stares of America 
and their Armed Forces." (New Orleans chapter, American Red Cross) 
4) Members of this divison perform case-work services for the 
active military, for veterans, and for their famflies. Such 
servicen include obtaining emergency leaves, providing financial 
assistance and communication facilities for military personnel 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Of 

and their families., and offering counseling services to 
military personnel, veterans, and their families. 

Safety Services: The tasks of this division are essentially 
educational. Members of the safety services division conduct 
clesses in water safety, life saving, small craft operation, 
and first aid. They also engage in a program of highway safety 
and operate (during Mardi Gras, for example) first-aid stations 
for the public. 

Nursing Services: Like safety services' tasks, those of the 
nursing services division are educational: courses in home 
nursing and infant care are offered to the public. In addition, 
the director of this division maintains a roster of nurses, 
nurses aides, and other volunteers whose services the Red Cross 
can offer to hospitals which request them. 

Red Cross Youth Program: This program, the Junior Red Cross, is 
operated through the local schools and is designed to provide 
school children with "practical service projects" acquainting 
them with the nations1 and international programs of the Red 
Cross. 

Volunteer Services: The office of volunteers functions as a 
coordinating center for the assignment and activities of Red 
Cross volunteers. 

Public Information: 
office provides the various mass media with stories and publicity 
related to the activities of Red Cross staff and volunteers. In 
this sense, P. I. is less a public service division than a support 
division providing certain assistance to the chapter itself rather 
than direct service to the public. 

During normal times the public information 

A total of sixteen members of the staff are active in the performance 
these nondisaster tasks. In addition, there are two part-time staff 

members who work in the chapter house at night and on the weekends, 
largely to cover incoming welfare and assistance calls for the service 
to military families division. The chapter also employs a full-time 
comptroller who manages the financial affairs of the New Orleans Red 
Cross. 

The tasks of the chapter manager are those of the executive in any 
community service organization, especially those organizations which 
depend, as the Red Cross does, entirely on voluntary contributions for 
their support. Hence, nuch of his time is devoted to representing 
the Red Cross in the larger community. He is, for example, "loaned" 
to the United Fund organization for a month of every year during the 
annual fund-raising campaign. He is active in other community orga- 
nizations like the chamber of commerce and a variety of civic groups; 
he is frequently asked to address such organizations on the activities 

. <. 4.ri.l 
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and responsibilities of the Red Cross. 
manager is the single most important liaison person between the 
professional staff and the volunteer board of directors which is the 
chief policy and decision-making body of the chapter. 

Within the local chapter, the 

The tasks of the assistant manqger, on the other hand, are more 
directly associated with supervision of the staff. The assistant 
msnager does rmch of the hiring of the staff although the chapter 
manager has the final authority on such matters. 
personcel director for the chapter and in this and other respects he 
has m w h  more responsibility for the day-to-day operations of the 
chapter than the official authority of his position might suggest. 
In addition to his supervisory tasks, the assistant director also 
directs the chapter 's college program and affiliations with the inter- 
national Bad Cross and is involved from time to time in projects re- 
lating to the chapter's public relations. 
director of the safety and nursing services division. 
tzsks, hmever, are associated with his position as chapter Zisaster 
director. 

The assistant is the 

He also serves as the 
His most important 

hs indicated earlter there is no independent disns tcr services 
division in the struct;ur'e of the New Crlesns Red Cross chapter. 
is the absence of such a division peculiar to this chapter. Red Cross 
chapters do no2 generally make full-time staff assignments to disaster 

N m  

- services; rather, a member of the staff, freqiient3.y the assistant - manager, is designated the disaster director, responsible not for 
the activities of on independent division but for the disaster pre- 
paredness of the entire professional staff of the chapter. Such is 
the case in the Mew Orleans chapter. All mern5ers of the staff, includiag 
the secretarial ard maintenance personnel have special assignments in 
the event of disaster. The specific nature of these disaster assign- 
ments will be described later. The disaster pclicies and tasks of the 
Red Cross, may, however, be generally described here. 
the organization in providing post-impact mass care relief is similar 
in maEy respects to that of other welfare organizations such as the 
Salvation A m y .  Like the Solvation Army, the local chapter of the Red 
Cross dispenses emergency relief--food, shelter, clothing, and nursing 
and medical care--to any who require it. be they victim of the impact 
itself or disaster workers assisting in search-and-rescae operations. 
These mass care services, together with the tasks Reti Cross personnel 
must perform to support disaster services, are summarized in table 1. 

The policy of 

The policies underlying the rehabilitation phzse of Red Cross 
disaster operations differ significantly from the 1:irgcsse which 
c5aracterizes the organization's mass care phase. 
usually in the form of money grants to individuals or families, is a 
casework-oriented service. Before such grants can be male, therefore, 
Red Cross personnel--supervised by national steff--must gathr finamial 
aEd other relevant information fron the applicent to estzbiis.1 the 
validity of the claim for assistance. 
further states that individuals who are eligible fcr assistance from 

Rehz3ilitation, 

The orgsnization'; policy 
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TABLE 1 

Disaster Service and Support Tasks Performed 
by Local Red Cross Chapters 

Service Tasks : 

1. Food 

2. Clothing 

3. Shelter 

4. Medical and Nursing 

5. Family Service 

Support Tasks : 

6. Disaster Fund Raising 

7. Public Information 

8. Survey 

9. Communication and 
Transportat ion 

10. Equipment 6 Supplies 

Provision of food for both victims and 
disaster workers, including immediate 
emergency feeding at the scene of the 
disaster, refreshment services at places 
where refugees congregate, mass feeding 
in shelters, and the delivery of food 
to isolated persons. 

Handling and disbursement of doRated 
clothing. 

Provision of temporary shelter, if 
possible with relatives, friends. or 
neighbors; if necessary, in public 
shelters operated by the Red Cross. 

Provision of medical and nursing care 
in all Red Cross-operated shelters and 
in emergency first-aid stations, and 
provision of blood as required. 

Provision of assistance to individuals 
and families by describing available 
sources of aid and by insuring that 
welfare communications are answered. 

Development and management of disaster 
fund campaign. 

Inform both victim and public of the 
Red Cross disaster activities. 

Assessment in general terms of the size 
and type of disaster with an estimation 
of the necessary mobilization and per- 
formance required of the chapter. 

Establishment and maintenance of comun- 
ication and transportation among all 
Red Cross facilities. 

Coordination of procurement, storage 
snd distribution of Red Cross equip- 
n e ~ t  and supplies. 



other agencies must exhaust these resources before rmpzst.i.rlg aid frvm 
the Red Cross. These policies are the basis for frequent criticism of 
Red Cross disaster assistance. Since the assistance is granted on the 
basis of need not loss, it is eonetimes argued that the organization 
rewards the improvident but refuses assistance to those who plan for 
emergencies. 

Rehabilitation and mass care relief stand in marked contrast with 
each other, both in terms of policy and operations; this contrast is 
reflected in the public image of the Red Cross in disasters. Much more 
than any other disaster service organization, the national Red Cross is 
subject to criticism from the public and from members of other relief 
agencies. This negative reaction stems in large measure from the 
bureaucratic and impersonal policies which guide the rehabilitation 
phase of Red Cross operations. 
are frequently included in this negative public image. (New Orleans 
chapter, American Red Cross: 1). 

By association, local Ked Cross chapters 

Ideally, the two phases of Red Cross disaster relief do not o-Jerlap. 

In New Orleans, however, 
The mass care phase is ccnpleted by the time the national organization 
is prepared to begin the rehabilitation phase. 
the dual nature of the disaster, especially the long term sheltering 
of refugees from Lhe floods, required an important overlap of these 
two phases of Red Crcss relief. The consequezccs of this temporal 
overlap will be discussed later. 

The principal policy-making bodies of local Red Cross chapters are 
the volunteer boards of directors and advisory committees. 
board of directors is made up of persons from the larger community 
selected for membership on the board because together they are repre- 
sentative of the range of organizations and interests in the community. 
Thus, the members of the board are not, strictly speaking, volunteers. 
Rather, they are recruited by the chapter manager and the chapter 
chairman (the latter being the volunteer cocnterpart of the manager). 
Similarly, the members of the various advisory committees are re- 
cruited to serve on these committees. The chapter manager is hired 
by the board of directors and he remains responsible to the board for 
the operations of the entire chapter. Each of the directors of the 
chapter's service divisions is, in a similar manner, responsible to 
one of the advisory committees for divisional authority and for major 
decisions related to policy and operations. 

The chapter 

The head of the double division of safety services and nursing 
services is the assistant manager. In divisions like service to 
military families and safety and nursing services which include case- 
workers and instructors, these subordinate personnel are directly 
responsible to the director of the division. Division directors are 
responsible to the assistant and the chapter manager. l?s has already 
been indicated, much of the supervisory work with divisional staff is 
handled by the assistant manager in his capacity as personnel director. 
Variations and elaborations in the official autority structure will be 
discussed below. 
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Authority relationships between the chapter staff and the chapter 
voluntters, other than recruited volunteers who serve as advisors to 
the staff, are difficult to define exactly. 
Red Cross describe the organization as a volunteer body, in which both 

- the responsibility and the authority for Red Cross tasks rest with the 
volunteers who make up the vast bulk of the organization's membership. 
(New Orelans chapter, American Red Cross: 4). But these volunteer 
personnel are organized. in a relatively distinct system from the 
chapter staff. 
and his assistant--the volunteer chapter chairman and his assistant-- 
the volunteer members of the chapter are assigned to a variety of 
committees and teams. The tasks which these volunteers perform are 
associated with the responsibilities of the staff service division: 
thus, Red Cross-trained volunteers staff first-aid stations, take on 
life guard duties, assist in hospitals, and so forth. The authority 
relationships between staff directors and volunteer committee chairmen, 
however, are not clearly defined. At the most, the chapter's trained, 
experienced volunteers can perform their talcss independently of the 
staff. But, despite the volunteer character of the organization, even 
the most experienced volunteer would probably not undertake to make 
direct assignments to a member of the staff. At the same time, staff 
personnel are not entirely free to make authority demands on volun- 
teers--a more cautious tactic is required. 
Orleans staff indicated, for example, that even in the midst of the 
emergency period follotiing the hurricane and floods she was always 
mare of the somewhat precarious relationship between staff and volun- 
teers and attempted to make suggestions to her volunteers, not to 
issue orders to them. An explanation for this caution lies in the 
volunteer status itself. Just as the individual freely volunteered 
in the first place, so he could freely "unvolunteer" -- resign -- 
given cause. 

Official statements of the 
. 

< I  

Under the volunteer counter-parts of the staff manager 

One member Q€ the New 

Staff members would prefer not to be the cause. 

Direct authority relationships can be defined within both the staff 
and the volunteer structures of the New Orleans chapter, but only in 
the articulation of the volunteer members of the board of directors 
and advisory coxnittees with their advisees on the staff can such re- 
lationships be described between the two structures, Graphically, the 
greatest number of relationships which obtain between the two would be 
indicated not by vertical authority ties but by horizontal line rela- 
tionships. Consulting with each other, coordinating their decisions 
and activities, seeking and providing information and advice, these are 
the kinds of relationships which exist between the staff and the volun; 
teers in the New Orleans chapter. 
of the chapter have is exercised through the board of directors and 
the advisory committees; such responsibility as the volunteers accept 
is under the auspices and guidance of the chapter staff. 

Such authority as volunteer members 

Similar advisory relationships exist between national and local 
staff as have been described between local staff and volunteers. 
During normal operations three representatives of the national staff 
maintain offices in the New Orleans chapter house. From these offices 
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they visit all the Red Cross chapters in the state, advising them on 
national programs and policies, assisting them in establishing or main- 
taining their local programs, and helping them in their preparedness 
plans for disaster. 
chapter cannot be expected to provide all the assistance required, 
national disaster staff are assigned to the relief operation. Under 
the leadership of the director of field operations, national staff 
are responsible for the rehabilitation phase of the program and for 
the coordination of all of the disaster operations involving national 
funds. The field director, however, does not possess direct authority 
over the manager or the disaster director of the local staff; rather, 
the national and the local staff are to cooperate in both phases of the 
disaster operations. The national staff, thus, is to provide whatever 
assistance is required by the local staff during the mass care phase of 
the Operation and, during the rehabilitation phase, the local staff is 
to cooperate with national personnel. 

In the event of disaster, however, when the local 

Mobilization of the New Orleans Red Cross Chapter 

i? Members of the Red Cross chapter in Ne1.7 Orleans were aware of the 
threat of Hurricane Betsy some time before the actual impact. The 
national organization, too, had been following the path of the hurri- 
cane and had alerted and dispatched members of its disaster staff 
first to Florida and then, when the hurricane bore west, to cities 
along the southern coast of the United States. On September 9, facili 
ties in the New Orleans chapter house were readied for these national 
staff and by the afternoon of that day national staff had arrived in 
the city. Preparations for hurricane impact, however, had begun much 
earlier in the year among the staff and disaster volunteers of the New 
Orleans Red Cross. 

Because New Orleans is frequently in the path of hurricanes, the 
local chapter begins its preparation in early summer. The principal 
task in this preparation is the updating of "The Book," the chapter's 
disaster handbook which outlines the hurricane plan--the location of 
the fifteen public shelters; the telephone numbers, addresses, and 
assignments of disaster staff and volunteers; and the identification 
and location of local merchants and wholesalers who have agreed to 
provide the Red Cross with emergency food and other supplies. 
esrly summer the process of alerting the public to emergency Red Cross 
facilities is also begun, principally through informative interviews 
and announcements over the local television and radio stations. 
Disaster assignments are made to all of the members of the chapter. 
All staff work is carried out under the direction of the assisting 
manager in his position as disaster director. For sone of the members 
of the chapter staff these disaster assignments do not differ greatly 
from their normal tasks. 
and the personnel of the office of public icformation have disaster 
responsibilities which are simply extensions of their normal. tasks. 
The director of nursing services mobilizes volunteer nurses and 
coordinates their assignments so that all Red Cross shelters have 
medical and nursing staff at all timas. Public informztion staff 

In 

The director of nursing services, for example, 



continue supplying the media with stories and announcements but the 
focus and the scope of these items, as well as the rate of these 
activities change as a consequence of the impact of disaster. The 
director and the caseworkers sewing the military families division 
similarly modify their activities to take into account the exigencies 
of a disaster environment. An increase in welfare inquiries can be 
expected with the impact of a hurricane, in addition to inquiries from 
out-of-town relatives and friends concerning the safety of persons in 
the area. To handle the great increase in the volume of such welfare 
inquiries the chapter's disaster plan calls for the assignment of seven 
additional staff members, secretaries and the director of the youth 
program, to tasks associated with telephone communications. 

For the coordinator of the office of volunteers, disaster assign- 
ment involves a redirection of activities, but not an entirely new set 
of responsibilities. 
Red Cross volunteers--virtually an impossible task in an emergency given 
the great numbers of new walkin volunteers which the Red Cross attracts-- 
this staff member is charged with the responsibility of five public 
shelters which the organization opens in Algiers, a section of New 

L70rleans located on the opposite side of the river in an adjacent parish. 
The Algiers units of the New Orleans Red Cross chapter is nominally a 
separate entity, but in the event of hurricane and in nonemergency city- 
wide activities of the Red Cross, the volunteer members of the Algiers 
unit participate as members of the New Orleans parish chapter. 

Instead of coordinating the activities of all 

- 

The secretarial and clerical staff of the chapter are, as has 
been indicated assigned to tasks more imediately relevant to the 
emergency. Six secretaries take on responsibilities associated with 
welfare and emergency telephone inquiries; one of the secretaries is 
assigned to take the hourly telephone reports from the fifteen shelters 
operated by the Red Cross. As these calls are channeled to the chapter 
house on a private telephone line, the secretary should in theory at 
least have only a minimum of difficulty in receiving the reports.2 

The two members of the maintenance staff and four of the members 
of the safety and nursing services division--all of whose normal tasks 
have little direct relevance in a disaster situation--are assigned to 
"physical property.'' 
vital support tasks in Red Cross mass care, all the aspects of pro- 
viding food and other emergency supplies to the shelters, and of 
operating the chapter's mobile canteens. In Hurricane Betsy and 
the floods which it precipitated, these support tasks, which are 
difficult to handle but manageable in a relatively short range and 
limited impact situation, became massive operations involving as many 
as forty shelters over a period of a week. 
operations will be described later. 

This assignment involves the coordination of 

The dimensions of these 

Only the chapter's comptroller has no disaster assignment. He 
took on a number of new tasks during the emergency, largely at his own 
discretion, and from time to time, Re was valuable to the chapter's 
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operations in his role as financial officer. 
fund campaign required his attention and he was prepared to cash checks 
and perform other services for national staff during the course of the 
emergency period. 
of the New Orleans chapter staff will be presented in a subsequent 
section of this discussion. 

The chapter's disaster 

More complete descriptions of the disaster activities 

In terms of numbers, of course, the greatest part of the Red Cross 
mobilization for disaster involves neither the local nor the national 
staff, but the disaster volunteers. The structure and authority 
relationships of the volunteers active in the operation of the public 
shelters are described below. Each of the fifteen shelter operations 
is headed by the shelter director and his assistant. The additional 
volunteer personnel involved in the shelter program are described in 
the following list from the New Orleans chapter '8 disaster handbook. 

1. School Representative: He reports directly to the shelter director; 
the representative is usually a principal or a teacher who knows the 
physical set-up of the school and acts as liaison between the shelter 
personnel and school perscnnel, and advises as ta the facilities 
offered in the school plant. 

2. Custodian: He is responsible for maintenance of physical property. 

3. Shelter Coordinator and Assistant Coordinator: They coordinate 
the work of volunteers serving in registration, food, and clothing. 

Registration: This group has the important duty of accurately 
registering families and individuals. Accuracy is essential 
because of the inquiries and rehabilitation that will follow 
the emergency phase. 

- 
I ,  

Food: this group is responsible for serving food to evacuees 
and all shelter personnel. 

Clothing: 
or too wet to be v7orn and issues emergency clothiog. 
used in the initial phase while the real need for clothing is 
being determined. 

This group notes those whose clothing is inadequate 
Robes are 

4. Auxiliary Nembers: 
but is available to Serve in whatever department additional help is 
needed. 

This group does not have a specific assignment 

5. First Aiders: 
under the direction of the nurse. 

They report directly to the nurse in charge and work 

6. 
director of the shelter and assumes such respocsibilities as are 
as signed . 

Department of Public Welfare Worker: He reports to the assistant 



- 
- 7. Cooks: Professional cooks normally assigned to preparation of 

They 5' food in the school system are in charge of food preparation. 
are responsible to the director of the shelter. 

In addition to these volunteers, the volunteer staff of each shelter 
includes professional nursing personnel and a publicity volunteer, 
mobilized by the director of nursing services and the office of 
public information. 

8. Nurses: 
for the care of those who need medical attention, and for checking 
on suspected contagious conditions that might develop. 
orders for nurses are issued through the medical committee and copfes 
of these are in the medical kit. 

They report to the assistant director and are responsible 

Standing 

9. Publicity Volunteer: He reports to the director and facilitates 
the reporting of public information. 

The pre-impact plans of the chapter provide for the stocking of 
the fifteen schools with emergency supplies sufficient: to sustain the 
shelters for twenty-four hours. These supplies include the snack 
food menu which provides the refugees of the shelter with coffee, 
chocolate milk, an3 the like during the period when it: is still un- 
certain what demands will be made on a shelter. 
clothing plan, Eccording to the New Orleans chapter's disaster hand- 
book, includes similarly temporary supplies. 

The prelininary 

A small supply of "robes" will be sent to the shelter auto- 
matically when the shelter is opened. 
with a temporary means of handling the %et" clothing problem 
should it arise. 
handle the "wet" problem. 

This will provide you 

Diapers will also accompany the robes to 

In addition, registretion and medical kits are placed in all the 
shelters before thoy are opened to the public. 
tions had been accomplished in the chapter's fifteen shelters bj the 
evening of September 8, twenty-€our hours before the hurricane struck. 
On the afternoon on the same day, all shelter volunteers had been 
alerted to expect the opening of the shelters should the hurricane 
directly threaten New Orleans. 

All of these pitepara- 

Red Cross Shelter Operations 

Two shelters will be examined os case studies to underscore 
specific problems and the response of the Red Cross staff to them. 
Tfi@ shelter in St. Dominic's school operated for one night under a 
volunteer staff of residents of the area; and the shelter at Holy 
Cross school operated for almost five days ~7ith a staff of brothers 
living on the canpus. 
of the staffs of each shelter differed. 
@crate that the contrast was due to the fact that the brothers at Holy 

While they faced many ccmmon problems, the response 
This case s m d y  will demon- 
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Cross were previously linked together as members of the school staff 
and a religious order; whereas, the staff at St. Dominic's was not 
previously linked together as a working unit. Since the Holy Cross 
shelter was in operation for a longer duration than St. Dominic's, 
the major focus of this discussion will be upon it8 activities. 

Mobilization 

The staff of the St. Dominic's shelter was chosen several years 
before Betsy; a meeting of the staff had been held about once each 
year. There was no meeting during the year before Betsy. 
were simply mailed instructions on how to report to the shelter. How- 
ever, most of these persons had served in the threat of Hurricane 
Hilda in 1964 and were somewhat familiar with one another. Staff mem- 
bers were organized in one committee which was divided into subcom- 
mittees for the various services such as food preparation and regis- 
tration. 
committee members who then notified members of their subcommittees. 
The director of this shelter, upon learning that his shelter would 
definitely open, attempted to telephone staff members Thursday night. 
He discovered that many of the telephone numbers of committee members 
had been changed or were incorrect. Despite these difficulties, most 
of the staff did reach the shelter, The director contacted the volun- 
teer coordinator who called three staff members. One was to travel to 
the school around 5:30 p.m. and with the help of the janitor, actually 
open the doors to the area residents who were waiting there. Red Cross 
headquarters had telephoned the food leader to report to the shelter; 
the food leader called her cooks and left for the shelter where she 
began preparing registration desks. 
heard a radio announcement that the shelter was open, after which she 
called three of her nurses and went to the school. Between 4:OO and 
6:OO p.m. most of the staff arrived at the shelter and organization 
for registration, medical care, and.food service was begun. 
opening of the shelter was at 7:30 p.m. 

Staff members 

In mobilizing the staff, contacts were to be made with 

At this time the nurse leader 

The official 

The mobilization of the Holy Cross shelter staff was quite different 
from that of St. Dominic's. 
shelter were members of the school staff. In addition, the staff was 
recruited over a two-day period before Betsy struck rather than assigned 
almost a year before as at St. Dominic's. Only the position of director 
at Holy Cross had been previously designated. Holy Cross had been 
chosen as a Red Cross shelter just after Hurricane Hilda in 1964. 
Only two brothers had any experience in hurricanes and that was in 1947. 
The director and volunteer coordinator (referred to also as the assistant 
director) realized on September 6 that Betsy would hit the area and put 
up a sign at the school asking for volunteers from among the staff. 
During the next two days, the director and assistant conducted three 
meetings with volunteers where details of the operation of a Red Cross 
shelter were discussed from a Red Cross pamphlet. On the day before 
the hurricane hit, the brothers constantly listened to the radio reports 
on the storm; the coordinator plotted the course of the storm. 
school supervisor as shelter director advised the janitor that the storm 

Almost the entire staff of the Holy Cross 

The 



v7ould definitely hit the area and that he should prepare the school 
for it. The regular cooks for the school were contacted and agreed 
to work in the shelter. A woman who had once worked at the school 
was asked to handle food service. The brothers were assigned duties 
in the shelter fn the afternoon; the assignments were posted in the 
school. The afternoon was spent gathering supplies and readying the 
shelter. By the time official word was received from Red Cross, the 
shelter operation was well underway. 
disaster kits at 5:30 p.m. and the officials learned that the shelter 
was to open at 7:30. Registration desks were set up and the brothers 

A Red Cross van delivered two 
' 
Q then waited for the shelter opening. 

Shelter Activities 

With the completion of staff recruitment at both shelters, 
preparation for the major services in the shelter was begun. Food 
service, registration, medical care, and communications were major 
areas of concern at St. Dominic's. Throughout the night the basic 
source of problems was the small number of staff members relative to a 
more-than-expected number of evacuees. Also, the Red Cross policy 
of not allowing animals in the shelter conflicted with the desires 
of evacuees to keep their pets with them. 
recieved many complaints on this matter. 
the supply of 1,500 registration cards tias exhausted near the end of 
the storm. 
to deal with. 
registration took place. 
medical attention, but first had to be registered. Provisions for 
medical care were avililable. 
The nurse leader had one assistant nurse and two or three evacuees 
who were doctors to handle the needs of the evacuees. Most medical 
service involved administerlng smelling salts and aspirin to people 
who fainted from nervous emotional upset. 
lacking any real job in the shelter, manned the telephone, attempt- 
ing unsuccessfully to contact an outside line. Many residents of the 
area called in for information. Within the shelter the director used 
the public address system (until the power failed) to make announce- 
ments to evacuees. 

The registration staff 
Further problems arose when 

There were other problems which registration workers had ' 
The terrific winds forced water into the hallway where 

Some evacuees entered the shelter in need of 

A separate room was set up as an infirmary. 

The clothing leader, 

Following the origination of these services, the Red Cross 
shelter expanded as an organization both in its functions and in its 
membership. %IO major events, a power system failure and the opening 
of the upper floors of the school to evacuees, seem to be the turning 
points in this expansion. 
approximately 1,000 and almost twice that number had arrived when the 
director decided to open the second and third floor 
More supervisors were immediately required to supervise evacuees and 
help repair damaged areas in upstairs rooms. 
occurred at 9:30 p.m. and required inmediate attention. The initial 
response of evacuees to the darkness was general confusion and the 
crying of children. 

?he capacity of the shelter was stated as 

of the school, 

The power system failure 

However, most evacuees had brought flashlights 
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with them and Red Cross workers milled among the crowd, quieting 
the evacuees. lho auxiliary policenen were present in uniform 
and regular policemen visited the shelter periodically to help 
maintain order. 
volunteers to run uessages. 
of the school and kept the evacuees in a constant state of anxiety. 

In place of the public address system, officials used 
The high winds repeatedly damaged parts 

For these reasons, scores of volunteers had to be used in shelter 
repair and for general supervision. 
were boy and girl scouts. 
children. 
for the staff. 
room just after opening and had taken their names and addresses and 
given them armbands. 
gave unsupervised aid to individualevacuees. There were four or five 
priests who performed a variety of tasks. 
people who were neither evacuees or regular Red Cross workers volun- 
teered and proved quite helpful. 
property that was caused, directly or indirectly, by evacuees. School 
books were vandalized or taken and Borne property unnecessarily damaged 
when evacuees opened windows letting the damp winch rip through the 
rooms. Problems of this nature were observed at: other shelters. 

The most highly praised volunteers 

They helped the janitor repair the building and ran messages 
They aided with manual work and cared for 

The assistant director had gathered all scouts into a 

A number of laymen in the parish of St. Dominic's 

Approximately two dozen 

There was some dzxnage to school 

Near early morning the wind stopped and sone people left the 
shelter. Uhen breakfast was served at 7:30 a.m., about three-fourths 
of the evacuees had left. 
remained, and the shelter officially closed its doors. Within an 
hour the repacking of Red Cross equipment was finished. 
board, the janitor, and the woman normally in charge of the cafeteria 
arrived and the remainder of the Red Cross staff left. The dissolu- 
tion of the Red Cross organization at the school was complete. 
clean-up activities were conducted by the school janitor with aid 
from area residents. Xhe school was used for about an hour on the 
morning of September 11 to accommodate people being transported from 
flooded areas; however, all offictal Red Cross activity ceased Septem- 
ber 10. 

By 8:OO a.m. only Red Cross staff workers 

The school 

All 

In reviewing the operation of the shelter, one nenber of the 
staff indicated that shelter operations were hampered by a shortage 
of personnel to handle the three to four thousand evzcuees. 
official indicated that the shelter could not have operated efficiently 

chief reason such long-range care would have been difficult. 
garbage was becoming a problem. 
In the operation of Holy Cross shelter it will be seen that other 
problems arise when a shelter is open for more than one day. 

One - 
'7 snore than one night. He cited the lack of staff replacements as the 

Also, 
Trash had filled all available cans. 

More extensive pre-disaster preparation of Holy Cross shelter 
was possible because the school staff lived and worked on the campus. 
Each brother who volunteered for disaster duty was given an assignment 
at a meeting held just prior to the storm. Until evening, there was 
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some doubt among the workers that the hurricane would in fact hit 
the area and that anyone would come to the shelter. The official 
opening at 7:30 p.m. found the shelter in a state of rediness: the 
first aid, medical, communication, registration, coffee, staff facili- 
ties, and refugee facilittes sections were operative. 

All evening a brother answered the telephone and, in accordance 
with the Red Cross plan, he called Red Cross headquarters every half 
hour giving the number of people in the shelter, 
orgcnizational line of communication was developed when the janitor 
borxotjed two walkie-talkies from the athletic department. 
tion activity is proportional to the number of evacuees Erriving which 
up to about 9:OO p.m. was relatively small. 
people arrived in groups, generally families. 
were Caucasians from the immzdiate area. It was reported that many 
people did not knm7 that Holy Cross was open a5 a shelter. 
of these first evacuees were not flcoded and many returned ts their 
houses the next morning. 

An effective intra- 

Registra- 

As with most evacuations 
Until 9:30 p.m. all 

The hones 

Food service was first established on a temporary basis using the 
snzck menu of the Red Cross plan. At 7:30 p.m. the cooks left having 
prepared tlie snacks. The director telephoned the food service leader 
and told her there was no reason to come in. Shortly after the shelter 
opened, the coordinator telephoned a request for more cots and blankets 
to the Red Cross. 
room where a televisicn, transistor radio, and coffee ststlon were 
placed. The television was later stolen. 

The staff facilities were contained in a separate 

The major problem faced by shelter staff in the first evacuation 
was a power failure at about 9:30 p.m. 
source tras hurricane lamps provided by the Red Cross and flashlights 
evacuees had brought with them. 
through the crowd offering reassurance and answering questions. Until 
early Friday morning the problem of lighting and pcwer was not crucial 
since there were only a few hvndred people present. 
p.m. that night a generator had arrived from Red Cross and waa sent 
to a nearby shelter where there were around one thousand evacuees. 
There WBS no expectation of mass evacuation in the arcs of Holy Cross. 
The lighting problem W ~ S  especially troublesome for registration workers 

- a3 the flow of evacuees increased. On September 9 until 11:30 p.m. 
only 750 evacuees were registered; later that night and early Friday, 
1,200 evacuees were registered at the shelter. Pridziy at 5:30 a.m. 
1,875 refugees were registered. The number of evacuees almost doubled 
€ram 11:30 to 2:30 p.m. 
large numbers of Negro evaucees from the other side of town to the 
shelter. 
flashligst while writing. 
by the inability of some individeels to respond quickly to inquiries. 
Many n a z s  were difficult to spell. 
up the process often wrote illegibiy on the registration cards. Many 
evacuees were never registered; to obtain information cn these people 

The only immediate light 

Staff members and volunteers moved 

In fact at 11:3O 

-’ 

Around 2:30, trucks and helicopters carried 

After the power failure each registration worker held a 
The registration process was slowed also 

The staff, attempting to speed 



some of the staff circulated through the shelter Friday. Figures on 
how many were at the shelter differ. There were about five thousand 
people officially registered. However, an estimated maximum of tvo 
thousand were present at any one time. Simply entering the building 
proved difficult. 
Once inside evacuees encountered a wet, slippery floor. 
brothers and evacuee volunteers aided older people and pregnant women. 
As more trucks arrived, volunteers escorted people to the gyr-:. 
Early Friday morning nearby residents drove their cars to the edge 
of the football field and lit the area for helicopter landings. 

The powerful winds made handling the door strenuous. 
A group of 

The Holy Cross school sustained the greatest damage late Thursday 

One staff worker stated 

A great deal of water was pushed under doors by the sheer 

night when the front of the gym was taken off. Many windows were 
broken allowing the wind and rain to come in. 
that much of the damage was caused by evacuees who opened windows 
mistakenly. 
force of the wind. The central hallway on the ground floor was con- 
stantly covered by water. 
and evacuees in making temporary repairs to the building--more in an 
attempt to protect evacuees than to restore the building. 

The jacitor led crews of boarding students 

'Ihe first few hours of evacuee care consisted mainly of serving 
Things snacks and coffee and providing supervision and reassurance. 

like dry clothes and minor medical care seemed perhaps trivial compared 
to the loss of one's home or relatives. After this early stage the 
needs of evacuees became more complex. Regular meals, dry clothing, 
first aid, and communication with relatives gradually became more 
crucial. Cownunicating the need for materials or supplies became an 
important aspect of shelter operation. If the needs of evacuees were 
simply proportional to their number, the problems of the shelter would 
be those of supplying more food, more protection, etc. Instead, it 
appears that a greater variety of needs and a more than proportional 
increase occurred with the increase in the number of evacuees. The 
focus of this discussion will be food service and registration, the 
main activities of shelter staff. 

~ 

- 
I ,  

The cooks had prepared snacks Thursday afternoon and then left 
the shelter. 
more snacks Friday morning. Around 5:OO a.m. Friday, two of the cooks 
left their homes for the shelter. 
ning the canal, guards stopped them. 
allowed to cross. 
finally wading in the flooded area to the shelter. 
the levy had to be used for the remaining three days of shelter 
operation. The food service leader (the regular cafeteria manager) 
reached the shelter after 1O:OO a.m. Friday. 

The ladies of the parent club of the school prepared 

When they reached the bridge span- 
They had no passes but were 

They walked across the bridge and along the levy 
This route along 

Friday morning a light breakfast Tias served to evacuees in the 
school cafeteria. The brothers took meals in their osn residence as 
usual. 
each day because the feeding and clean-up for this number took more 
time than would be avilable for three meals. 
plates for 4,000 people. 
mzds a day. 

The cafeteria manager suggested that only two meals be served 

Also there were only 300 
The coordinator agreed to serve only two 



Most of the food available at the school was used for lunch. 
Nothing cold could be served as there was no ice. 
delivering food in large quantities just after lunch. The food 
service leader signed the authorization slips with each delivery 
and reported the food was never a problem thereafter. 
other secondary sources of food in the nearby area. On Friday 
morning a nilk company left milk and milk products intexided for 
hone delivery at the shelter. 
of milk. 
and other food items. Area schools sent food from their lunch supplies. 
In fact, the food service area became extremely crowded with food 
stuffs. Sone people came in and helped themselves to the food supplies 
with no apparent interference from the staff. 
great amount of food, but much of it perished because it was not 
immediately prepared. 

Red Cross began 

There were 

An unidentified man brought 100 cases 
The neighborhood residents gave food from their freezers 

There was not only a 

Besides problems caused by the inability to store food, there 
were special difficulties concerning the types of evacuees which a 
shelter must feed. Sick or elderly evacuees could not come to the 
cafeteria to eat; their meals had to be taken to them. A group of 
volunteers served meals to the estimated twenty-five evacuees in 
this category. Unaccompanied children were. kept in a special area 
in the school and were supplied with snacks and all the v7ater, milk 
and juice they wanted. For a tine there were thirty children being 
cared for by a volunteer evacuee; by the time the shelter closed, 
most were relocated and only five remained. The distribution of 
baby food and related infant items was centered at a special table 
staffed by nuns and volunteer evacuees. 

Communication outside the shelter became a major problem. There 
were two telephones at the shelter. Relatives were calling through 
the main office; their calls were relayed to a brother in the student 
center. He wrote the name on a roster and sent a boy circulating 
through the shelter with it. Sometime Friday, the staff began placing * 

both the names of requested evacuees and of inquiring friends and 
relatives on a large sign. It was reportedly watched carefully by 
evacuees. Saturday, the ticket office in the center became an of- 
ficial missing persons and message center. 
were placed in this office. 
to incoming calls the first day. 
line work. 
Holy Cross students, and evacuee volunteers. 

Eegistration records 
Attempts to contact people were limited 

Only occasionally did an outgoing 
Registration and information M ~ S  manned hy brothers, 

While registration and food service tiere the two major activities 
at the beginning of the shelter operation, several other important 
services: (1) medical care; (2) sanitation; (3) clothing; (4) pro- 
tection, and (5) comunication and transportation, developed as 
evacuees began recovering and requiring a variety of services. 
Each of these services will be briefly commented upon. 

Unlike many other Red Cross services, medical care requires highly 
Only two nurses were present at: the opening trained professional help. 
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of the shelter. On Friday, September 10, they were augmented by an 
additional five nurses from a local nursing school. In response to 
a typhoid scare and the threat of water contamination, a doctor and 
six more nurses arrived on September 11, to begin administering 
typhoid and tetanus shots. In addition to the threat of typhoid, 
the most immediate injuries to evacuees were to their feet which 
were cut or bruised from walking barefoot to the shelter. It vias 
estiuated that one-tenth of the arriving evacuees sustained such 
injuries. Medical supplies t7ere obtained from local drug stores, 
Red Cross headquarters, and a local hospital. 

While medical care called for the service of skilled profes- 
sionals, appropriate sanitation precautions simply required more 
nanpower. 
cluttered with everything fron candy wrappers' to disposable baby 
diapers. Besides this garbage, there was the dirt and grime which 
normally accumulates in a building, especially one so overcrowded. 
Janitors and brothers attempted to sweep the floors and urged evac- 
uees to clean up after thewelves. However, additional sanitation 
problems resulted from the lack of cooperation from the evacuees. 
With only one restroom for some 2,000 people, some men began urinating 
on the floor. 

Trash became a real problem and the shelter was becoming 

Clothing denands of evacuees in the shelter were never really 
met. 
ficulties first with transportation and communication and second with 
the sheer number of evaucees aggravated the situation. Despite re- 
peated requests for clothing, most evacuees had to go for two days 
without any change of clothes. The only immediate available supply 
of clothing vas that at the brothers' residence. It was not until 
Sunday, September 12, that the first supplies of clothing were de- 
livered. 
leviated; however, the evacuees were ready to return hone or to 
another authorized shelter. 

Since the shelter was isolated by water, a combination of dif- 

With this delivery the clothing problem was greatly al- 

Maintenance of order proved a problem when evacuees were forced 
by the rising waters to seek refuge on the upper floors of the school. 
On occupping the school sone evauuees began tearing pages from books 
and sitting on them, or opening wind0t.l~ letting in dmaging rain and 
winds. By Sunday night national guardsmen began patrolling all 
entrances and exits to the school grounds. However, the staff 
did not rely wholly upon outside help for protection. 
the brothers formed their own police patrol to prevent vandalism. 

Soae of 

Communication from the shelter to the outside generally took 
the form of messages sent by telephone and radio while runners were 
used for internal comunication. On Thursday evening telephone 
service was reduced to only incoming calls generally from other 
shelters requesting names of evacuees. Shelters began calling Red 
Cross headquarters every half-hour on Saturday, and registrars ex- 
changed names of missing persons. With the intermittent loss of 
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telephone service, a two-way radio donated by the Xed Cross became 
an indispensible means of comunication. Horwver, this f o m  of corn- 
munication was not without problems. 
the lack of response that these radio messages received from outside 
agencies. 
to the various staff members. 

There were complaints regarding 

Within the shelter runners were used to deliver messages 

Since communication to the outside generally took the form of 
requests, transportation became an inportant factor in the fulfill- 
ment of these requests. 
by Army "dudcs, " while local department store trucks also assisted 
in delivering of food and clothing. 
at times involved tries to the outside by individual staff members. 
These trips were necessitated by the lack of an effective communica- 
tion set-up which could relay the need to outside organizations and 
agencies . 

Regular deliveries of supplies were made 

Transporting people and supplies 

Xn fulfilling these various shzlter activities the use of volun- 
teers became essential for the effective operation of the shelter. 
There existed three categories of volunteers: (1) staff volunteers 
who came from the order of Holy Gross brothers; (2) non-staff volun- 
teers who were distinguished by their membership or association with 
an outside agency; and (3) individual volunteers vfio were acting 
upon their m-m desire tohelp. 

During the final two days of shelter activities, there were no 
major problems. By Sunday, September 12, the water around the shelter 
had dried up and some people slept outside. On the final morning of 
the shelter operation, attempts were made to arrange for the reloca- 

called and said they could not provide evacuee transportation but 
that civil defense could arrange such transportation. In turn, 
civil defense arranged for school buses to remove evacuees to a 
newly established shelter at the Algiers Navel Station. 

- 
7 
c tion of evacuees. Officials at Net7 Orleans Red Cross headquarters 

Conclusion 

A few observations of the overall operation of the shelters 
are no~7 in order. 
operation was the size of the Holy Cross staff. 
brothers to handle assignments. 
Dominic's staff was unable to handle long-term operations efficiently 
was the lack of staff replpcements. 
preparation at Holy Cross made an effective shelter operation possible. 
No such inmediate pre-storm instruction occurred with the St. Dominic 
staff members, who did not live and work together. Instructions were 
only mailed to volunteer members and telephone numbers v7ere not updated. 
Perhaps the most inportant factor accounting for an effective response 
of the Holy Cross operation was the prc-disaster relationships of the 
staff members. This facilitited rapid organizational adjustments and 
adaptations in order to meet the ne17 denands necessitated by a shelter 
Operation. 

First and nost important in an effective shelter 
There were enough 

One of the main reasons that St. 

The pre-stom instruction and 



NOTES: CHAPTER V 

1. The exact pamphlet used is not known. 

2. According to the Red Cross Disaster Shelter Operation Summary, 

This 
the use of evacuees as shelter volunteers should be on a limited 
basis and only with the approval of the shelter director. 
procedure vas not always followed. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Eew Orleans Public Service Incorporated 

This chapter will focus on the operations and involvement of 
Rew Orleans Public Service Incorporated in Hurricane Betsy. The follow- 
ing discussion will be divided into five sections. The first section 
will describe the disaster plan of the organization and the pre-impact 
departmental activities, thus providing a basic description of the organ- 

~ ization's structure. Bext, a discussion of the departmental responses 
during the evening of the hurricane impact will be presented. Depart- 
mental adaptations in the post6impact period will coqrise the third 
section; and the faurth will focus on departmental problems faced in a- 
dapting to the dernacds of the hurricane azd flood. This fourth section 
will place special emphaois upon organizational tasks, decision-making 
processes, lines of authority, and comunication patterns. The final 
sectkon will contain a brief concluding statement assessing the e'-:nr- 
gency operation of the New Orleans Public Service Incorporated. 

" 

Organizational Structure: Pre-Impact Period 

The New Orleans Public Service Incorporated (NOPSI) is one of four 
municipal departments under the jurisdiction of the fiew Orleans City UtiE- 
ities Department which, in turn, is responsible to the mayor. The other 
three organizations are Louisiana Power and Light Company, Southern Bell 
Telephone and Telegraph Company, and the taxicab industry. New Orleans 
Public Service eupplies the gas and transit service for the city of New 
Orleans and shares, approximately equally with Louisiana Power and Light 
Company, in supplying electrical service to the area. 

The internal organization of New Orleans Public Serivce consists of 
thirteen departments responsible to the executive department. 
ties of the various departments will be discussed focusing on organiza- 
tional chailges which occurred in response to the disaster agent. 

The activi- 

Disaster Plan 

As was stated in the introduction to this monograph, it might be 

A basis for such a response pattern can be found in 
beneficial to conceive of organizations as responding in a disaster sub- 
culture context. 
the company's formalized disaster plan. I\!OPSI has had such a plan since 
1947 and previous to the hurricane season revisions had been made. The 
disaster plan, entitled Hurricane Procedure, is a company-wide plan for 
the restoration of electric and transit services. (New Orleans Public 
Service Inc., rev. June, 1965) 
cedure between MOPS1 and civil defense; (2) creates new departments to 
handle damage reports and coordinate restoration information; (3) reassigns 

The plan (1) sots up a coordination pro- 



certain personnel to departments different from those in which they nor- 
mally work; (4) assigns immediate pre-storm and post-storm tasks to var- 
ious departments; (5) allows for request&hB aid from out-of-state crews 
if additional men and equipment are needed for restoration; and (6) sup- 
plies a priority listdesignatingwhich customers in the post-impact pe- 
riod should be restored first. 

Under the Bew Orleans Civil Defense Plan, MOPS1 is one of the “allied 
agencies” represented at the New Orleans Civil Defense Emergency Opera- 
tions Center (EOC). This center provides the overall coordination of 
public and private agencies during and after disaster. 
sends word that the New Orleans Civil Defense control center has been 
activited, the company sends four representatives to the center. 
arate room is provided at the center for NOPSI and for the Louisiana POW- 
er and Light Company. 
sented at the control aenter concerning the electric, gas, or transit 
systems are processed and forwarded to NOPSI for action. 

When the mayor 

A sep- 

From this room requests from organizations repre- 

Within the organization, certain new departments are created by the 
disaster plan to deal with customer calls about damage to or loss of 
electrical service and to coordinate restoration information for the com- 
pany. When the disaster plan is put into effect, the customer communi- 
cation center becomes operative to receive and record customer calls. 
The calls are then forwarded to the screening section of the second new 
department known as the information center. 
the emergency calls with highest priority and passes these on to the ser- 
vice desk for dispatching to repair erriws. 
maintains a Large “operation map” on which all the information pertaining 
to service restoration is recorded. Thus one of the main functions of 
the information center is to coordinate the recording of restoration in- 
formation from field crews so that general sales and community relations 
personnel can compile restoration progress reports for the public and for 
specific priority customers. The electric distribution department can 
also use this information to coordinate service restoration within the 
company. 

The screening section selects 

The information center also 

The plan also reassigns certain personnel, mainly from departments 
that became relatively nonfunctional in a disaster, to disaster-relevant 
departments. Thus, the new customer communications center is manned by 
personnel from the credit and collections, general sales, and the trea- 
surer’s departments. The electric distribution department receives the 
largest number of additional personnel because this department is respon- 
sible foa the repafr 6f most hurricane damage. 
transferred from engineering and sales departments usually make up the 
damage survey crews or at least provide transportation for observers on 
damage surveys; gas and transit personnel are assigned to clear debris 
in order to facilitate restoration. 

Additional personnel 

With many of the public utilities tasks requiring specialized skills, 
“off-the-street” volunteers are not a potential source of addicional man- 
power. Therefore, the Hurricane Procedure allows for the use of out-of- 
state repair crews. The executive department initiates the requests for 
such aid. While the personal needs of these crews are handled by various 



other departments, the stores department arranges for billeting and feed- 
ing the additional men while electric distribution engineers are respon- 
sible for guiding them about the city and familiarizing them with NOPSI 
construction standards. 

Thz disaster plan also establishes a priority list of customers 
whose power should be restored first. 
pitals and the sewage and water board stations (operating water purifi- 
cation, sanitary, and drainage systems). Also at the top of the list are 
NOPSI electrical substations. Pieat companies, cold storage finns, police 
headquarters, and TV stations are next in inportance. 

The highest priority goes to hos- 

The main portion of the disaster plan is concerned with the assign- 
ment of pre-storm and post-storn tasks to the various departments in the 
organization. These task assignments and their execution will be the 
rnain focus of the chapter. 

Pre-Impact Tasks 

While the public utilities department is normally concerned with the 
small everyday emergencies involved in providing gas and electricity, it 
is also sensitive to larger emergency tasks which could result from a 
hurricane. 
str%ke P:ew Orleans, the executive department placed the disaster plan in 
effect. This occurred at approximately 2:OO p.m., September 9, 1965. 
The implementation of this plan initiated the adaptations of NOPSI to the 
impending disaster. 

When it was determined that Hurricane Betsy would probably 

The major pre-impact tasks were the preparation and coordination of 
resources for the restoration of service shozld it be interrupted during 
the storm. Emergency supplies such as wire, clamps, pole cross arm3, and 
insulators were taken out of storage, loaded on repair trucks, or placed 
elsewhere for easy access. Equipment such as trucks and cars was readied 
for use and arrangemencs were made to rent vehicles. 
were restructured to faellitate restoration by creating new departments, 
reassigning certain personnel, etc. A further discussion of these and 
other structural changes will appear later. !:e turn now to a discussion 
of the specific pre-in-ipscl: tasks of various departments. 

Human resources 

Executive Department 

The executive department's main task during this stage was forward- 
ing weather information concerning the progress of the storm to all de- 
partnent heads in the company. Also, in anticipation of the potential 
post-storm increase in demands upon the organization, they discussed the 
possible requirements for specially trained electric repair crews from 
out-of-state utility companies, and received assurance that such aid 
would be fosthcoming if necessary. 



Bui ldina Department 

The building department performed mainly maintenance and procure- 
ment functions. These tasks included such things as checking and pro- 
curing extra food for the cafeteria, rescheduling employees' hours to a 
twenty-four-hour operation basis, boarding up show windows, and tying 
down loose roaterials. 
priority status of the company, 
phone company to assure that the purchasing department would have the 
necessary outside line to order supplies if the telephone company should 
find it necessary to institute line-load control (line-load control cuts 
off service to all but the most crucial agencies). 
been made that NOPSI service would be maintained if line-load control 
was instituted. 

This department also reaffirmed the telephone 
This involved checking with the tble- 

Arrangements had 

Comunications Centpr 

The custoaer corntunications center is an encrgen.t-departinest which 
is created by the iEplementation of the disaster plan. Employees from 
the treasurer's, sales, and accounting departments maintain this emer- 
gency department. 
customer calls on a twenty-four-hour basis; (2) forward these calls to 
the screening section of the infomation center which in turn dissemi- 
nates the information to repair crews; (3) telephone emergency priority 
calls to sales department representatives for prompt attention; and (4) 
supply advice and restoration information to customers. Before the 
storm, personnel were assigned to each of three eight-hour watcbes: 
8:OO a.m. to 4:OO p.m.; 4:OO p.m. to midnight; and midnight to 8:OO a.m. 
The first shift reported for duty between six and seven in the evening, 
Septeinber 9, and were prepared to receive and record customer calls re- 
garding the loss of service, fallen @ires, and the like. 

This department is created to (1) receive and record 

Community Relations DeDartment 

As the liaison between the company and the city, the community rela- 
tions department advises the public of precautions that should be taken 
in the event of a storm. 
through the news channels and advertising. 
aptations characteristic of a disaster subculture, this department is a 
good case to note. When it was clear that the storm was headed toward 
Eew Orleans, news releases describing the probable effects of a hurricane 
on electric, gas, and transit services and rccommended precautions were 
distributed to all news media. 
adjustments was the fact that week$ prior to the stoa, cards explaining 
the emergency use of dry ice in freezers were distributed to appliance 
dealers to hand out to customers. In addition, the July and Aughat is- 
sues of the company's monthly publication, Hommakinq, which is sent to 
over 200,000 residential and small commercial customers, carried articles 
on the use of dry ice and on stoim precautions. The August 16 issue of 

.-iiders, contained a similar article. 

It maintains communications with the public 
As an example of planned ad- 

Even more indicative of the pre-storm 

1 Rider's Digest which is disseminated to approximately 100,000 transit 



Electric Distribution Department 

As with the community relations department, the adjustments made by 
the electric distribution department began several weeks before the hur- 
ricane season. 

- for storm activities, securing and distributing necessary maps, channel- 

prioeity lists for electrical restoration, and checking the availability 
of supplies and equipment in the stores department. 

Its preparations for err,ergeccy'included training perscnnel 

~ i n g  weather bureau information to the executive department, reviewing 

Beginning September 8, 1965, the electric distribution department 
distributed weather advisories to company executives; serviced vehicles, 
tools, and equipment; alerted personnel; and prepared maps of the elec- 
tric system. The maps located feeders for the damage survey dispatcher 
and the infomation center so that restoration progress could be recorded. 
After the hurricane disaster plan was put into operation September 9, 
personnel not required for immediate tasks were sent hone to rest until 
imnediately after the s t o m  when they were to report back to work. 

Electric Power Deuartment 

The main pre-impact task for chis department was manning the three 
generating stations. 
some engineering and maintenance employees manned the three generating 
stations and the eighteen substations which are normally under remote 
supervisory control. Food for six meals was provided for each man on 
duty on the assumption that they might be stranded on the job. 
again is an example of an emergency adaptation indicative of a disaster 
subculture. 

Personnel from the power department as well as 

This 

Engineering Demrtrnent 

The main tasks of engineering personnel are coordinating with the 
electric distribution department for restoration patrols (patrols esti- 
mating post-impact daaage), supplying maps for restoration work, and fur- 
nishing departmental personnel for other duties. 
two men for the electric distribution screening section of the informa- 
tion center (a facility to coordinate information on the progress of 
restoration work) and, as previously stated, men are furnished to the 
power department to operate substations. 

This department supplies 

Gas DeDartment 

The gas department usually does not have the same kind of problems 
as the electric distribution department and is not as vulnerable to major 
disruption in hurricanes (because their dietribution system is undcr- 
ground). Therefore, many of the gas personnel are assigned auxiliary 
tasks which aid electrical restoration. 
ment include making arrangements to furnish the electric distribution 
department with trucks and drivers to maintain supply lines with repair 
crews in the field, providing personnel to assist cleariiig transit and 
electric right-of-ways, and assigning personnel to the screening section 

The stated tasks of this depart- 
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of the information center. In addition to carrying out these tasks, the 
department pre?ar-?s a list of persot; with boats available to transport 
men and equipment and checks radio equipment and emergency natural-gas- 
driven power units in the city. 

Purchasing Department 

The purchasing department is responsible for two tasks. The first 
is to coordinate the purchase of emergency supplies with the stores de- 
partment. Such materials as power saws, electric generator sets, bat- 
teries, etc. are frequently required in emergencies. 
to maintain communication with the key personnel of all area suppliers 
of such equipment. This includes updating the lists of home addresses 
and telepjibne numbers of these suppliers, as well as obtaining agreements 
from them that supplies nay be procured during any emergency period, 
whether it be day or night. 

The second task is 

Stores De Da rtment 

The stores department is charged with maintaining the minimum supply 
of tools and material required by various departments. 
are maintained during the hurricane season from I4ay through October. 
Stocks are checked each month to assure the availability of critical res- 
toration materials. 
emergency supplies were distributed to designated locations. Yard mate- 
rials and equipment were lashed down or moved to safer places. The nec- 
essary power tools and generating sets were rented. 
ties were arranged and vehicles used €or damage patrol operations were 
prepared for the storm. 
ing and feeding the men on duty at the electric distribution center. 
Linens were rented and food supplies were otdered for this purpose. 

Extra quantities 

When it appeared that Betsy would hit New Orleans, 

Safe parking facili- 

The stores department also arranged for billet- 

Transit DeDartment 

The maim task of the transit department is to coordinate and prepare 
for the restoration of the transportation system after the storm. In 
line with this function, the emergency generator was tested, lanterns 
and flashlights were readied, rolling stock and movable property were 
secured, equipment for clearing routes of fallen trees and other debris 
were inspected, and other similar tasks were carried out. 

Organizational Structure: Impact Period 

As with pre-impact tasks, emergency tasks are a continuacion of the 
coordination and preparation of resources. In addition to these similar 
tasks, an attempt is made to maintain service as long as posoible, Be- 
yond this the company can do no more than stand by until the storm sub- 
sides allowing for actual restoration to begin. Since aany departments 
aould only wait until the storm vas over, this discussion will divide 
departments according to the degree of their involvement in impact activ- 
ities. 
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Qre-established. 4.t :bout 3:OO a.m. Septcnibei: 10, t! 115 kilovolt tie was 
established between MOPS1 and one station. About two hours later this 
tie was opened manually at the request of an operator at Pine Bluff, 
Arkansas. Both he and the personnel from the New Orleans power depart- 
ment reasoned that there was a better possibility of the generating sta- 
tions surviving independently and that the surviving station could pro- 
vide the necessary back-feed to restart the others. Elore than one sta- 
tion survived, however, and this back-feed contingency did not arise. 

Other problems that the department faced during impact arose due 
to the unexpected flooding that occurred. 
word was received of rising water, a truck was dispatched to evacuate 
the operators from two substations. These operators were able to get 
out but those in three other stations were trapped by the rising water. 
The following coments by one respondent describe the problems faced by 
the personnel at these substations. 

Early in the hurricane when 

The men in three other substations, in the eastern section of 
the city, were trapped when che waters came up SO fast that ve 
couldn't get them out. 
There was no warning from Civil Defense or anyone that: there 
was a flooding problem anticipated in that area. I think -- 
as it turned out later -- there were some levees and so forth 
that did cause this problem, So it was quite a problem with 
these men. 
Defense to try to get some A m y  ducks out there to try to res- 
cue these fellows, We were unsnccessful in that they (Civil 
Defense) weren't able to communicate with the ones they had out 
in the field. 
well. Two of them in our Gulf Outlet substation -- which is 
out in the Mew Orleans east area -- actually were trapped in- 
side the substation building v7hen the water rose. They had 
to break a window and climb out on the roo$ -- and ride out 
the hurricane hanging on to the roof. 
the next day with a boat. 
and the boat capsized. 
meantime another fellow connected with Mew Orleans East came 
along and he got them out -- and then our fellows picked them 
up. 
one this side of the Industrial Canal -- but down in the 
flooded area -- that were trapped also and they found two logs 
Cloating and tied them together to make a raft. 
able to paddle out to a railroad embankment that they could 
walk along to safety. 
t.7ere trapped until the next morning. 
and he swam out to the boat. 
that afternoon. 
get out. He had to swim about two and one-half miles -- be- 
tween swimming and touching bottom once in a while he got out 
to ground where he could walk, 

Kow, of course, we were not warned. 

W e  spent a lot of time communicating with Civil 

So these men had to shift for themselves pretty 

Mow we got them out 

We had to retrieve that and in the 
We sent a boat out to get them 

We had two other men at the Almonaster substation, another 

They were 

The fellows in the Florida substation 
One of them hailed a boat 

The other one stayed dovn there 
On Saturday afternoon he decided to try to 

These unexpected problems, resulting from the flood, point out the 
hurricane-orientation of the disaster subculture. 
visions in the disaster plan to deal with extensive fhoding. 

There were no pro- 



Icsctive Departmsnts 

Throtrghout the impacf period the followins dopartuents were rela- 
tively inactive: c m u n i t y  relatiens, elixtric dfstribution, engineering, 
purchasing, and stcjres. Limited service ~V.as provided by community rela- 
tions personnel to newsmen who inquired about the extent of damage to 
NOPSI facilities. As pr-hary circuits became inoperative, the electric 
distribution department attempted to re-eneKgize them. At 8:30 P.H., due 
to the storm's ictensity, an order M ~ S  given to recall all field personnel 
and to discontinue attenpts to re-energize the 13.0 kilovolt feeders. 
After 8:30 p.m. the electric distibution department stood by until after 
the storm. 
the public service cffice at: the Civil Defense Emergency Operations Cen- 
ter, the remaining ctaff aaitad out the storm. PersonDel from the pur- 
chasing department etmod by in order to procurc materials and supplies; 
however, they were not called UFCD to do so. Xetaining only a few staff 
menbers on duty, the stores departmnt sent the rest uf its ps.-oonnsl I 

home. 
the following departments dld become actively involve2 during the impact 
period. 

Uhile ttlo employees from the engineering dapartment manned 

While these five departments t7exe inoperative drrring the s'icmn, 

Active Departments 

Building Department 

The building department operated the Zacilities which supplied 
lighting and air conditioning to the building during tne storm and made 
temporary repairs when they were able. Also, they manned the cafeteria 
and supplied food to personnel in the custcmer cmmunications center and 
switchboard room. 

Customer Communications C e n t s  

.7 The customer conmunications center continucd receiving and recording 
customer calls concerning electrical and gas syctea dmage. 
p.m. to midnight shift, which reporced between 6:OO p.m. and 7:OO p.m. 
September 9, had to remain u x i l  2:30 a.n. the following day because the 
storm Lad made it inpossible for their relief 20 orrive before that time. 

The 4:OO 

Electric Power Department 

As the nurricane increased in intensity, Lhe number of nain feeders 
which de-energized became so great that attempts to re-energize them were 
no longer nade. Around 9:30 p.m. September 9, transmission lines started 
to fail; as this occurred, power department personnel de-energized the 
related feeders matually. Ai approximately 11:15 p.m. the 115 kilovolt 
transmission system split, separating all generating stations including 
two stations of the Louisiana Power and Light Compnny. Two stations re- 
mained in service, each carrying its o m  independent frequency. 
out the storm ties bctwecn various stations were intermittently lost and 

Ai.. 
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Loss of equipment further inhibited the electric power department 
from effectively responding to the unexpected demands of the floods. 
The fuel oil unloading dook was blown into the circulating water intake 
along with tons of marsh grass which blocked the screens, making them 
inoperative at the Michoud station. AB the Patemnstation, despite the 
sandbagging of basement openings to reduce water fnflow, the condensate 
pump motor3 were covered with water, These were back in service on Sun- 
day evening (September 12) after they were steam-cleaned, baked, and re- 
coated; of course, this delayed restoration. Also, the Link between the 
Paterson and the 1-fichoud stations was re-esteblished about 5:OO a-m. 
Sunday. 

Communication problems were the major ones that arose for blOPSL'S 
electric power department. 
one essmple will be given here. 
thetilerket Street stack pulled out during the height of the storm, dis- 
rupting microwave communication with Michoud station. In addition to 
this, all telephones were out of service at the system control rocm, ehe 
control area far remote control of substations. The only remaining com- 
munication was by FTI radio. 
phone from Pine Bluff to Ninemile statLon and by FM radio from Ninernlle 

These will be discussed more fully later but 
A section of the microwave reflector on 

A communication Link was established by tele- 

to the systen control roon. 
the nost eEficient coordination of task performance. 

ThLs relay procedure was not conducive to 

Gas DeDartment 

The loss of ccinnunications and power systems due to high hurricane 

At 9:30 p.m. Thursday the gas department lost normal power 
winds and the unexpected flooding were the main problems the gas depart- 
ment faced. 
and the emergency power supply automatically went into operation. 
is a natural-gas-driven power plant and supplied power to the dispatcher's 
office and the distributor's control board for the FtI two-way radio sys- 
tem and accessory outlets. 
communication between NOPSI headquarters and the gas control station. 
The controlstation could not be contacted by telephone or radio. 
alleviate this problem, a serviceman was sent in a radio truck to the 
control'station to re-establish communication. 

It: 

At one point during the storm there was no 

To 

Around 1:OO the same night, two nen were sent to Number 2 City Gate - 
in order to control the station manually. But, as a result: of rising 
water, they had to evacuate about three and a half hours later. This 
station was abandoned with the knowledge that adequate gas pressure would 
be maintained from other sources in the system, 
the demand for gas never exceeded the available supppy. 

Throughout the storm, 

Transit Department 

Line supervisors were told to observe their assigned routes closely 
and to expedite the movement of transit vehicles as long as the weather 
permitted safe operation. Due to high winds and flying debris, service 
was curtailed on most transit routes about 7:OO p.m., September 9. At 
about the same time, on certain transit routes, buses were substituted 
for streetcars and tro&ley coaches when it was decided that the overhead 



electric trolleys should be de-energized til eliminate safety hazards if 
the lines should happen to be blown down. 

Around 8:30 p.m, the intensity of the storm was such that all transit 
service over regular routes was discontinued and vehicles were held on 
standby at their respective stations in case the evacuation of residents 
from their homes became necessary. 
volved in evacuation as early as 6:30 that evening when in some areas 
flooding threatened some homes. During the impact period buses were 
making evacuation shuttle runs from 6:30 p.m. (September 9) to 1:L5 a.m. 
(September 10). Evacuation and the tranafer of persons from temporary 
Eo permanent shelters continued from Thursday September 9 through Friday 
September 17. 
sect ion. 

The transit department had been in- 

These activities will be discussed further in the next 

Organizational Structure: Post-Impact Period 

The various departments in the Flew Orleans Public Service Incorpo- 
rated did not respond to the emergency in a homogeneous manner. 
departments continued to fulfill basically the saine tasks they normally 
carry out while others changed their tasks to fit the demands of the 
hurricane-flood. In response to these demands, new departments were 
formed to control and coordinate the restoration activities. For all 
of the restoration operation, NOPSI used more than 1,600 personnel in- 
cluding 185 men from various electric companies in Arkansas, Texas, and 
the Virginia-Carolina area, plya many men from local contractors. 
this period the company also used 266 pieces of mobile equipment including 
helicopters, planes, and boats, 
departmental involvement in post-impact tasks according to the degree of 
change Incurred in adapting their tasks to their emergency duties. 
which faced the least amount of change will be presented first. 

Some 

During 

The following discussion will consider 

Thoae 

Comunitv Relations Department 

One of the tasks of the c m u n i t y  relations department, in both 
normal and emorkency periods, was to maintain liaison between the com- 
pany and other organizations in the city. 
partment made arrangements with civil defense for the use of transit 
vehicles in evacuation. 
restoration progress reports and safety precautions. Uine separate ads 
appeared in the two daily newspapers concerning the state of service res- 
toration together with precautions against broken or downed electrical 
wires, gas leaks, and effects of the immersion of electrical or gas ap- 
pliances in flood waters, 

During the emergency the de- 

Another task was the preparation and release of 

Gas Department 

In the early stages of the hurricane, gas service was unaffected. 
Only in areas where flooding occurred did it become necessary to turn 
off the gas. The post-impact tasks were mainly ones of maintaining sur- 
'veillance over areas served by the gas system and keeping records of 
1 
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water ccnditions throughout the city. 
gas problems. 
areas of the city where gas servicemen made house-to-house checks, and 
corrected localized problems, and took other safety precautions. 

A map was set up to record known 
Gas department activities were concentrated in the flooded 

Personnel and Purchasing Departments 

The personnel department's main post-impact task was to arrange and 
coordinate the release of personnel from various departments for assign- 
ments as guides for out-of-state crews, as food preparers, as customer 
contact men, and so forth. 

The purchasing department ordered any necessary additional materials 
and equipment for restoration and expended such shipments. 

The stores department had a nclnber of tasks dezling with the acqui- 
sition and distribution of restoration materials. They tentatively 
scheduled extra material requirements based upon storni damage estimates. 
They also provided ths staff for the gas, bus garage, and generating sta- 
tion stlorerooms; they made supply pickups and deliveries vhen requested 
by other departments. In addition to these duties which are similar to 
the ones carried out during no-mal times, the depilrtment had to order and 
serve the meals for company personnel outside the main office building 
and for out-of-state crews. This task involved an average of 2,000 meals 
a day for two weeks. 
of -state workers. 

They also guarded the equipment and billeted out- 

- Transit Deoartment 

As with electric and gas, the transit department went about Lfis 
post-impact tasks rather routinely. Task forces (including supervisory 
personnel, cleanup crews, and route inspectors) were sent out as soon 
as possible to survey damage and begin clearing away the debris. The 
first regular route was back in service at 6:55 a.m. on September 10 and 
by 6:35 p.m. the same day nine major and three secondary routes had been 
restored to service. The last two of the forty regular routes were res- 
stored September 14. These two lines could not be restored earlier due 
to high water on the routes. 

One new task, the evacuation of refugees, was undertaken by this 
department at the request of civil defense. 
September 9 and continued until September 17. 
that during this period, 157 buses were in service for 648 hours, evac- 
uating over 600busloads or 20,000 to 25,000 people. 
during the post-impact period was mainly the transfer of evacuees from 

This began at 6:30 p.m. 
The company estimated 

This evacuation 

-temporary to established evacuation centers. 
, r  

-- Electric Distribution and- Power Departments 
The major brunt of the storm was borne by the electric distribution 

system. During the peak oE the hurricane, approximately 90 percent of 
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the electric service of all city customers was disrupted. This meant 
that of 136,000 NOPSI ouetamers, 168,000 had their service disrupted. 

The storm had sufficiently subsided around 5:OO g.m. September 10 
to allow crews to begin patrolling circuits for damage. At approximately 
the same time, the power department started re-energizing the 13.8 kilo- 
volt feeders to ascertain which ones were in service. They reported that 
138 of the 170 distribution feeders were out of service (this figure in- 
cluded 16 underground feeders). With this information, line crews were 
dispatched to begin repairing the damaged feeders. The 115 kilovolt 
transmission lines and other 13.8 kilovolt feeders were patrolled by , 

persons using aircraft, surface vehicles, or traveling on foot. Res- 
toration continued according to the disaster plan, using (1) the damage 
reports for primary feeder and transmission line repair, and (2) an area- 
by-area repair mobilization technique for secondary lines. 

A major problem was the flooding of certain sections of the city. 
The service of five sewage and water board pumping stations was lost, 
thus making any attempt at control of the flooding extremely difficult. 

In addition, the flooding around two NOPSI substations delayed the 
restoration of service to feeders served by the two substations. 
delay affected approximately 30,000 customers. 
gized in these two substations until September 15 and 17, 1965 respectively. 

This 
No feeders were re-ener- 

The unexpected flooding reveals one area where the "disaster sub- 

The overall effective- 
cultural" response of New Orleans and more specifically of NOPSI was in- 
adequate in technological and social organization. 
ness of the subcultural response, however, is very well indicated by the 
restoration rate. At 3:OO a.m., September 10, it was estimated that 90 
percent of 166,000 of NOPSI's custoners were out of service; at 6:OO 
p.m. September 21, just twelve days later, all customers except for a 
few in the flooded areas were back in service. 

Engineering Department 

The personnel of the engineering department worked mainly with the 
electric distribution department as drivers and observers on damage pa- 
trol crews, as guides for out-of-state repair crews, and as dispatchers. 
They also worked in flooded substations. 

Building DeDartment and Communication Center 

The building and communications departments continued their pre- 
impact tasks. 
plied food to on-duty personnel. 
receive and to record customer callstion a twenty-four-hour basis. This 
emergent department was in existence from September 9 through September 
21, 1965, during which time they received 43,498 telephone calls and 
recorded 27,266, the difference of 16,222 being duplicate and miscel- 
laneous ca 11s. 

The building department maintained the buildings and sup- 
The communications center continued to 

I 
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- Problems and Adaptations 

tlhena disaster strikes, the demands placed on an organization may 
change in quality as well as quantity. W5Eh this change in demands, ad- 
appations asually occur. These adaptations can take various forms: re- 
jection of demands, a postponement of usual tasks, the adding of new per- 
sonnel, etc. We will now discuss some of the adaptations NOPSI made with 
respect to four problem areas: authoricy, decision making, tasks, and 
communications. These four areas are presented according to the degree 
of difficulty they presented, from the least to the most problematic 
area. 

Authority 

It seems to be the consensus, from the data collected, that the 
authority structure operated much as it was set forth in the h'nrricane 
Procedure plan. For example, all personnel assigned to electric distri- 
bution carne under this department's authority structure, while specific 
individuals f r m  the electric department were assigned to head the in- 
formation center and customer communication center. In addition, certain 
managers were assigned to act as heads of restoration. Coordination 
personnel from the electric distribution department were in charge of 
supervising out-of-state crewa. In authority adaptations as well as 
other organizational restructuring, the disaster plan was quite clear as 
to the emergency lines of authority. These new authority patterns ap- 
pear to have been dollowed without great difficulty. However, problems 
did arise concerning conflicting comands and duplication in orders. 
Problems of this nature are often expected in large-scale disasters which 
place strains on both authority figures and the norrilal channels of com- 
munication. 

Decision Ifaking 

~ 

c~ The most striking difference in decision making from normal times 
to the emergency period was the increased amount of "short circuiting" 
of the chain of cormnand that occurred during the emergency period. 
circuiting" refers to the skipping of certain members in the chain of 
command when making a decision. 
higher management may be skipped when making a decision. For example, 
two freezer trucks were rented and filled with ice cream for the crews 
by one person who felt that "the men would enjoy it." No authorization 
or consultation with his boss preceded this decision. One of the rea- 
soils for the increase in this type of incident during the emergency 
period is the lack of time usually abailable for consultation. 
gency period is seen as a time of increased activity when decisions are 
.made faster andmoreoften by lower echelon personnel than would nomahly 
be the case. 

"Short 

The head of a department or a member of 

The emer- 



Tasks 

The task demands on public utility companies usually increase quan- 
titatively after a disaster but do not vary greatly qualitatively. This 
i3 true because these types of organizations have a focused area of ex- 
pertise and usually stay withintheirboundaries. This is especially true 
for certain of the departments within the companies such as overhead 
line maintenance crews or street lighting crews. 
tween daily tasks and ezergency ducies was indicated by one respondent. 
When asked what outstanding thing his department had done during the 
disaster for which it should receive commendation, he stated: 
any of us deserve that, we did what we’re supposed to do.’’ 
certain departments at least, task demands were not problematic due to 
qualitative changes, although sheer increase in quantity did create 
prob lema. 

This continuity be- 

‘We don’t 
Thus, for 

Hurricane Betsy caused more daazge to New Orleans than any previous 
hurricane. 
company that had never been necessary before. 
additional persomel and equipment had to be brought in from out-of- 
state utility companies. Even though this contingency had never arisen 
before, a procedure for calling in additional personnel was provided in 
the disaster plan. This use of additional personnel acd equipment as 
on adaptation had further repercussions for the organization in that a 
restructuring of the Organization was necessary to provide guides for 
the out-of-state crews who were unfamiliar with the city. 
al auxiliary tasks had to be undertaken such as making arrangements to 
feed and House these persons. 

This vast increase in demands required an adaptation by the 
TO cope with this problem, 

Also addition- 

In anticipation of an increase in certain other demands, such as 
an increase in customer calls, damage survey teams, etc., restructuring 
had already occurred in the organization. For example, credit and col- 
lection, sales, accounting, and treasurer’s department personnel created 
a communications center to handle the increaeed custoner calls. Engi- 
neering personnel and gas personnel were used as drivers and observers 
on patrols estimating and pinpointing dagsge. Personnel from the gen- 
eral sales department acted as messengers and liaison between the field 
office and field crews. 

. 

*? 

were placed on personnel in newly created sections. 
times resulted in problems. For example, immediately after thgcBstorm, 
crews were assigned to do a street-by-street damage survey indicating 
the type and location of such damage on maps using a set of standardized 
sy@bols. Many of the personnel composing these patrol crews came from 
other deparbnents and were unfamiliar with the electrical distribution 
system and its language of symbolic reporting. 
the appropriate symbols for particular problem. This in turn confused 
the repair crews when they tried to read the naps. 

This restructuring created a qualitative change in the demands that 
These changes some- 

Problems arose concerning 

The most unanticipated contingency was the flooding of certain elec- 
tricity-producing substations. A NOPSI employee indicated the lack of 



preparation for such an occurrence in the following statement: 
never anticipated, I don't think anyone in New Orleans anticipated this 
flooding situation." NOPSI, knowing from past experience that the over- 
head supervisory remote control lines to these substations were vulner- 
able to hurricane winds, had stationed two men at each substation so 
that manual switching could be carried out if the automatic system was 
lost. 
made it necessary to evacuate five of the eighteen substations composing 
the system. 

W e  

This emergency procedure was functioning well unci1 flood waters 

The unexpected flooding caused rescue problems and electrical dis- 
tribution problems. The men from two of the substations were rescued 
before the flooding worsened. However, the men at the other three sub- 
stations were trapped by the water. Even though the electric-producing 
capability of the flooded substations was lost, the ocher substations 
fn the system were able to h m d l e  the demands until the water receded 
and the flooded substations could be dried out and rescored. The last 
substations were put back into operation on September 17, 1965. 

Another task problem encountered was due not so much to either qual- 
itative or quantitative demands, as to lack of coordination. Soae of 
the crews, especially those with rented vehicles, had difficulty getting 
around certain areas. They were stopped by National Guard and police 
because they were not easily identifiable, 
all the vehicles identifying them as NOPSI equipment, and this problea 
was alleviated. 

Later, signs were put on 

Corrmunicat ions 

Of the four deraaiid areas to which the organization had to adapt, 
communications was the most problematic. 
problem in both intraoxganizational and interorganizational comnunica- 
tion. The intraorganizational problems were mainly coordination diffi- 
culties such as being unable to communicate with field units or different 
sections of the company. This was due to the failure of the communica- 
tions equipment OK to exceeding the equipment's capacity to handle com- 
munications traffic. 

The organization experienced 

Interorganizational comunication problems in reaching priority 
customers to advise them on when service would be restored arose mainly 
from losses in the telephone system. Explanations for the problem vary. 
The telephone company indicated that it was simply due to an overloading 
of the switchboard with incoming calls; others suggest a breakdown of 
the system, or a purposeful action by the telephone coapany for maintain- 

-ing lbe-load control. 
e,ver, as the repercussions for MOPSI due eo the situation, NOPSI was 
not able to call out; nor were they able to use the telephone for calls 
within and between various departments of the conpany. Therefore, it 
was necessary to set up a system of runners to maintain communication 
between various floors of the same bui1dir.g and between different buildings. 

The actual explanation is not as important, how- 



T!iis caused delays in restoration response in that a high priority mess 
sage would have to be physically carried from the communications center 
to the information center before action could be taken. The infomation 
could not be telephoned fron one point to another. 

The telephone problem also affected overall coordination in that: it 
was especially difficult to stay abreast of the current state of restor- 
ation of service. The status of restoration work was indicated on a 
large operations map in the information center. This information was to 
be sent back to the communications center by telephone, but this proce- 
dure was impossible for a couple of days, again slowing down response 
effectiveness. 

Another reason for interorganizational communication problems was 
the jamming of the company's radio frequency, 
radio frequency to cosrncunicate with fieldcrews and this was jammed most 
of the time making it difficult to coordinate field work. To compensate 
for this, messengers were used from the general sales department. 

The company only had one 

Another communication problem arose from the fact that out-of-state 
crews had different radio frequencies from NOPSI making it impossible 
to use this means of comunication for coordination purposes. 
many of the vehicles used for damage patrol purposes and messenger pur- 
poses were rented and were not equipped with radios. 

Also, 

Conc lus ion 

Highly experienced organizations such as public utility companies 
are usually capable of effectively handling small emergencies and are 
more adequately prepared for larger disasters. Ivioore points this out 
in the following: 

One other advantage utility workers have in disaster sltua- 
tions is their experience in dealing with minor emergencies. 
Since hail storms, high winds, floods, and other destructive 
natural phenomena very often interfere with the smooth func- 
tioning of public utilities, workmen are trained to meet with 
such crises. 
a major disaster, their very considerable training stands 
them in good stead. (Moore, 1958:41) 

Hence, when they are called upon to cope with 

However, when demands exceed capabilities and when loss of equipment, 
manpower deficiencies, etc. decrease normal capabilities, problems arise 
even for these highly experienced types of organizations. 

In the case of NOPSI, demands did exceed capabilities mainly due 
to the dual nature of the disaster. 
occurred in New Orleans. The hurricane winds were expected and plan- 
ned for, but the flooding was a completely unanticipatcd occurrence 
which placed restoration demands OR the organization which it was not 

Both hurricane winds and flooding 

,? 
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irLmdiatcly capable of hnndling e22ect!.vcly. 
shortage of manpcwer, mobilization problems, and damage to the under- 
ground portion of the electrical system. 

Tiiese problems included a 

Due ho the magnitude of the Lisaster, demands exceeded the manpower 
capabilities of UOPSI. 
specialized type of organization and therefore cannot call cn aid from 
just anyone. 
made with out-of-state companies to obtain extra personnel and equipment 
thus slowing do:.m restoration. 

A public utility company such as L'OPSI is a 

They need skillzti repair crews; arrangements had to be 

Due to the flooding NOPSI also had mobilization probLems, Crews 
and equipment cculd not be moved into certain substations to begin re- 
pairs until the water receded. 
ground electrical. zystem, normally assumed to be relatively safe, Pre- 
impact planning hsd bean mainly concerned with the potential damage 
from hurricane wicds and restoration procedures had been developed to 
repair the overhead lines of the electrical system cncier the assumption 
that the winds would not damage anyiAing underground. But, vith the 
flooding an unexpected contingency arose in that damage was incurred 
by the underground systcm. 

Also the flooding damaged the under- 

Thus it seems tta2 NOPSI was fairly well prepared for the hurricane 
portion of the disaster but the unanticipated floodins caused difficult 
restoration problems for -2he organization. 



CHAPTER VI1 

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHOB!E AND TELEGRAPH COI4PAM 

As each of the previous chapters has focused upon the structure and 
adaptations made by a specific organization to the threat and impact of 
Hurricane Betsy, so too will this chapter focus upon the structure and 
adaptations made by the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company. 
In addition, a special emphasis will be placed upon the public relations 
department which is the department that generally handles many of hhe 
interorgsnizational contracts, a particular interest of this monograph. 
In understanding the overall community response, it is imperative to be 
aware of the important role that adequate communications can play in af- 
fecting the comniunity's restoration activity. Our previous chapters 
each emphasized the fact that adequate communication became ppblematic 
during and immediately following the storm. This chapter will further 
delineate the nature and scope of tile problems confronted by one major 
communication source, the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company 
in Mew Orleans, Louisiana. 

Introduction 

The condition of the telephone system during and after Hurricane 
Betsy was vitally importent to the comunity as well as to the company, 
since methods of relaying information became sharply limited, 
were hazardous or impassable. Initially, television and many radio sta- 
tions coul-d not broadcast because they lacked power. The need to commu- 
nicate, especially by telephone, was greatly increased because the speed 
with which community and individual rescue and rehabilitation efforts 
c_cu;d be carried out partially depended upon it. 

Streets 

I ,  

Hurricane Betsy was the worst natural disaster in Southern Bell's 
history. According to company sources, the telephone system was heasily 
damaged but operative both during and after the hurricane. Company dam- 
age estimtes for the state and for the New Orleans area indicate the 
extent of the restoration work that the company faced. In Louisiana, 
48 central offices and 48 exchanges were isolated; 1,559 of the 6,532 
lozg distanca circuits were interrupced; and 382,378 act of 1,250,000 
telephones were out of service. In the Mew Orleans area, a minimum of 
211,GCO out of 419,000 tklephones -- roughly 50 percent -- were out of 
service. Ecrly estimtes placed the cost of restoration at; $8 million 
for the entire state. The flood which followed the atom submerged tele- 
phone equipent for so long that Southern Bell raised the estimated cost 
to over $12.5 mi-llion. About one-third was spent in Mew Orleans. Nost 
telepkcnes were rescored to service by the weekend of September 19, ten 
Gays after the hurricane. 
at that time were in flooded areas, 

The majority of the fclephones not yet working 



To put Southern Bell's pre- and poet-disaster activities into con- 
text, the company's pre-disaster sl-ructure and resources will be reviewed 
briefly. In both the pre-disaster and disaster portions of this report, 
public ?X!kitiOn:, and public infomation efforts will. receive special elh- 
phacis. They afzccted the company's speed in restoring facilities, par- 
ticularly after the rehabilitation period. 

--I- Genera 1 Orgmlzatlon~l Structure 

Sout3ern Bell is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ancrican Telephone 
and Telegraph c;ud operatea in nine states: Louisiana, Florida, Tennes- 
see, Hississippi, Alttbonna, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina and 
Kentucky. The SsuChern I3el.l system headquarters is in Atlanta, Georgia. 
The Louisiana organization io directed froa the state headquarters in 
MEW Orleans. The state is divided into three dlvisions which supervise 
a total of thirteen districts, The ncrthern divioioii office in SZireve- 
port oversees three districtn and tile central division office in Baton 
Rouge is in charge of four, 
of its six districts n e  in New Urleans. 

The southern division headquarters and five 

Both out of desire and necessity, Southern Bell makes a great ef- 
fort to establish and maintain good relations with its public. 
public relations are necessary both to fulfill the cornTany's policy ob- 
jectives and to overcome some of its inherent structural handicaps. 

Good 

Southern Bell is a public service organization whose objectives are 
to give the best possible telepnone service at the least cost to the 
pcblic while providing for the fair treatment of employees and the finan- 
cial safety of the business. This means supplying the public with pleas- 
ant and continually improved and broadened service at the lowest cost, 
paying and treating employees fairly, safeguarding investors' money, and 
opezzting the company so that it yields a fair return. 

Public relations cammitrees exist on the local, district, and di- 
vision levels. These groups meet periodically to discuss local problems 
aad to design corrective programs. Sumsries of these msetings are sent 
to the next highest level for review. In the southern division, the con- 
nittee is made up of the leading depzrtinent heads, with the public rela- 
tions n?ana,ozr acting as secretary. 

All departments lllive public relations responsibilities which are 
based upon a departzent's function. 
receive continuing guidance in customer relations. Installers, for ex- 
ample, are periodically chedked for that ability as well as for techni- 
cal cmpetence. 
dures -- trained to be as helpful and considerate as possible. 

Thus, all employees ate trained and 

Operators are imbued with pTop?r call-handling proce- 

At thb ctate level, public relations is a staff rather than line 
depaztzzait:, encmpassing all ccr;lpany functions that could be defined as 
specialized public relations activities. An assistant vice president it3 



responsible for public relations on all levels of Louisiana's operating 
departments. 
bers. The district public relations activities are reported to the di- 
vision and the division forwards information to the state department. 

His department consists of a director and  even staff m a -  

One of hhe assistant vice president's najor duties is acting as 
consultant to the vice president and general manager of the Louisiana 
conpany on the public relations aspects of policy decisions. Another 
important part of his job is public affairs -- interpreting the telephone 
company and its pslicies for legislators and government agencies. He 
also spends much tine working with district managers because he Eeels 
that they are the key to good day-to-day public relations. 

The state defense aansger is specifically assigned to liaison work 
with other organizations &nd works in the plant department. 
function is to keep in close touch with ail civil defense organizations 

pecially on the parish level, have nr, other access to communications 
specialists. 
ular situation and budget, and of federal matching funds available to 
implement improvement3. His salary is fully paid by Southern Bell and 
when not engag2d in CD work he helps the plant departaent. 
of defense manager is m e  of the 1cme formalized efforts on Southern 
Bell!s part to cement and personalize relations between the company and 
outside groups. 

His prime 

;7 in the state, acting as communications advisor. Many such groups, es- 

He advises them of inncvations applicable to their partic- 

The position 

There are six departments in the southern division: accounting, 
marketing, engineering, plant, traffic, and commercial. The commercial 
department has prime responsibility for business transactions between 
Southern Sell and the public. 
nating interdepartmental public relations and customer relations objec- 
tives, and of carrying out specific plans for such activities. It main- 
tains contact with local government agencies and regulatory bodies, com- 
munity organizations, non-Bell telephone companies, and thE! news media. 
For exaple, when the coinpany is asked to provide speakers, movies, 
deslonstrations, school programs, and the like, the commerical department 
fulfills the requests. The departncnt advises on advertising and on 
informations1 material needs. Wherever feasible, media and organiza- 
tional contacts are kept on the lovest possible level with the local 
manager acting as the cmpany representative. However, almost all of 
the southern division's districts are in llew Orleans, so no one district 
encompasces the entlre scope of local media and governmental organiza- 
tions. Thus, the commercial manager in the southern division is the 
s?okesnan for Southern Bell on local issues and is the man quoted in 
the nevs releases. 
ments and appears in commercials trhich apply to the Kew Orleans area. 

This department is in charge of coordi- 

He is responsible for many public speaking engage- 

The commercial manager has mntact with the major organizations, 
and was chapter chakrman of the New Orleans Red Cross at the time of 
the disasrer. His district managers and other staff members further 
cultivate the groups and government agencies within their territory, 
It would s~e'i? that much of the comiercial manager's work entails direct 
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public relations. Ioxeve'1:, his joS performance is measured on the con- 
dition of internal :dexes such as collections, customer serivce, crit- 
ical coments, bi1l:ng service, and the number of applicetions for in- 
stallatiotl being he'd -- i.e., those not processed within the acceptable 
tine limit. 

In addition tc the public relations functions of the ccmnercial de- 
partment, this depE:tmezlt is charged wleh handling orders for service 
and changes in sen ice, selling equipment and service, keeping customer 
service records, ir itiating ths monthly billings, coping with customel: 
conplaints and inq Aries, coilecting custcmers' acccunts, and performing 
allied tasks, 

The accountir g and marketing departments fulfill the following 
tasks. 
sible for paying 
ottod to the compa .y, and other related duties. 
handles sales inv living major custarcers scch as commercial firms, mili- 
tary establishmenis, hospitals, and power companies, The twelve men in 
the departaent kc2p clients advised of new services and analyze their 
communications needs. 

In the act ousting dep'rtment, several hundred people are respon- 

The marketing department 
.ha company's bills, rendering statements for mounts 

Engineering keeps itself apprised of future ne4ds for telephone 
facilities, ranging from major customer equipment installations to new 
exbhange equipment for Southern Bell. The 105-man department determines 
the most economical way to fill the needs, develops the plen and budget 
for them, orders the naterial, and serv& in an advisory capacity during 
conetruction. Internal facilities are turned over to the plant depart- 

2ment to operate after they are in working order. 
ii The plant department is responsible for installing, operating, and 
maintaining all physical properties. This includes installing and ser- 
vicing telephones and selling additional equipment; conshiucting and . 
maintaining outside eqnipment; maintaining central office equipment, 
telephone buildings, and motor vehicles; and buying, maintaining, and 
distributing supplies. Plant is one of the largest departments with 
about 1,400 employees. 

Traffic also has rcwghly 1,4CO pcople, 1,100 of whcnn work in Hew 
Orleans. All but eight are women. !lost employees work as information 
and long distance operators. 
mum coverage during the three busy periods of a noma1 weekday, 
call load is heavier during fall and winter than in summer. 
seasons, fewer operators are hired to replace those who leave -- a pro- 
cess that is reversed during the busy tine. 
high turnover rate, this department hires an average of one hundred 
people a month. During the months prior to krricane Betsy the tight 
labor market made it difficult to obtain as many operators as were 
desired. 

Work shifts overlap so that there is maxi- 
The 

In slack 

Because of its relatively 



- Pre-disaster Preparations 

The Disaster Plan 

Southern Bell has two disaster plans -- one for natural disasters 
and one for e n z q  azttack. 
as a whole but had been adapted specifically for the Louisiana area. 
One employee comented that Southern Bell was probably better prepared 
for disaster than most organizations because it had available all the 
ex2erience of the other Bell companies. 
used in one area are quickly passed on to all companies. 
a.nd work procedures are uniform nationwide. 

The plans were devised for the Bell system 

Successful emergency innovations 
Too, equipment 

The plan for natural disasters, "Continuity of Service and D-estor- 
ation," is fairly broad and general in its conception. Each department 
is assigned specific responsibilities, but plant and engineering carry 
the main burden of the restoration effort. 

As soon as Hurricane Betsy was sighted in the Atlantic Ocean on 
August 27, Scuthern Bell began taking some initial steps to prepare for 
the storm, such as checking the supplies on hand. By Xonday, September 
6, Betsy was heading for the coast of Florida and the company began 
tracking the storm on an hourly basis. When it struck Florida, activi- 
ties were accelerated. 
Gulf of 14exic0, all preparatory plans were fully activzited and staff 
meetings were being held daily. 
procedure followed during the two days before Betsy arrived was the 
same as that done in dozens of emergencies. 

By Wednesday, as the hurricane moved into the 

According to a company engineer, the 

State Preparations 

- State Defense Manager 's Department 

The state defense manager and another telephone man assigned to 
liaison work with civil defense were basically a part of the CD staff, 
One man was assigned to stay overnight in the CD control center to take 
care of the telephone equipment. 
report yj;>icii was issued to thd nayor aftzr the storT;;, rhe tclcphone faci- 
lities at the c a t e r  consist of 

According to the telephone cpmpany 

one position of manual switchboard with 57 telephones served 
by 12 Central Office telephone trunk lines. For maximum 
protectton the trunk lines are divided, with four going to 
each of the Lake, Mid-City , and Metairic Central Offices 
via underground cables. Two additional straight lines are 
provided -- one for the Civil Defense Director, the other 
for Telephone Company maintenance and coordi-natl.on. Tele- 
typewriter service is also provided. (In addition 



to telephone ccxnpsny provided services, thcre are also radio 
facilities available in the Center, such as Fire Department, 
City Police, State Police, and taxi cab companies.) 

The mayor called a meeting at the civil defense emergency operations 
center oil Thursday afternoon, hours before the storm. T'ne meeting in- 
cluded representatives of all affected agencies. At this meeting a 
situation arose whic!i c a u m d  both a strain on the center's telephone 
equipment and on Southern Bell. As one executive explained, 

a considerable number of news media were present, arid quite 
a bit of publicity was given to the fact that civil defense 
wol~l-d be operatiag at: that location , . . As a comunications 
man this caused me some considerable concern, because there 
wa8 an invitatlcn to overload all Lncoming lines into the 
center. And that is actually what took place. 

The ultimate results of this incidect were also affcsted by an earlier 
discourse between the telephone coanpany and a civil defense official. 
About noon on Thursday, September 9, the CD official asked a company 
manager to send an experienced BBX operator to the control center. 
Although it wzs rather late to put through such a request, tha manager 
called traffic. 

At that time the only people willing to serve had dependents 
or m a l l  children and for some reason someone chose not to 
accept them. 
hall. 
was subject to s m e  criticism because later on the civil de- 
fense center cltd take on (people with) depcndcnts. 
that our experienced operators were rejected for a reason 
which was later abandoned. However, then it was too late to 
change it. 

As a result, their operator was drawn from city 
IJe're in an area there which you may have already heard 

We feel 

Division Preparations 

Plant 
.cI_ 

- 
I "  Plant departinent personnel do the bulk of the ground survey work 
as a rule, because there are not enough engineers to put: ozle on each 
team. For survey purposes, New Orleans is divided into sections and 
each section is divided into smaller units. 
is mads up for each section: 
surv~y information, pencils, and other equipment. 

A complete survey packet 
a small mounted map, f o m s  needed for 

Specific personnel for the survey work ar3 designated d m n  to the 
supervisory level and the names, addresses, and Cclepiwne numbers are 
listed on the survey packets. During the t:JoLday pre-stonn period, 
staff members were brought: up-to-date on personnel changes made since 
the last survey review, and these changes were made on the packets. 
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By the time the storm arrived, personnel knew of their section assign- 
ments, 
the exact individ?lals who were to make up his txo-man survey teams, but 
he did know that he would have, for example, twenty-five survey teams 
to cover his territory. 

A supervisor in charge of a section did not necessarily know 

Other peepmations of personnel and facilities were carried out. 
engineering quarters were ceccred. Supplies and equipment were ordered 
and suppliers were asked to locate items w h h h  might be needed. 
personnel checked all motor vehicles and macie sure that central offices 
had emergency generators that were fueled and tested. 
nerable areas, pits were dug and sand bags brought in to keep water 
out o€ the buildings. Windows were boarded up, and structures were 
lashed if they could not withstand 125 mile-per-hour winds. 
sonnel were alerted to take precautfons to keep facilities running 
through the emergency. 

All 

Plant 

In low or vul- 

All per- 

Mzrketing De par t m e z  

The marketing department made plans to lend most of their account 
managers to tSe plant department, if necessary. Although it was not 
part of the disaster plan, the account managers drew up priority lists 
of large customers who might have the most need for emergency restora- 
tion. 
following the storm. 

They were to get in touch with these customers assoonas possible 

Come rc i a1 De P cxtment 

little concrete preparation. 
nel, especially with outside organizations. As such many employees 
routed requests for added service and equipment checks and followed 
these requests through to make sure the services were performed. For 

I example, the coniercial manager was asked by the Red Cross to check 
equipment and have six direct lines installed between the chapter and 
the newspapers, W ,  and radio stations. The comercialmanager and 
four other telephone ainployees attended the 4:OO p.m. meeting at the 
civil defense control center on Thursday. 

Commercial personnel reviewed disaster procedure . but could do 
They basically served as liaison person- 

-7 

Traffic Departme= 

The southern division's Largest traffic operation is located in two 
back-to-back buildings in New Orleans, one fronting cx Baronne, one on 
Carondolet. The Carondolet building houses information and assistance 
operators and Baronne has the long distance operators. Three small 
traffic operations are located north of IJew Orleans and a small infor- 
mition office is just south of the city. 

Storm planning was done by the traffic management team which net 

One district 
on Wednesday, September 8. 
and three district managers who worked in Flew Orleans. 
manager nas in charge of long distance. 
tance and Lnfoxaatim, including the small southern ofcice. The third 

The team consisted of the division manager 

Another headed operator assis- 



1.733 responsible .<or local dial administrstion ar:d was moved into the 
-;oronnc-Carandolet buildings foi. the durntiori of the storm. The divi- 
sion manager also closed his regular office and moved into the operating 
department for the duration. 

On Wednesday, plans were reviewed. Because of the cost involved, 
manydecisionswere held in abeyance until Thursday when there was more 
clear-cut evidence that Xew Orleans would be struck. An intense storm 
would mean employees staying overnight and eating, plus more demand on 
the equipment requiring more operators. 

On Wednesday night, someone spent the night in the building housing 
the direct distance dialing equipment 60 that overload precautions could 
be taken if necessary. Lo overloading took place that night or Thurs- 
day morning. By Thursday the department's activities were put into high 
gear. Much more food -- such 2s staples that needed no refrigeration -- was brought info the cafeteria. Eo provision was made to bring in 
weter. Arrangements were made to rnnt all the beds available, and two 
hundred beds were delivered by 5:OO p.m. Thursday. About twenty roans 
were rented in a nearby hotel and were later used as dressing facili- 
ties for the women. In addition, the management team arranged to stay 
overnight in the building. 
hotels so the men could concentrate on their jobs withour worry. 

Their families were brought to downtown 

Unlike many departments which experienced heavy involvement after 
- the hurricane passed, traffic was under pressure even before the storm 

cast at 2:OO p.m. Thursday, which said reti Orleans would be hit. Cus- 
tomer usage on all equipment soon built up. 
traffic Load, it was decided that only regular employees would be used 
in the M e w  Orleans office. 
and more efficient. 

;hit. The calling pattern was relatively stable until the weather fore- 

In spite of this increasing 

They would be familiar with the operation 

During trhat afternoon, manaEemcnt began asking personnel to work 
overtine and calling in off-dcry operators. 
during the evening were asked to come in early while they were still 
able to travel. By the end of the day, traffic had an estimated one 
hundred extra operators working. 
work nore than eleven hours. 
too tired to work the next day. 
ing overnight since they were unable to get home. 
diately available €or work the next day. 

\?omen who were to report: 

Xanzgement decided that no one would 
Longer shifts would leave the employees 

Many would have to remain in the build- 
They would be imme- 

Dialing equipment for operator-handled long distance calls began to 
s l o ~  down at 6:OO p.m. on Thursday because of the number of calls, 
Southern Bell instituted standard operathg procedure for such condi- 
tions, called "Operator Attempt Spacing." 
complete a call, she makes one attempt. 
she tells the customer and asks him to place his call later. 
the less busy times the operator will try several times to put: a call 
through while the customer is still on the line.) 
tor-handled calls were 152 percent above normal. The load began 

@hen an operator trys to 
If she cannot gat the line, 

During 

For the day, opera- 
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building on the direct distance dialing (DDD) equipment during Thurs- 
2 day afternoon, also. The crew monitoring the machinery was reinforced 

Provisions were ,T to make sure the control apparatus was fully watched. 
’ made for all-night coverage again on Thursday. 

Both UDD and operator-handled long distance equipment surpassed 
their estfsated overload point. One official stated: 

The equipment held up exceedingly well and carried what we 
would have felt previously was a bigger overload than it 
could handle. It was reported that the equipment was oper- 
ating at such a heavy load that it was practically rattling 
the building with the volume of calls that it  as handling. 

Local dial eqtlipnent operated under a heavy burden with the peak coming 
at about 3:OO p a .  on Thursda.y and continuing to be heavy for the re- 
mainder o€ the afternoon and evening. 
dial administration kept close canrnct with plant personnel concerning 
the condition of the machinery. 
although the dial tone ehwed to as much as ten seconds instead of the 
normal three. 

The district man In charge of 

The apparatus continued to function, 

Ererwncy Period: 9:00 p.m. Thursday to 
Daylight Friday 

Although Hurricane Betsy did not arrive officially until nearly 
midnight, storm conditions were extremely bad by 9:OO p.m. Through 
the evening, more and more telephones ceased to function, The traffic 
and plant departments were moGt active during this emergency period. 

Traffic Deparment 

One traffic official explained how the storm affected local assis- 
tance operators: 

We had no idea that so many telephones would be knocked out. 
As the telephones were knocked out, this ca.tlsed problems to 
people trying to call those telephones and (not reaching) 
them. Then they would call the operator and ask for help. 
And this just further magnified the number of calls that the 
operator would have to handle, which normally the customer 
would have dialed. 

Dial traffic reached such overload proportions in sone areas that 
management: felt line load control was warranted, In this procedure, 
switches are operated so that nonessential users can be cut off from 
makiLg outgoing calls; they can receive incoming calls. 
viously designated essential users such ag police, fire, civil defense, 
hospitals, and so forth are assured of outgoing calls. 

But all pre- 

Within an area 



line lozd can be used in two ways. Almost: all nonessential customers 
can be cut off or, depending on how badly the equipment 1s jammed, 
control can be alternated between two groups of nonessential users, 
giving each a chance to call out. 
night and on Friday until so many telephones were out of service that 
equipment was no longer so overloaded. 

Line load control was used Thursday 

Long distance and information operators also had heavier workloads 
because telephones were being knocked out by damage. 
commented : 

One official 

Concern about the well-being of relatives here by relatives 
in other cities caused a heavy influx of incoming calls, most 
of which could be dialed into the city by the distant operator 
or customer. But as the telephones began to go out of service, 
the distant customer or operator couldn't complete his call 
to here. 
procedure, and ask her to call for him. 
to magnify the number of calls our operators had to carry. 

So they would call the operator, v&Soh is a normal 
But everything tended 

The work overload did taper off somewhat after midnight. 

Both during and after the stam when the call load wa5 heavy and 
the operators were slower than normal in respanding, there v7a5 no cus- 
tomer criticism. Customers were trery understanding and appreciative, 
even when their calls did not go through. 
cmplained. 
they felt that the operators were exerting maximum effort and no more 
could be asked of them. 

Normally many would have 
Management made no effort to measure work efziciency; 

In addition to the work load, operators' working condittons on 
Thursday night were less than ideal. 
leaked in around the windows. 
hard enosgh so it came over the top of the switchboards, spraying the 
operators with water, -- chief operators were in charge of getting the off-duty women to 
rese. 
families. 
traffic managers used special devices in order to enable operators to 
make calls. 

The wind was howling and the rain 
At one point, the wind blew the rain 

In the makeshift dormitory -- the women's lounge 

Kany of the young operators were nervous and worried about their 
When the bulk of the building's outside telephones went out, 

Plant Department 

During the storm, plant was also an active department. A disaster 

The department manager 

Vhen commercial power failed at 9:30 p a .  , emergency power was 

restoration center was set up on Thursday and twenty-four-hour coverage 
was maintained for roughly a month afterwards. 
spent the night there, keepine in touch with his staff at various Loca- 
tions. 

had to be controlled. Plant: staff members assigned as liaison to 
, turned on in all sixteen central offices. Water seepage in buildings 
- 



organizations such as civil defense, weather bureau, and others monitored 
equipment to make sure it continued to work. 

Public Relations Activities 

State and southern division public relations personnel moved to 
the plant department's emergency restoration center for the duration of 
the disaster and rehabilitation period, since that department was the 
primary source of news. 
ditional telephone lines were installed and the numbers were given to 
the media. 
newsmen could call at any hour for prrrgress reports. 

In the office assigned to public relations, ad- 

These lines were manned on a twenty-four-hour basis to that 

Post-Storm Period: Smtenber 10 through 
Septembsy 1.9 

7 :' 
As Hurricane Betsy moved out early Friday morning, several sectors 

of New Orleans began to flood. In some places the water stayed for days 
,and weeks, which compounded the damage and slowed telephone service res- 
toration. Three exchanges in heavily flooded towns south of New Orleans 
had water in the equipment, but sandbagging prevented similar incidents 
in the city. 
submerged in the plant department's Gentilly garage. 

Nevertheless, when a levee broke, forty-five trucks were 

Comercial power was out for varying lengths of time in different 

Only the central offices had generators which, with the 
sections of the city. 
until Sunday. 
exception of a temporary malfunction in one office, worked well. 
office work was hampered because of the power failure. 
portation did not functim for several days, which made it difficult 
for employees to get to work. 
passable because of debris, fallen power lines, and deep water. 

State and division telephone offices had no power 

Thus, 
Public trans- 

biany streets were almost or entirely im- 

The extent of the storm and flood damage came as a shock to tele- 
phone persoanel. One executive coramnted, ''Khilc we were sitting here 
that night, we knew it was tremendous, but we had no idea of the destruc- 
tiveness of the storm. The magnitude was fantastic." Plant surveys 
would later show that half or more of Kew Orleans' 419,000 telephones 
were out of service. 
because they were located in heavily built-up areas serviced by the por- 
tected buried facilities. 

High priority telephones worked for the most part 

The most crucial days for the company were the first four or five 
after the storm. Losses and needs had to be assessed, extra personnel 
and equipment brought in, restoration work starred, inniinierable repair 
requests coped with, the public informed of progress, and special prob- 
lems handled. 
handicap of a debris-strewn and battered city. 

Many activities were going on simultaneously under the 



In the second part 0.: the ten day restoration period -- from Wies- 
By Sunday, except for 

(The seriousness of the damage is partly indicated by the length 

day, September 14 through Sunday, September 19 -- most telephone company 
efforts could be directly applied to rebuilding. 
the flooded areas, almost all 5!ew Orleans telephones were bhck in ser- 
vice. 
of restoration time involved. Usually, 'hormal" disasters are cleared 
up in three or four days.) 

On Friday morning the final stepo were taken to shift the operating 
emphasis from normal to emergency procedures. The following pastions 
of this chapter will be divided into three sections: 
vey and restoration, and interorganizational relationships. 
mainly involved traffic department problems -- keeping up with the call 
load, finding personnel, aml solving equipment requirements. Survey and 
restoration activities will be discussed first, in terns of problems 
encountered, determining the extent of damage, cost of peplacement, and 
locating the personnel and ecpipnent needed to restore service. 
ly, we will focus on the manner in w55ch repair and additional. service 
requests were handled. All such inquiries are theoretically channeled 
through repair service to a priority-establishing section in the plant 
department. Problems developed because of the extensive damage, the 
t b e  needed to repair it, and the greet number of people who considered 
themselves top priGrity telephone users. 14?any, if not most, departments 
became entangled in repair appeals, especially during the first five 
post-storm days. The third and final section focuses upon interorgani- 
zational relationships and the role that the public relations department 
played. 
the public and the employees had to be told what the telephone company 
was doing, mainly through mass media. 

call handling, sur- 
Call handling 

Second- 

The most tatlgible task was the public inforniation job. Both 

Call Handling 

Traffic Personnel Problems 

Traffic personnel on duty during the hurricane had spent all of 
their time just trying to handle the calls, so they paused in the morn- 
ing to review procedures and assess needs. They had prepared for a s t o m  
comparable to Hurricane Bilda but it was quickly obvious that Betsy's 
ramifications were far more extensive. One initial step taken was to 
issue a radio news bulletin asking all traffic perronnel to come to work 
if they could do BO safezy. The management team knew that many employees 
would come to work if they had transportation. 
as buses did not operate until Monday, and taxis were not available until 
Friday night. Early on Friday, management arranged to have more company 
cars assigned to then in addition to the regular supply. 
ator called, a company car was sent. Taxis were used to take them home. 
This dual syetem was used until Sunday when company cars were needed for 
repair work. 

Public conveyances such 

When an oper- 

Taxis took over the two-way trip where necessary. 

Elany operators came to work despite personal hardships, but some 
were unable to get there at all. The traffic manager began early on 



Friday to solicit help from other departments. 
were closed, he used some of his part-time students on a full-time basis. 
Women who intended to leave the company were persuaded to stay on. 

Then because schools 

Beginning on Friday or Saturday, traffic had the public relations 
department run ads asking former telephone employees who had worked with- 
in the past three years to return €or the duration of the emergency. 
Due to the traffic management's early recruiting efforts on Friday, the 
work force was two percent above normal in spite of storm condicions. 
On Saturday and Sunday the force was substantially higher than usual. 
By Monday, the first normal business day for the city since the storm, 
the department had everyone working that it could find. 
could have been used had they been available. 
city, on both sides of the river, was filled. 
and on normal days off. 
days after the storm. 

More operators 
Every switchboard in the 
Employees worked overtime 

The heavy scheduling remained in force for ten 

The traffic manager had other problems, too, 
day that city water was contaminated. 
gallons of bottled water to set up at fountains. When the President 
surveyed the damage on Friday, Southern Bell had to make sure that a 
special circuit was set up and that service was instantaneous. tlhen he 
left, the President's assistant stayed to report on restoration progress. 
A communications center was set up for him in the traffic department so 
he could relay messages to the White House. 
the problems faced by thio department, 

It was announced Fri- 
The company was able to get 200 

These were only a few of 

CJork Load 

On Friday, the consistency and quantity of the traffic department's 
work load was affected by an assortment of factors. 
cuits were interrupted in areas outside the city, which hampered the 
completion of outgoing calls. Over half the telephones in the city were 
out and many businesses were either not open or not operating normally. 
Some areas had been evacuated.. The inoperatative telephones reduced the 
calling load, but many persons were using pay stations. 
could not receive calls. Normal business calling was greatly reduced, 
but more calls were placed between relatives and friends and for restor- 
ation help. 

Long distance cir- 

These people 

Local customers or those calling from outside the city who tried to 
call out-of-service numbers or unoccupied buildings often contacted the 
New Orleans information or assistance operator for help. Many out-of- 
service customers tried to call repair service and when they could not 
reach it, contacted the operators. Sometimes customers called cMMper- 
cial's customer service for repair help, This section nonrally refers 
custmers to repair, but because of conditions the service representa- 
tives often took the information and forwarded it. The result of such 
activities put a much greater burden on the operators who had to handle 
the calls and referrals. 

Although the following statistics are by no means comprehensive, 
Calls to the they do indicate some of traffic's work load on Friday, 



assistance operator were 30 to 40 percent above normal; to information, 
20 to 30 percent higher. Although operator-handled long distance calls 
completed were only 73 percent of a normal Friday, the figure does not 
indiaate the effort involved in attempting to place the calls that could 
not get through. 

Direct distance dialing equipment carried well over double the 
calls of a normal Friday; local dial service was even more taxed. The 
central office equipment operated well despite overloads, which caused 
slowness in the dial tone at times. Customers sometimes thought the 
slow tone -- which they did not wait long enough to receive -- meant 
their telephone was out of service and some called repair, which further 
clogged the lines. 

All traffic maintained high levels throughout the weekend. 
agement anticipated that conditions would worsen on M~nday, which would 
be the first business day. In addition, there was a heavy influx of 
people and goods into the city to help with community rehabilitation. 

€4~12- 

Long Distance Eauipment 

Locg distance service was a major problem. The best solution seemed 
to be to find a way to increase the use of direct distance dialing equip- 
ment. The problem had multiple aspects. 

First, an operator can handle more calls via DDD than through the 
older method because she has only to ask the customer his nmber, which 
is then recorded on tape. Hanagement determined that it would not have 
a&P the personnel that it would like to have, so a greater use of DDD 
would mean nore calls could go through faster, and other types of opera- 
tor-handled calls could be covered too. Customers would use DDD if they 
had to wait for service fran operator-handled long distance service. 

Secondly, enough operator-handled switchboard positions could be 
made available to respond to the added DDD calls. 
lack of additional DDD equipment, 
forty trunk lines. In addition, circuits were modified and outgoing 
rather than incoming calls were favored. In all, 143 outgoing circuits 
went into service before Nonday umrning. Southern Bell began to cut 
back on the LOO modified circuits about ten days after the disaster, 
but kept 40 new DDD trunk lines. 

The basic problem was 
This was partially solved by adding 

Rearrmging and adding the circuit facilities required fairly com- 
plex procedures. The first move taken was the circuit modification. 
This involved not only changing circuits, but adjusting the standard 
operating procedure used during periods of heavy traffic. (During heavy 
traffic periods incoming rather than outgoing calls were usually favored 
in New Orleans.) 

The New Orleans traffic office's prime objective was to protect: its 
customers' ability to make outgoing calls. To do so, they blocked off 
a portion of incumins calls so that about 75 percent of the available 



lines carried outgoing and 25 percent ccrried incoming calls. 
reversal of procedure was granted on the basis that it was more imporr 
tant for New Orleans customers to be able to aall out for help or to 
reassure relatives. Incoming calls were bssically nonproductive and 
they often reached out-of-service numbers. On Monday, Septetlber 13, 
DDD usage was well oyer 200 percent of normal and operator cslls were 
also up. 
mainder of the week. 

This 

Long distance traffic continued to be very hea.vy for the re- 

> Survey and Restoration 

Survey work began at daylight Friday and continued through most of 
Saturday. 
areas and the hundreds of unresolved power hazarss, especially on Fri- 
day. 
the water went down. 
people had been evacuated. 

The two main obstacles were the inaccessability of the flooded 

Personnel were not permitted to go into the flooded sections until 
Service needs there were not pressing because the 

Survey teams did go into areas that had power problms. To some 
degree their ability to gather information was limited by the hot power 
lines, particularly those draped over telephone installations. The 
engineering department was eager to start work on engineering problems, 
but was held back by the power situation. 
in'an advisory capacity to the plant department. On Friday, twenty en- 
gineers were assigned to key plant survey teams in downtown New Orleans. 
Xestoration activities had to wait: until power hazards were eliminated. 

Instead, 6ome engineers served 

The plant department had made advance preparations to deal with 
power trouble. Before the storm, telephone people met several times 
with power company personnel. A direct line between the two companies 
had been installed. 
and how they were coordinated were assigned to work with the power com- 
pany during and after the storm. 
but pertinent information was exbhanged, saving both companies many 
problems . 

Bell enelneering personnel who knew both facilities 

Each company did its own surveying 

Personnel for Restoration 

Because of the survey situation, manpower and equipment needs could 
not be fully assesszd on Friday. Some plant and engineering personnel 

Plant department acquired all the help 
_possible from other departments in the division. Based on the loss of 
'the forty-five trucks under water and some initial survey figures on 
Friday, personnel and equipment were requested from northern Louisiana 
and five nearby states. 
it becmne apparent that more help would be needed as quickly as possible. 

> were not able to come to work. 

As reports poured in on Friday and Saturday, 

To speed the restoration work, Southern Bell used a new method for 
importing help from distant companies. Through contacts with the federal 
government, the company paid to have forty Air Force flying boxcars fly 



in entire units -- repair trucks, equipment, and the men eo operate it. 
Initial shipments arrived during the first weekend and mote came in during 
the following week. 

Although some of these additional personnel worked outside the Ne% 
Orleans area, more than 800 repairmen supplemented the southern division's 
plant staff. About 100 came from northern Louisiana. Others came from 
Alabama, Kentucky, Hississippi, Florida, Tennessee, Texas, IlLinois, 
Indiana, Ohio, Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina. Several 
hundred employees of outside contractors also assisted plant people, 
working mainly to repair damaged buildings . 

In order to cope with the increased number of repainnen, and to make 
up for the restricted activity during the first: day or twa after the 
storm, engineering requested and got twenty-three more men. When the 
huadreds of survey sheets begen coming in, the engineers had to tzanefclrm 
the information into working construction sketches froin which plant peo- 
ple could make repairs. The enginocrs had never before worked on such 
a mass production scale; but no plant people were kept waiting. 

Standard emergency procedure required engineering to turn in a fully 
detailez, written es'timate specifying the actual aniount to be spent in 
restoration. The estimate was due one week after the stom. 
imately six towns south of Kew Orleans were still under water at the 
time the estimate was due. A southern division engineer said that the 
estimate turned out to be a "wild blue yonder guess.'* 
mate of $8 million Gas escalated to $12.5 million when the full extent 
of the damage was revealed. Salt water which stood for some time corroded 
buried cable, which was thought to be safe. 
were lost, an unusual and unanticipated loss. The public relations de- 
partrzent supplied pictures and other material to supplement the engineer's 
report to the Board of Directors in Atlanta, helping t~ illustrate where 
the money was going. 

But approx- 

The initial esti- 

Thousands of telephone sets 

Rate of Restorztlon 

Apparent1.y there were some difficulties in determining the exact number 
of telephones out of service during the early days after the hurricane. 
For this reason, the fol.fowing restoration figures gzthered from company 

- publications and cmmunity newpapers are offered only as a gross indi- 
;cator of the restoration rate. It should be kept in Eind that reports 
were often a day behind the actuaziwork. It is probable, too, that the 
definition of the Kew Orleans area varied scmewhi?t, sicce the southern 
division encompasses a much greater area. 

OnMonday, September 13, a newspaper report stated thrt of the 228,361 
telephones originally out of service in New Orleans, 24,259 had bee3 re- 
paired and 204,092 remained out. (Later, probzbly more refined figures 
gave the initial ouzage as 211,000,) 
Flash" said 183,000 telephones were still outs. 
port said that about 153,000 were out; on Thursday, only 25 percent re- 
mained out; on Saturday 85,000 were out. 
day newspapers said that almost all repairs had been completed, except 
those in flooded ai-eas. 

On Tuesday, the company's '%ewe 
A Wednesday newspaper re- 

The following Monday and Tues- 



Reotaratlan Drioritv 

In the days after Hurricane Betsy, as after other emergencies, pro- 
cedures for hand1ir.g repalr and additional service calls were changed. 
Normally repair calls are taken and scheduled by the repair department 
and calls for additional service or changes are received in commercial's 
customer service section. 

The repair department had seventy-two telephone lines, but was not 
equipped to cope with all the calls engendered by a disaster. 
all departments received restoration requests after the storm. These 
appeals were channeled through the coordinating section of the plant: 
department's emergency restoration center. 
the order in which the requests were to be fulfilled, then fomarded 
the information to the plant personnel for implementation. Calls for 
"nomal" installations and chenges were handled by customer service on 
an "unrelated" basis -- no date could be specified because of restoration 
work but it would be done as soon as possibla. 

As usual, 

The coordinator determined 

-- Top Priority Essential Use-rr As part of the company's diszster plan- 

Persons and organizations so 
ning, an esseritial titers list had been drawn up to assist the coordinator 
in eataSlishing the priority of a request. 
designated were d e a l t  with before other customers weze given service. 
Essential users were defined as those persons and organizations whose 
activities and ability to communicate affected the community's well-being. 
Because of their nsture, some organizations had highest priority on the 
list: government egencies, Red Cross, and power ccnpanies. Southern 
Bell people either worked in such organizations' offices or checked with 
them during and after the sborm. 

The plant department began servicing the needs of high priority organi- 
zations early on Friday after the storm, concurrent with the companyla 
survey activities. 
were intact. 
prior to the storm, they needed mare afterwards. 

I.iost priority organizations' commuaications systems 
Although many had additional telephone equipnent installed 

Interorganizational Ilelationships 

The ciosc liaison betveen comiwnity organizations and Southern Bell, 
which was fostered by the corclpany's public relations policy, proved Val- 
us52e after the disaster. Although such liaison did not completely pre- 
v e ~ t  problas Srom occurring, it certainly accelerated their discovery 
aild solution. The followi.ng examples illustrate this . 

The southern division comercial manager, as chapter chairman of the 
Red Cross, served as chief liaison with that organization. 
lines were reeded at various locatiocs, he made sure the request was 
acted upon promptly. 

When more 

An unexpected situation arose. Although the Red Cross had fifteen 
official shelters in the city, storm evacuees were numecous and in many 



cases established their otm shelters by breaking into schools. When 
some dignitaries visited one of these make-shift shelters, evacuees 
complained of inadsquate telephone service. One man had broken open 
the coin box in the only pay telephone because it was so jamed with 
coins that no one cou1.d call out. 
sure that pay stations were installed. Govcrrmect reguiations state 
that the cmpany cannot provide free service. 
cause of the emergency, free stations would be installed at the Algiers 
Naval station aheI.ter. As one employee conmnted, many evacuees fled 
from the floods and had little with them, They were too proud to ask 
the Red Cross for money for telephone calls, but @ere eager to let 

Bell felt it had to provide free service. 

The telephone company prozptly made 

It was decided that be- 

, relatives know they were safe. From a humanitarian standpoint, Southern 
- 

A week after the stom, Red Cross Official6 asked the company to pro- 
vide a night- operator. 
neezed one. 
day, but was willing to run the switchboard all night. 

The regulzr girl vas sick and they desperately 
The telephone company contacted a girl who had worked all 

Civil Defense 

Civil Defense proved to be a different type of paoblern. At some 
point soon after the storm the mayor and the CD director cI.aimd that 
the civil defense control center's communications were inadequate. 
one official explained it: 

As 

A civil defense official made a statement that communications 
were entirely unsatisfactory during the evening (of the hur- 
ricane), That blanket indictment has been perhaps nisinter- 
preted by many, 
that it was not his intent to indicate that the entire tele- 
phone system was not operating, 

This civil defense officer has repeatedly said 

Hotever, this latter attempt to rectify the situation did not help 
Southern Bell w c h  afcer the irtitlal statement was made. 
felt that C3) had been provided with the necessary communications and 
protection. 
fected CD's calling capability were discussed earlier in this chapter.) 
Various company sources commented on itens which mtght further have 
affected CD's ability to make outgoing calls. 
control center's power werit off, CD pcrsonnel could not tell which 
telephone was ringirg. 
cate which 'line ha3 a call on it. 
bell, is connected to the power supply. 
ccrpeny decided to review the control center's communications to see if 
izqwovments could be made. 

The company 

(Sone ircidents prior to the disaster which may have af- 

For exaxple, b7hen the 

On push-button sets, a tight gcies on to indi- 
That light, unlike the telephone 

As a result, the telephone 

The control center ha? mriny problems on the night OE the hurricane 
other than iAe alleged comunications difficulty. 
the ceater was abandoned during the night and operaticns o ere lroved to 
city hail. Liaison from the telephone company worked there, assisting 
CD in communications and azher areas. 

For this reason, 
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Loca 1 Governen t 

Southern Bell supplied help over and above telephone aid in the 
One of the soafrhern division's district managers is 

Thus, when the mayor's clerical staff did not 

nayor's office. 
normally assigned to city hall, so he served as an on-the-sceae liai- 
son man after the storm. 
report for work on Friday, the district manager was asked to furnieh 
personnel to man the office, which he did. 
turned, the telephone people indicated that they were only there on the 
mayor's instructions and that they had to follow orders. Then, Southern 
Bell's liaison man suggested to the mayor's administrative assistant 
that the regular personnel should go back to their m n  positions. 
Monday eveninz, the telephone personnel had been phased out or' the nayor's 
office, During h:s sojourn at city hafl, the dieerict manager himself 
helped by handling calls where telephone fmil-icies were involved. 
example, the schol board had a flooded r.:arehoi:ca with books in it and 
needed telephone service proppt ly . 

When the Bayor's staff re- 

By 

For 

In addition to the foregoing exmples, other priority customers 
received similar help, mostly in the nature of coxmunicaticnc equipment. 
As help poured into the battered city, groups such as inorirnnce adjustors 
had to be considered priority customers. Pressure on the plant depart- 
ment ccntinued to build. 

Handlfng Requa,sts. Because of the tremendous number of telephones 
out of sszvice, the corrrpany was literally besieged with calls. Customer 
repair requests received by the repair service were apparently sezt di- 
rectly to the plant emergency coordinator who checked then against the 
essential users list. Calls coming into other departments were graded 
by their degree of need begore beins sent to the, coordinator. 
calls were often from people who knew someone in a dcpartmant through 
mutual membership in a community organization. 14any of these persons 
felt they had top priority for early restoration -- and quite a few had, 
The met5.od for handling these calls varied, 

These 

Karketing Department: In the marketing department, account managers 
called or visited the previousJ.y designated high priority custoners be- 
fore they reported to work on Frtday norning. 
needed services came in from these nccount managers, it c7as assembled 
in the narketiilg office and given a priority rating of importance. 
data were passed on to the plaat coordinator. 
sonnel were loaaed to the plant department. 

As infornation about 

The 
Then, eight of rhe per- 

Operating with a staff of four, the marketing department began 
calling large accounts whose involvement was important but less pressing, 
such as insurance companies, oil ccmpanics, and large industrial con- 
cerns. 
an socn as possible but: vouid take pressing ncgd3 into accorint Fmmedi- 
ately. Next, the department reviewed the pending work schedule. Be- 
cause of restoration, much of this regular work would have to be post- 
poned. 
would not need the new facilities on the established date, the schedule 

Tile scaff told these customers the coinpany wouldrestore service 

If one of these organizations had sustained major damage and 

17 
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was changed. 
moved up or at least kept more nearly on schedule. 

This permitted more critically needed installations to be 

Engineering Department: tiany customers contacted friends in the 
These customers ranged engineering department and asked for service. 

from doctors and politicians to less important customers in terms of 
priority, but almost all felt they were essential users. Hany requests 
were assigned priorities and sent to the plant coordinator. In some 
cases the customers were so upset or so important that engineers were 
sent out as troubleshooters. 
two days after the disaster before the engineers were able to be fully 
involved in restoration sketches. 

This was especially true during the first 

Comnerical Deparrment: The comercial department's involvement was 
similar to the marketing department's. 
or indirectly as liaison with organizations. 

Plany of the staff worked directly 

Changes in the Prioritv Svstem. About for or five days after the 
storm, it seemed apparent to many division managers that the priority 
system required changes on several counts. First, there were too many 
essential users out of service to handle within a short period of time. 
Second, too many special appeals came in. One official explained: 

The breakdown point finally came -- I changed the whole pro- 
cedure -- when I got an appeal from a secrerary for her hair- 
dresser out on Veteran's Highway. These ladies couldn't call 
to make their appointments. Everybody was confusing eveyone 
else by the volume of appeal cases that were coming in. 

A more rigid priority system was established and followed fairly 
closely. The banis was comunity need according to three categories. 
In the first priority group were persons like doctors or organizations 
with urgent needs. Ilaking up the second priority were requests which 
had sone urgency but did not qualify as life or death. Category three 
was for the remaining customers. Third priority customers were fully 
-7restored by the end of September, 

Besides tightening up the priority system, Southern Bell pre-empted 
the comercial on its regular TV news program on Tuesday, September 14. 
The commercial manager went on the air and asked custcners not to call. 
The company knew the telephones were out of order and would take care 
of them as soon as possible. The message was effective in cutting down 
the calls. 
quite understanding and patient about telephone company troubles and 
the efforts being made toward restoration. 

As a who1e, telephone personnel felt that the customers were 

Custcner service representatives, who were taking orders on an 
"unrelated" basis that week, found customers to be very patient. On 
Monday, ten days after the hurricane, customers became more restive. 
By that time most of the city's rehabilitation work was done and things 
looked more normal. The power worked, so they wondered wh.y the telephone 
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did not. 
vice. 
did receive some complaints. 

However, proportionately few customers were still out of ser- 
Throughout the period after the disaster the commercial department: 

Other Operating Probll- 

Adjustment of customers' bills to compensate thern for the time the 
telephone was out of service proved to be one of the moat well-received 
disaster procedures. Tine adjustments were made as a narter of Southern 
Bell policy rather than from customer pvompting, 
calculated on the average number of days that an area =as out of service. 
It was not possible to determine the extent of the outage during the 
first ten days after the hurricane. 
riod, two inserts were enclosed. 
knew the customer was out of service and he would be notified in the 
next bill the mount of credit to be given. 
were out of service longer than tha allotted rime should call to hquire 
about additional credit. 
justments were made. 

Each adjustment was 

For bills issued during this pe- 
The inserts said that Southern Bell 

At thzt point, thooe who 

In all, epproximately $500,000 worth of ad- 
The response to the credit was very favorable. 

Another problem that the coapany faced was what to do about cu8- 
tosera who had not returned to their flooded homes. 
not arbitrarily disconnect them, but had to advise the custoners to con- 
tact the company so the instrument could either be disposed of or re- 
cocnected. If the custouer was not home, an enployee left a card asking 
him to contact the company within fifteen dcys if the customer wanted 
service. One reason for not cutting off service permanently before con- 
tacting the customr was that he would not be in the forhhcoming direc- 
tory. Displaced disaster victims were eager to be included in the di- 
rectory. Complicating matters was the fact that the New Orleans direc- 
tory was due at the printers about two weeks after the storm. Between 
the power faillire, which temporarily closed down the directory office, 
and the number of changes brought about by customers' hurricane-insti- 
gated moves, the directory department was soon far behlnd in work. In 
addition, the company decided to assign telephone numbers to persons 
whose telephones had not yet bezn connected, to enable them to be in 
the forthcoming directory, FLve directory clerks were imported from 
other cities, and the personnel worked long extra houro to meet the dead- 

The cmpany could 

\ line. 
r) An activity of a slightly different nature was the relief center 
for telephone employees who had lost much in the storm. 
aside a room which was stocked with clothes and other items contributed 
by Bell people from many different states. The free "store" was run 
mainly be retired telephone personnel. 
slow at first, but increased as it was pointed out in company publica- 
tions that this was not: charity, but help "in the family." 

The company set 

The use of the relief center was 
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Summary 

The study of natural disasters has shown that adequate communication 
is a decisive factor in determining the overall ccmnunity emergency re- 
sponse. By the nature of the service that Southern Bell Telephone and 
Telegraph Cmpany provides, it3 effective operation in time of natural 
disaster 1s critical for the successful function of energency activity 
and overall community restoration, 
Bell Company was confronted with a severe disaster of an unprecedented 
.magnitude. 

The Eel7 Orleans office of the Southern 

As an organization, the New Orleans office of 6outhern Bell has 
several distinct ad-rantages with respect to disaster related operations. 
First, it has the ability to drav upon the knowledge and resources of 
the entire Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company. Since many 
of the offices of Southern Bell as2 located in cities that: are periodi- 
cally threatened and struck by hurricsm and flodds, it has accumulated 
valuable disaster related experience which is passed on t~ branch offices 
to be used in disaster planning. Similar to the Mew Orleens Public Ser- 
vice, Inc. discussed in the previous chapter, Southern Bell has a unique 
and highly technical function to perform which requires highly trained 
personnel. Conseqooatly, unlike civil defense, Red Cross and Salvation 
A m y ,  It cannot rely upon ordinary volunteers in emergencies. It must 
draw upon its own technically trained personnel within the larger organi- 
zation to provide the supplenentary manpower needed to carry out restor- 
ation activity. This was done by the airlift of complete repair units 
and personnel to the Mew Orleans area shortly after the Storm had sub- 
o ided . 

Like all of the organizations discussed in this monogjreph, Southern 
Bell was faced with a situation in which the demands placed upon it far 
exceeded its capability to respond. 
and resources, a shift in priorities had to be instituted. Because of 
its critical link with the larger community, such priority adjustments 
had to be made with respect to the needs and dictates of the greater 
commnf?g need. A reatoration priority system was thus established 
which gave top priority to those organizations which perfomed life ser- 
vices (hospitals, Red Cross, fire and police), and c o m m i t y  coordina- 
tion (civil defense and the mayor's office). By providing this vital 
communication link, Southern Bell was intricately involved in overall 
restoration activity. 

To adjust its existing structure 



Conclusion 

This report has presented a descril3tLvc accollnt of the activities 
involve6 in confronting the effects of Eurricanc 3etsy's attack upon 
;Jew Orleans. We have pointed out so far tha-k disasters present com- 
munities and organizaticns with unique stress situations which demand 
quick adaptation and adjustment if the ccamunity or organization is to 
survive and adequately hanELe the problems imposed by the disaster agent. 
As Drabek states: 

In a cornunity struck by disaster what we find is a rather clear 
image of a general end and an effort by the cornunity to 
accomplish that end. Previous sets of relationships, applicable 
to non-disaster ccnditions, aust be modified to fit changed 
conditions created by the disaster, and new relationships often 
emerge. (Drabek, 1968: 144-145) 

Disasters act as an impetus prodding organizations to set into 
motion a new pt-bern of response. Often these new pattern responses 
becone infused into the ongoing organization and are reflected in an 
identifiable structural or procedural, change. 
found it necessary to deal with a number of new contingencies, coupled 
with discovering t'nat operations were handicapped by equipmnt defi- 
ciences. In light of such expriences, long-term changes are made. 
Hurricane Betsy had a strong impact upon the long-term operational 
adjustments of the organizations we have discussed. The discussion 
that follows will focus briefly upon some of the organizational changes 
that occurred. 

Sone organizations 

Organization Changes 

Civil Defense 

I M l e  nany of the difficulties faced by civil defense were due 
to equipment deficiences, the Hurricane Betsy experience indicated that 
several structural changes in the organization were necessary. These 
chanGes includeri the addition of new personnel, the relocation of an 
official, and the adogtion of an emergent organizational structure which 
proved satisfactory and could be used in future disasters. 

It became apparent during Betsy that there vas a need for an 
additional engineer who would carry out preventive generator maintenance 
and maintain peak operating order on all other equipment at the Emergency 
Operating Center (EOC). 
at the EOC, civil defense tad to close its operation at the center and 
move back to city hall. 
equi9ped underground installation. 
for the faulty generator, it vas felt that an additional maintenence 
engineer might provide assurance against any future power failure by 
being on hsnd as prob: 

Due to an apparent failure in the generator 

%is vas a waste of a very expensive and highly 
While a surplus part was obtained 
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To facilitate writing and coordinating future planning, it vas 
necessary to move the planning officer from the city ha11 office over 
to the EOC. 
work closely with the EOC directo: to incorporate possible technical, 
personnel and logistic problem into ezergency plans so that a more 
effective and efficient EOC operctioa could be insured. 

By operating out of the EOC, the planning officer could 

AcotZler lOi1,z-teaq clJzrige to emerge from tht3 &tsy experiance vas 
~t direct result of the success that the elncrgcncy task force structure 
had in effectivs%l\r copi~g with recoveq activity. Ucder the direction 
of the mzyor mc? the civil defense directory rehabilikLtion coxnittees 
%?ere set up and heacied b.j city cowcilmen. 
ponsible fcr a specific a:&*ea of rehabilitation (e.g. > street clean-up, 
Power, comunicrttion repairsy etc.). 
coordinate and o'htaln the necessary men and equipnent to carv out its 
assigw.ent,. 
to the mzyor ctnd civil dsfeme dirzctor so that they would have the 
necessary iP.f0mFwt5x to coci-3.in~tz %ha overall city recovery efforts e 

Each connittee ~ras res- 

It was up to each comaittee to 

The c m x i h e n  who ha&.ded these cornittees .rroluld report 

The experience with Hvrricme Betsy painfully pointed out several 
flaws in tke pb:sical facilities and emergency resources. 
- several chacges were m&de azld additional resources were acyuisitioned. 
"The folloving changes were made: 

As a result, 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

/ 
0. 

A nev oserctions room at the EOC tias equipped with nev naps, 

represent&ives. 
L Lrackir,C; b3:wds ~ an2 zeatins arrmgenents for orgalizrttional 

A new PBX s-jstez! which doubles the cczpscity of the old telephone 
system was installed. 

Direct underground "hotlines" were installed between the TOC 
and emergency relevant onerations. 

TDe exiszing h m  radio was replaced with a more reliable 
upto-dat e model. 

A three phase plan for an a1i;ernate power source was 
established wnich initially called for city pover and, if 
that should f8i13 t3en auxiliary diesel power would be' 
used. 

To better facilitate comunicatiog with the pu5lic, an emer- 
Gency broadcast hook-up into two local radio stations was 
established. This would enable civil defense to directly 
broadcart inforxritidn to tiie public. 

Since it is the standard operaLing procedure that the Salvation 
A m y  ret-ise its disaster plans eveiy two years, no operational changes 
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could be directly attribvtable to the experience with Hurricane Betsy. 
Hmever, the acqliisifcn of new rES0iirCeS did reflact the problems 
encountered xith tLe p m c r  feilure -thz~t occui*red during Betsy. Two 
auxiliary ger,eratc:a fcjr use in field vorls, plus a generator for the 
maill builGing, vere Furzkased in or&r to mest any f'uttye power failure. 
In addition, folloving a civil defeme recomnenda-bion, the Salvation 
Army installed 2. D.GV radio cornmication iietm~k. 
esfab1ishiien.t of an mergency telephcne "'notline" bet,wser_ civil defer-se 
hezdqusrt er s End t hean elvc s s t r e:;gi;h en e d the 1 r mer 6 er, cy c omua i i: zt i on 
system. Thsee c h m ~ c i ;  inhced by Betsy, generally reflected the ccmon 
need for bci;ter- cozmunicstion and a Kore reliable 60ill"ce of gwer. 

!Chis, plus the 

U2lik3 the Salvstion Army, a nmbzr of operational ch.znges occvrred 
in the Bed Cross chqter ~:hic4? co:ild be directly attributable to the 
experLen?? w5th ffurricsric Betsy. 
shelter opraticns. First, the midoer of shelters was increased frox 
15 to 50. ficcompqying this iacreese was a corresponding increase in 
additional gersonnel and supplies, 

A nu?;ber of changes vere made regarding 

As pointed ou% in Chapter 5 regarding tiro specific Red Cross shelter 
operations, th;: most successful shelter operation involved staff memberg 
who had previously worked together before. This was important because 
it facilitated the rspid adaptions necessary to an effective response. 
ReflectiGg upon this experience, Red Cross hes aiteqted to make esch 
shelter self-sustaixTpg by esta3lishing an interad core group which would 
have an established Yelzticnshlp with the sheltcr fecility. 
of the shdters were schools, an effort was ma& to get neighborhood 
residents to volunteer for service at the shelter. 
this would cut down ypon the discipline problem encountered during 
Betsy and allow for rapid mobilization. 

Sicce most 

It was hcped that 

To avoid the necessity of cooking, a new feeding plan was developed 
using a liquid diet during the first 24 hours of operation. 
arrangement would also avoid food deliveries which are hazardous and 
often impractical. 

This new 

In order to woid the confusioL regarding which awthorized Red 
Cross shelters were open, all shelter3 in the frture will be opened 12 
hours before predicted impact. 
radios to be used for emergency comunication. 
independent radio operators, Red Croso had to institute a radio operator 
training program. 
programs vert initiated. 
in first aid so that in future emergencies, neighborhood fire stations 
could be converted to'first aid stations. 
to acquaint social workers with official Red Cross policy and procedures 
for post-mergency rehabilitation work. 
volunteer social workers were mfmiliar with the syecific Red Cross 
policies. 

&so all shelters will be equipped vith 
So 8s to have their own 

In addition to this +,raining program, two more training 
One prograu fociised upon treining firemen 

The ofher program was designed 

I?uring Setsy, x m y  of the 

. .. 



Due to the cormmication problems that occurred during Betsy, 
several changes w2re nladc at Red Crcss heEdquarters. 
adopted so that orly incoming calls will go through the switchboard 
and outgoin,- calls r:ill 32 trasmitted by r c ~ o  ancl/or 3y a direct 
telephone "'notlineif conr.ection. 
additional generator was also purchased. 

A Eev policy was 

To counterac'c the power failure, an 

---- 3 e ~  Orleena Public Service Incorpor2,ted (IqOPSI) 

The purchsse of nev eqipsent and a =ore eqiicit atten2t to co- 
ordinate and expei!ite interorpnizational relationships vere t'tle basic 
chznges focuse6 ugon by 3OPSI. 
involved in provldlng bus transportation for evacuees the coqx?-~y 
decided to establish a liaison position betmen the transi$ department 
and the EOC. 
the gas m d  electri? ikpartser-+,s and the COC. 

Since the txnzit depatment ?xis heavily 

Arlclitional lieison positions. were also established between 

m LO correct tile 3reviousl;r f,l.r.lty ccTmunications rietvork, direct 
telephoce llnes were irstal.ld to - t m  plice and fire Czpartraen3s. In 
addition, a portable radio set-up between city hall, the EOC and TIOPSI 
vas established. To 9wther aid cornmication efforts, a policy change 
occurred which designcted that all external communicztion -to civil 
defense, police and ffre be handled by the comimity relations dcgzrtrnent. 
Previously, each departaent handled its own comunicati.cn which proved 
to be very inefficient. 

In addition to the a5nx logistical and comucication changes, the 
aetsy experience pointed ou-k that a new systa of dry ice distribution 
was scrcly needed. Because of the general 2ower failure gemrated by 
the stem, the deaand for bj ice becmte irqerative in crder to prevent 
- food stuff from spoiling. lorking closely with civil defense ard the 
fire departmmt, TiOPSI endeavozed to set up a better iky ice distri- 
bution system using neighborhooC fire stations as distribution points 
for 6ry ice. 

_I_- Southern Bell Telephone and Telegrtlph Company 

In Eeneral, there have been 110 changes in disaster ;?laming or 
-personnel assignuents during disasters. 
were purely in the fom of purchasicg portable generators to guard 
against f'uture sotiler failures. 
that mw.y key emergency organizations faced, Southern Bell installed 
direct "hotlines" frool the EOC to key city departments and agencies. 

\,%at changes that vere made 

Because of the comunication problems 

In s m 9  two distinct problems irere encountered by each organization. 
First, the problen of a rower failure left many organizations helpless 
since nost depended upon elcctrfciey to run their equipnent. Conse- 
quentiy, to avoid being handicappcd by m y  fLture power failure-exergency 
generatzrs w r e  purchased. While tne pcver failure made many people 
unconfortable because of the lack of lightiEg and air cxditioning, the 
communication problem had an even moye direct effect upon the total 

http://comunicati.cn


emerzency respocse--impeding m y  coordination effort. 
the prirnary ictegrattzg body, had only access to incoming telephone 
czlls which curtailed its atteqh to keep in close conhzt ~f~tl?. 
emergeacy orgaGizatiom. Respond.ir,g to this Fxblem, m m y  direct 

Civil defense, 

nes:' vere esta3iished end mre h m  radio sets ar.4 walkie-talkies 
icchdsed. 
.ny cd' the logistical acsigments, the experience wit11 Ijetsg 
d cut sharply the tecknicsl problems that nuzt L? .?ace?-. 

rganizaticnd changes induced by Eetsy illuetrste the fact that 
zzbions arc capa5le of learning from their experiences. Just as 

3 make necessary adcqtatioiis when confronted vith a 
00 $ 1 ~  brganizations incorpcxke irito their set of 
edurzs the necessary adsp+;ative behavior in order to 

While previous hwricane exjyrience had he1 ped ircn 

se their disaster-zelated output. By learning I"ro?n peat zxpericnces, 
or&ani!:zJcions do not have to dewte time and resources in structuring 
their activity, but iAis-kad ere able to focus imLlediaC,elg upon the tasks 
at Ban 3. 

Often a conscious effor2 is made to preplan an effective resj?onoe. 
Even though, as in t k  case of Betsy, organizations may have devclopcd 
a set of detailed plaas, they &re still ctt the mercy of unique natural 
ead ecological factors Fihich can e.i.t!ler minimize or maximize the 
problems confronted. 
most orgmizational plans took into zccount a nurricane while neglecting 
the pcsribility of a sixltaxous tidal surge vith accoqmying 
extensive flooding. 

In Betsy, tLis was illustrpked by the fact that 

*hother imTortant fact illustrated in this case zf,uily is that 
disasters do not precipitate chaotic random behsvior. 
just the opposite has been dzmmstrated, showicg thct in disasters 
indi-,.iduals m d  organiz3tioc.s are capalsle of adspting their resources 
to cope vith the new deaands. Ecw-rer, when a comuiity has not 
undergone an emergency, much of the behmior may be of a trial and 
error nature. 

On the contrary, 

The previous chaTters have exphasized the inportant of zn effective 
coordinating body. 'Nit:.._ the increased demands thEt acccmpany any 
disaster, it is necessary that men end material be girected efficiently 
to the zreas of greatvest need. 
from a perqective that takes into accomt the total situation, vhether 
it be from an orgwizational or a community perspective. 
coordinating group are established, ",ere will exist a duplication of 
effort at 8 time when such duplication is so critically wasteful. 
have also stressed that when coordinetiox is hampered by technical 
difficulties, inefficient alternatives arz euployed which waste manpower 
and other resources. It was not until a coor3inating body was formed 
at city hall that P.n effective acd efficienf recovery operation beg= 
in IJsw Orleans. 

Some central gi-cup must make decisions 

Until such 

We 
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The preccediag discussion has emphasized that a dj-saster accen- 
tuates the interdepenzcnt natwe of the e1euer;ts composing a cornunity 
sooial system. 
cooperstPie effart on tlze part of a11 organizations. 
zation has the sufficient rescurces and nanpovcr to hmdle the situztion 
alone. W,?Y relationships must be formed. As Drabek sts5es : 

Froblens could not hcve been handled unless there v&s n 
Ho on2 orgsr-5- 

... 13;a-L we see is :he eiriergence of an emergency so:lnl ,cysten 
which is s. set of nev relztionskips that more effectively fit 
the changed conditiors produced by the diszstcr. TMs , inc?ividuai 
and orgalzational behavior in disester is rot purposeless or 
random, but rather regresents efforts to construct new relation- 
ships that nee% cew conditions -- to irnpcne structure where thc 
previous one  as fsiled, is inadequate CT siqly inap2ropriate 
for the changed circuinstances. (Drabek, 1968:145) 

The constructios of such new rel&i;ionshi>s allows a redistrib~tion of 
resources vkich will more adeqczi;i?iy cope with tke problems. 
example, in the flood rescnc activity, police aad fire departments did 
n.ot have an adequate nunber of boats to carry out rescue V G Y ~ .  
necessitated that n:-l-ncgexents be made with the U.S. Axmy and private 
citizens in order that &my ducks and privcte boats could be obtained 
for rescue work. 

Fcr 

Tliis 

In an emergency, a vast network of resources axl personnel are 
- made avai1.able through ccntributioos and Loans frcm individuals, grcq?s 
-a-?d organizations OE both a st2,te end federal level. Dismters demon- 
s%ra$c the intricate interdependent re?-a%ionships thzt e':ist in a,ny 
social system--in thzt comunities are able to draw upon extra manpower 
and resources f r a  vzrious organizational and gcverrJ;;eaLal levels. 
Left on their 0-m, most comunj.ties coal6 not adeqiLate2-j handle the 
demnds that a lL-ge-scale disaster presents. 

By way of s m w y ,  there zre seireral points thzt shouid be re- 
E r s t  is Yaat orgmizetions often do karn from past emphasized. 

ex3erience and take necessary steps to institute chmges -bo better facili- 
tate f'uture respoiises. However t.112 likelihood thzt orgmicaticns wZll 
make these chaages nay hs dcpen6ent upon xhether their coxmunities are 
faced with recwrent thrects . Secor?diy important for any emergency 
response is the wouct of pre-planning that has been dane. As was 
illustrated, disestei- pians often enable orgznlzations to more readily 
adapt 'GO an energency. Hovever, no matter licv ~iell prepared a ccrmuntty 
may be, there is alr7ays extra contingencies not tEtBm into account, that 
;cay iqede cLn effective response, e.g., an =anticipated flood. Thirdly, 
this monograph has pz-esented evidence to dispel1 the lrijrth that disasters 
crezte a chaatic situation with indi-ridcals behaving rariclomly. On the 
contrary, a fairiy well-defined social structcrz energs to carry out 
disester-related activi-by. Thls report has d s o  underscored the 
importance cf establishjng en overall coordinating bor';~ to effectively 
and efficiently integrrite . disaster-relcted tasks. 
of an interdependent local and naticnal nytwork should be highlighted. 
It i.s this r,etwonk which mmbf.l-l:zes rcEoL-ce3 to ccn%at tkie disraption 
to the nornnl ongoing social sysr..a. 

Lastly, the importance 
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